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FOREWORD 
This report volume is the programmer's manual developed during a study of probabilis­
tic systems modeling and cost/performance methodogies for optimal assignment of space 
vehicles and other program elements to advanced space missions. This study is being 
performed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract 
NAS2-5202, and is monitored by Mr. R. E. Slye and Mr. Harold Hornby of the Advanced 
Concepts and Missions Division of the Office of Advanced Research and Technology. 
Individuals of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company who contributed to this study are 
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SUMMARY 
This document is Volume 2 of a two volume series entitled Probabilistic Systems 
Modeling and Cost/Performance Methodologies for Optimization of Vehicle Assignment. 
This volume is a programmer's manual for the probabilistic optimal assignment and 
budget smoothing model described in Volume 1. 
This volume contains appendixes that provide model input requirements, a sample case, 
flow charts, and a program listing. At the beginning of each appendix, descriptive de­
tails and technical comments are provided to indicate any special instructions applicable 
to the use of that appendix. In addition, the program listing of Appendix D includes 
comment cards that state the purpose of each subroutine in the complete program and 
describe operations performed within that subroutine. 
Appendix A, Input Requirements, provides details on the many options that adapt the 








A complete glossary of input terms and detailed format requirements are
 
included in this appendix. Variable names are listed by order of input in
 
corresponding sections of use to make the glossary easier to use than an
 
alphabetical listing. Comments are also included which describe either
 
external or internal restrictions associated with the variable.
 
Figure A-1 illustrates the basic data deck layout for this program. Any
 
section may be eliminated if there are no associated data. However,
 
either a blank card must be inserted in place of the section or the control
 
card must reflect no input for that section. If the control card is coded
 
so no data are input for some section, then values input for the preceding
 
case are automatically supplied. Otherwise, if no data are desired for any
 
one section, then a blank card mast be input to replace that section.
 
Stage performance data to be used in the stage-matching screen may be
 
eliminated entirely, including the final blank card, if the stage-matching
 
screen is not to be used. If this screen is used, then the stage cards 
must be ordered so that all stages in Class 1 precede those in Class 2, 
which precede those in Class 3, which precede those in Class 4. Stages not 
included in the matching screen follow those in the above classifications.
 




Constraint and budget level cards are input to the SMOTHS subroutine of
 
this integrated program. The last data card input in this BUDGET Section
 









Then the control card for the next set of data appears unless there are
 
no more data cases to follow. In this latter case, a blank card follows 
the asterisk card in order to terminate the run under normal circumstances. 






1 - 3 LP 

4 - 6 NOPT 
7 - 9 MOS 
10 - 12 NSOL 
Format Description and Comments 
13 Code for logic printout 
If LP > 2 Print decision numbers 
for each vehicle 
If LP > I Print logic associated 
with algorithm 
If LP = 0 No logic output 
13 Code for mission/vehicle compat­
ibility screen 
1 - AV vs. payload weight + 
availability-+-a priori 
assignment 
2 - Code 1 plus use stage-matching 
screen 
3 - All criteria 
I Method of solution desired 
MOS = 0 Optimize assignment 
resulting budget 
and smooth 
MOS 1 Input assignment and 
smooth resulting budget 
MOS = 
MOS = 
2 Optimize assignment and 
output associated costs 
3 Input assignment and 
print out associated costs 
I3 Number of solutions to be output in 





Column Name Form&t 

13 - 15 MSOL 13 

16 - 18 MITR 13 
19 - 21 ILY 13 

22 - 24 MYRS I3 
25 - 29 TREE F5.1 
30 - 41 GUESS F12.2 
42 - 44 GR$ F3.1 

45 - 49 SLO F5.1 

67 -68 IP 12 
69 - 70 IG 12 
71 - 72 IFM 12 
73 - 74 II 12 
75 - 76 IM 12 

77 - 78 ISD 12 

79 - 80 IV 12 

* If > 0, new input for this case 
Description and Comments
 




Maximum number of allowed iterations
 
between SMOTHS and ASIGNS
 
Last two digits of initial calendar
 
launch year of mission model
 
Mission model duration in years
 
Last 2 digits of calendar year for
 
SMOTHS 
Upper bound for total launch vehicle 
program (saves storage space if real­
istic value). If GUESS = O.D, then 
GUESS is assigned a value 1.0 E15 
Annual economic growth factor, e.g.,
 
7% inflation/year; GRO = 7 •
 
Annual Sustaining Costs less than
 
SLO are left out of the basic algor­
ithm and treated later in determining 
the optimal assignment. MSOL = 0 
option must be specified for implemen­
tation
 
Code for pad input*
 
Code for stage input*
 
Code for shared cost group input*
 
Code for integration cost input*
 
Code for mission input*
 
Code for special program data*
 
Code for vehicle input*
 




Columns Name Format Description and Comments 
Stage Information (Input only if IG > 0) I = 1, NSTG < 50 
1 - 2 KODS(i) 12 Reference number of stage on card I 
4 - 7 STG(I) A4 Name of stage on card I 
8 - 131 SR(I,J) 3F6.3 Recurring cost for first unit of 
stage on card I
 
14 - 19 J= 1,3 	 J = 1 Hardware 
20 - 25 	 J = 2 ETR launch support 
J = 3 WTR launch support 
26 - 30- PLC(IJ) 3F5.3 	 Recurring cost learning curve percent
 
for stage on card I in decimal form
 
(e.g., .95)t ­
31 - 35 -J = 10 	 J = I Hardware 
36 - 4o 	 J = 2 ETR launch support 
J = 3 WTR luanch support 
44 - 49 SNR(I) F6.5 Development cost of stage on card I 
50 - 55 STS(I) F6.3 	 Sustaining cost-of stage on card I
 
59 - 61 LSA(I) I3 	 Last year stage on card I is available*" 
62 - 64 NBY(I) 13 Batching duration in years for stage 
recurring cost 
65 - 67 NFS(I,3) 413 KODEF of the shared cost groups 







74 - 76_ 
t If percent is 100, then input zero 	for more efficient program operation
 
* I corresponds to year ILY 
+ If available through mission model, any number > MYRS may be input. If 





Column Name Format 








5 - 9 SUSLS(IJ) 2F5.0 

lo - 1-4 J = 1,2 

15 - 17 NU(I) I 

18 	- 23 UPP(i) F6.2 

24 - 29 UPPXX F6.1) 

30 - 32 PXX F3.2, 

33 	- 38 RPLO(I) F6.0 

39 	- 40 YDS(I) F2.0 

* 	 If = 0, learning curve type input 
If = 0, jump type input 
Description and Comments
 
Code to indicate type of input for
 
recurring cost-of stage on card I* 
J = 1 Hardware 
J = 2 ETR launch support 
J = 3 WTR launch support 
Sustaining cost at launch facility for
 






J = 2 WTR 
Number of reusable units in initial
 
investment of component I 
NU = 0 unit is expendable 
NU > 0 estimate used by program directly 
NU < -2 	estimate used by program for
 
first iteration, then subroutine
 




PXc% tail such that using the lognormal
 
distribution, prob. (UPP(I) > UPPXX) = PXX
 
(e.g., PXX = .05)
 
Return payload weight in lbs for this 
component.** (Vehicle return payload = 
orbiter return payload) 
Duration 	in years over which 0 function
 
distributes development cost for stage 
on card I. (Leave blank if SNx(I) = 0 
Input-necessary if SNR / 0) 




Column Name Format Description and Comments 
41 - 42 IST(I) 12 Last 2 digits of calendar start date 
for Stage Development Program 
43 - 44 NSFX(NSDC*) 12 Duration in years < 12 for any 
miscellaneous (fixed or development) 
program associated with stage on 
card I (e.g., Run out costs). (Stand­
ard Development costs are distributed 
by a Beta function ­ any other develop­
pent distribution may be input under 
this special category.) 
45 - 49] SRXX(J) 3F5.1 X0% tail such that 
50 - 54 J = 1,3 
prob.(SR(J) > 
for J = 1,5 
sn(J) = 
55 - 59 
6o - 62 2x(1) F3.2 Percent tail above in decimal form 
(e.g., .05) 
63 - 68 SNRXX F6.1 XX% tail such that 
69 - 71 XX(2) F3.21 prob. (SNR(I) > SNRXX) = XX(2) 
72 - 77 STSXX F6.1 XX% tail such that 
78- 80 XX(3) P.2k prob. (STS(I) > STSXX) = XX() 








15 - 24 SRJ(LX,2) F10.3 	 Slope of line defining total recurring
 
cost for over POT number of stages
 
25 - 34 SRJ(LX,3) F10.3 	 Y-intercept of.iine defining total
 




35 - 44 POJ(LX) F10.3 	 Number of stages at which function
 









Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
45 - 54 SRJXX F10.3) PXtail such that 
Ffl F3.2 prob. (SRJ(LX,i) > SRJXX) = PXX55 - 57 

If NSFX(NSDC) 0 read in following card.
 
1 - 3 NRFX(NSDC) 13 	 Start date for special development
 
cost associated with stage on card
 
I. (Referenced to IST(I))
 
4 - 8" RXD(J,NSDC) 12F5.2 	 Special development cost to be spent
 
in calendar year
9 - 1314 - 18 1900 + IST(I) + NRFX(NSDC) - 2 + T 
(Input distribution) 
19 - 23 
24 - 28 
29-35 J=1,12 
34 -38 
39 - 43 





64 - 69 RxDXX, F6. i PXX% tail such that 
70 -72 PXx F3.2 12 
prob( RXn(J,NSDC) > IDX) = PXX 
j=l 
Last Stage Card must be followed by a blank card.
 
Shared Cost Group Cards (Input only if IFM> a) I = 1, NFAm < 4o 
1 - 2 KODEF(J)=I 12 Reference Number of group on card J 
4 - 7 FAM(I) Ak Name of group I 
8 - 17 FMNR(I) F1O.O Development cost of group I 






Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
28 - 31 YDF(I) F4 .1 	 Duration in years of Development 
Program cost distribution (P Function). 
(Leave blank if FMNR(I) = 0.) 
32 - 34 JST(I) I3 	 Last 2 digits of calendar start date
 
for group Development Program - nec­
essary if FMR or FMSUS 0
 
55 - 37 NSFX(NSDC) 13 	 Duration in years for any miscell­
aneous fixed.or development program
 
distribution associated with group I.
 
(Distribution input on following card.)
 
38 - 47 FMSLS(I,J) 2F10.0 	 Sustaining cost at launch site for
 




=48 - J 1,2 	 J = 1 ETR
 
J = 2 WTR
 
58 - 64 FMNRXX F7.0) 	 XX% tail such that
 
prob. (FN (I) >_ flNX) = XXGl)
65 - 67 xx(i) F3.2 
68 - 74 FMSSXX F7.0 	 X% tail such that 
XX(2) F3.21 prob.(FMSUS(I) > FMSXX) = XX(2)75 - 77 
If (NSFX(NSDC) # 0) read following card. 
I - 3 EMFX(NSDC) 13 	 Start date for special Development
 




4 - 8 RXD(JNSDC) 12F5.2 	 Special Development cost to be
 
spent in calendar year
9 - 13 

1900 + JST(I) + NRFX(NSDC) - 2 + J
 14 - 18 J =_1,12 (Input distribution)
 
59 - 63 




70 - 72 







Column Name Format Description and Comments 
Last Group card must be followed by a blank card.
 
Integration Cost Cards (Input only if I > a) I = 1, NCI < 30
 
3 - 5 NFML(I) I3 KODEF of shared cost group which is 
lower member of integration pair I 
6 - 8 NFMU(I) 13 KODEF of shared cost group which is 
upper member of integration pair I 
9 - 18 RINT(I) FlO.0 Recurring cost for first unit of 
integration I 
19 - 28 PLCINT(I) FlO. 0 Recurring cost learning curve per­
cent for integration I 
29 - 38 DINT(I) FlO.0 	 Development cost of integration I 
39 - 48 SINT(I) FlO.O 	 Sustaining cost of integration I 
49 - 52 YDI(I) F4.1 	 Development duration in years for 
P distribution (Leave blank if 
DINn(I) = 0.) 
53 - 55 KST(I) 13 	 Last 2 digits of calendar start 
date for integration development 
program - input necessary if DINT 
or SINT 0 
56 - 58 NSFX(NSDC) I3 	 Duration in years for any miscell­
aneous fixed or development program 
associated with integration I. 
(Distribution input on following 
card).
 
59 - 68 sINTLs(I,J) 2F1O.0 	 Sustaining cost at launch facility 
for integration I not to be duplicated 
at each pad. 
=69- 78 J 1,2 	 J = 1 ETR 
J=2 WTR 
Second Integration Card 
1 -10 





)0C(l)% tail such that 




Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
14 - 23 DINTXX F10.0 X(2)% tail such that
 
24 - 26 XX(2) F5.2 	 prob.(DINT(I) > DINTXX) = XX(2) 
27 - 36 SINTXX FO.01 	 XX(3)% tail such that
 
37 - 39 XX(3) F3.2% 	 prob.(SINT(I) > SINTXX) = XX(3) 
IF NSFX(NSDC) 0 read following card.
 
1 - 3 NRFX(NSDC) 13 	 Startdate for Special Development
 




4 - 8 RXD(J,NSDC) 12F5.2 	 Special Development cost to be spent
 
in calendar year
9 - 153 = 1,12 1900 + KST(I) + NRFX(NSDC)- 2 + O
 
14 - 18 (Input distribution)
 
59 -63 
64 - 69 RXDXX F6.1 	 PXX% tail such that 
70 - 72 Pxx F3.21 12 
prob( Z RXD(J,NSDC) > RXDXX) = PXX 
j=l
 
Last Integration card must be followed 	by a blank card.
 
Pad Cards (Input only if IP > 0) I = 1, NP < 30
 
1 - 4 KODEP(I) 14 	 Number of pad complex on card I
 
7 - 10 PAD(I) A4 	 Name of complex on card I
 
11 - 15 NPERPD(I) F5.0 	 Maximum number of launches/year/pad
 
possible at complex I
 
2nd - 6th cards needed for each pad complex (stage cost data, 2/card) (J = 1,10)
 
3 - 4 NPSTG(IJ) 12 KODE corresponding to Jth stage costs
 






Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
5 - 9 PSTGD(I,Jl) F5.0 3th stage development cost of first
 
5- 49] 	 pad in complex I
 
10 - 12] YDPS(I,J) F3.0 	 Development duration in years for
 
50 - 52J~ 	 distribution
 
13 - 15 MST(IJ) I3 	 Last 2 digits of calendar start
 
date of PSTGD
5 5 55 
16 - 20 PSTGS(IJ,l) F5.0 	 jth stage sustaining cost of
 
first pad in complex I
56 0J 

21 - 251 PSTGD(IJ,2) F5.0 	 3th stage development cost of
 
61- 65!_ 	 second pad in complex I 
26 - 30 PSTGS(IJ,2) F5.0 	 jth stage sustaining cost of
 
66 70J 	 second pad in complex I 
31 - 351 PSTGD(IJ,3) F5.0 	 3th stage development cost of
 
71 y5J 	 third pad in complex I
 
36 - 4o PSTGS(IJ,3) F5.0 	 3th stage sustaining cost of
 
third pad in complex I
76 8J 

7th - 9th cards needed for each pad complex (family cost data, 2/card)(J = 1,5 
4 1 NPFAm(I,J) 12 KODEF corresponding to Jth family
43 44] costs of complex I 
5 -9j PFAMD(IJ,I) F5.0 3th family development cost of first 
45 49] pad in complex I 
10 - 12] YDPF(IJ) P3.0 	 Development duration in years 




5-1 ST(IJ) I Last 2 digits of calendar start
 
53 5 date of PFAMD­
16 - 20] PFAMS(I,J,l) F5.0 3th family sustaining cost of
 
I6oj 




Column Name Format Description and C6dinents
 
21- 25 PFAMD(I,J,2) F5.0 ith family development cost of 
pad in complex I61 	- 6J5]second 
26 - 30 PFANS(IJ,2) F5.0 	 jth family sustaining cost of 
second pad in complex I66 	- 70 
31 - 35] PFAMD(IJ,3) F5.0 	 jth family development cost of 
third pad in complex I71-75 
36 - 401 PFAMS(I,J3) F5.0 	 jth family sustaining cost of 
third pad in complex I76 	-d 

10th and 11th cards needed for each pad complex (integration cost data,
 
3/card) (V - .1,5)
 
9- 11 NP (I,J) I KODEF of lower group correspondin 
3 551to jth integration cost of comple 
57 59 
12 - 14 IPINTU(IJ) 13 KODEF of tpper group correspondin 
36 38 to jth integration cost of comple: 
6o -6 
15 - 32j PINTS(IJK) 3F6.o jth integration sustaining cost
 
K = 1,3 ofiKth pad in complex I




Last Pad Card must be followed by Blank Card. 
Mission Data Card - (Input only if IM> 0) i = 1, I1S < 50 
1 - 2 KODEM(I) 12 Reference number of mission on 
card I 
3 - 8 ENAE(I) A6 Name of mission on card I 
9 - 12 PB(I) F4.2 Priority of mission on card I 
15 - 16 NSYR(I) 12 	 Number of sustaining years
 









17 - 18 NYRSFX(I) 
19 - 25 VLR(I) 
26 - 28 	 RPLM(I) 
29 - 31 	 TAMT(I) 
52 - 38 WPR(I) 
39 -. 40 	 NTRIP(I) 






3 - 12 PLR(I) 

13 - 22 SUS(I) 

23 - 32 C(I) 

33 - 37 YDPL(I) 




































Duration in years of any fixed
 












Return payload weight in lbs
 
required by mission on card I*
 
Number of days orbiter required
 
for mission completion (only
 
required if NU < 0 for some 
reusable stage).
 
Payload weight in lbs required
 
for mission" on card I
 
Maximum number of launches 
allowed to carry WPR(I) lbs into 
orbit. NTRIP(I) = 0 is same as 1.
 
Number of launches for mission 
on card I -incalendar year 
J + 1900 + ILY - 1 with WPR 
payload at each launch
 








Duration in years over which
 
development cost is to be
 
distributed by Beta Function
 
Input recurring cost distribution
 




indicates that mission I is to be performed
 





Name Format Description and Comments 
58 - 67 
68 - 69 







Maximum diameter of payload for 
mission on card I 
Code for payload stabilization 
requirement 
0 - No requirement 
1 - Must be spin stabilized 
2 - Must not be spin stabilized 
Code for man-rating requirement 
for mission on card T 
0 - No requirement 
1 - Must be man-rated 
72 - 73 LTR(I) 12 Code for launch site of mission 
1 - ETR 
2 - WTR 
74 - 75 NRR(I) 12 Number of restarts required for 
mission 
76 - 77 IS(I) 12 Last 2 digits of calendar start 
year for development cost PLD(I) 
78 - 80 IVEHEA(I) 13 A priori vehicle assignment for 
mission on card I 
If no vehicle assigned - 0 input; 
KODEV of vehicle input otherwise 
Third Mission Card 
1 ­ 10 





XX(l)% tail such that 
prob(PLR(I) > PuiXX) = XX(i) 
14 - 23 





Same for C(I) 
27 - 36 









Column Name Format. Description and Comments
 
I flNYRSFX(I) 0 read following card.
 
1 - 3 NSTRFX(I) I3 	 Start date for special development 
cost associated with mission KODEM(I) 
referenced to IS() 




9-13 1900 + Is(i) + NSTRFX(I) - 2 + J
 
14 - 18 J = 1, 12 (Input distribution)
 
59 - 63 
64 - 69 RXDXX F6.1 PX% tail such that 
70 - 72 PXX F5.25 12 
Prob( 3 FIXn(ryr)> nXnn) PXX 
j =1 
Last mission card must be followed by 	a blank card.
 
Special Program Data Card (No launch associated with program) - Input only if 
ISD> 0, I = 1, NSPR < 6 
1 - 3 KODESP(I) I3 Code number for Special Program (must 
be larger than 1O0)
 
4 - 9 NAME(I) A6 	 Name oftSpecial Program on card I
 
10 - 19 C(I) FlO.2 	 Development cost associated with
 
program (distributed by P Function)
 




















Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
39 - 110 NYRSFX(I) 12 	 Duration in years of any fixed
 




h1 - 50 CXX F1O.2( XX(1)% tail such that
 
51 - 53 XX(1) F3.2j Prob(C(I) > CXX) = Xx(l)
 
54 - 63 SUSXX FlO.2 XX(2)% tail such that
 
64 - 66 xX(2) F3.2 Prob(SUS(I) > SUSXX) = XX(2)
 
If NYRSFX(I) / 0 read following card. 




4 - B RFIXD(JI) 12F5.2 Fixed Cost to be spent in 
calendar year
9 - 13 J = 1,12 1900 + IS(I) + NSTRFX(I) - 2 + J 
14 - 18 
59 - 65 
64 - 69 'RXDXX F6.1 	 PXX% tail such-that
 
70 - 72 PXX F3.2) 	 12
 
Prob( R 	 XX) FXXrFIXD(J,I) 	 P 
j=1
 
Last Special-Program Data card must be followed by a blank card.
 
Vehicle Data Card (Input only if IV o)J = 1,NVc 6o
 
1 - 8 VEH(IJ) 412 	 KODS of stage in It h position,
 
where I = 1 corresponds to
I = 1,4 
 booster, for vehicle on card J 
9 - 21 Bl(J) E13.6 Payload vs. characteristic velocity 
curve constants for performance 
22 - 34 B2(J) E13.6 evaluation of vehicle on card J. 
PL = EXP(Bl - B2*V - B3/(B4 - v)) 
55 - 47 B3(J) E13.6 and V = Excess Velocity = Total 
Characteristic Velocity-Circular 




Column Name Format 	 Description and Comments
 
79 - 80 KODEV(J) 12 	 Reference number of vehicle on card J
 
2nd Card needed for each vehicle.
 




1 - Is spin -stabilized
 
2 - Is not spin stabilized
 




0 - Is not man.rated
 
1 - Is man-rated
 
8 - 9 NRP(J) 12 	 Number of restarts possible for
 
vehicle on card J
 
10 - 12 NPAD(lJ) 13 	 KODEP of pad complex at ETR from
 
which vehicle J can be launched
 
13 - 15 NPAD(2,J) 13 	 KODEP of-pad complex at WTR from
 
which vehiae J can be launched
 








So JKEY Il 	 Code for recurring cost distribution 
for vehicle on card J 




















Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
4th year of distribution = .25*
 
Recurring cost = Launch year
 
'generating this recurring cost
 
JKEY = 1 -,Distribution is to'
 
be input on following card
 
Optional 3rd card for each vehicle (Input 	only if JKEY # 0). 
4 -8 ALPI(I) 4F5.2 	 Input Recurring cost distribution
 
for vehicle on card J in year I





Last vehicle card must be followed by blank card.
 
Stage Performance Cards (Input only if NOPT = 2 on control card) I < NSTG < 40
 
1 - 4 KODE(I) 14 	 Reference number of stage on
 




5 - 9 NST(I) 15 	 Classification of stage on card I
 
10 - 19 THRT(I) FlO.0 	 Stage thrust
 
20 - 29 DIAM(I) F10.0 	 Stage diameter
 
30 - 59 TSL(I) F10.0 	 Stage sea-level thrust
 




50 - 59 WTFU(I) F10.0 	 Stage fuel weight 
60 - 69 WTIN(I) F10.0 	 Stage total inert weight 
70 - 79 ISP(I) F10.0 	 Stage vacuum specific imptlse 
Last Performance card must be followed by a blank card. Eliminate blank
 
card if NOPT 2.
 
.Reusable Stage Cards (one card required for each stage I with input negative
 
NU(i)). (No special order required)
 






Column Name Format Description and Comments
 
5 - 6 NOB(I) 12 	 Code to identify type of stage 
NOB = 1: BOOSTER 
NOB = 2: ORBITER 
7 - 12 XLT(I) F6.1 	 Amortization Lifetime (number of 
launches per unit before replace­
ment) 
13 - 18 TAT(I) F6.1 	 Land to launch turn-around-time
 
for first refurbishment (days)
 
19 - 24 PLCT(I) F6.3 	 Learning curve percent for
 
TAT in decimal form calculated
 
from reference year (if zero is
 




Last Reusable Stage card must be followed 	by blank card. (Blank card 
required even if no data are input in this 	section..)
 
Budget Smoothing Data is input in subroutine SMOTHS using a CALL INPUT 
statement. The following variables may be input at this time. 
Variable
 
Name Description and Comments
 
TITLE(I) 	 Output page BEADING - if no input blanks are output. 
4o characters are allocated for storage, e.g., 
TITLE = 'LUNAR OPTION' 
LEVEL(J) 	 YEARLY DESIRED FUNDING LEVEL (20 year maximum), e.g., 
LEVEL = 300., 375., IS x 300. 
ISTRT 	 FIRST YEAR of smoothing interval - referenced to 
TREF = 1 
IFIN. 	 Last year of smoothing interval - referenced to TREF 
MAXITR Maximum number of iterations allowed per case in 
SMOTHS subroutine
 
NCSTR Number of constraints on mission programs < 90
 







Name Description and Coimments 
KPROG(K) The reference number (KODEM or KODESP) of the 
constraining program or mission 
KODE(K) Code number for type of constraint < 11 
CS(K) C6nstant associated with each constraint 
FIXED(I) Yearly total fixed overhead costs (I = 1,20) 
If no input, is set to zero 
PMAX Constants associated with PLOT2 - if no input they 
PlIN are set to 5000. and 1500. respectively 
ACCL Code for use of acceleration option - if no input 
it is set = TRUE 
EXT Code for use of extension option - if no input it 
is set = TRUE. If FALSE is input, these options 
will not be used. 
The next card contains an * in the first column.
 
The next card is either a new control card for the next case-of data or a
 








B. I 	DESCRIPTION 
The output from a sample case is presented in this Appendix. - Data are synthesized in 
order to test logical sequences. No significance should be attached to the values used. 
The listing includes a module map so that storage requirements are defined for each 
subroutine and common block. The program first prints out input data for easy refer­
ence and to provide a check on punched data. If probabilistic data are input, then two 
lines of output are provided for each item; the first line represents the most likely 
values input while the subsequent line represents the expected values calculated by 
the program. 
Each section of output is described in detail: 
(1) 	 STAGE COST DATA include stage title or identifying name, recurring cost 
of first unit and learning curve (LC) factor for hardware, ETR, and WTR 
recurring cost, respectively. If any stage has jump - discontinuous form of 
recurring cost for any of the above three types - then the following line 
provides relevant information. Development and sustaining cost for each 
stage are listed along with years of availability referenced to the initial 
launch year. Each stage mhy belong to at most four "shared cost groups," 
whose reference numbers are listed on the output. Each group number is 
referenced to the "Shared Cost Data" number which follow this section. 
"Batch Fact" defines the number of years over which vehicles may be con­
sidered as produced in one period of time for learning curve purposes. A 
a reusable stage is designated as such and its expected unit purchase price 
is given with the input most likely value in parenthesis. 
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(2) 	 SHARED COST DATA include data on each shared cost group which was 
referenced in (1) above. These groups may be families such as the Titan 
family or they may be subsystems, such as a guidance system shared by 
several stages. Total development cost for any vehicle equals the sum of 
the development costs for each of its component stages plus any development 
costs for any shared groups associated with these stages plus any integra­
tion development costs required. As mentioned above, the first line 
represents the most likely value while the second line (if appropriate) repre­
sents the expected value calculated by the program. 
(3) 	 INTEGRATION COST DATA are always between"'families." If a specific 
stage-to-stage integration cost is desired, each stage must be put in a 
shared cost group by itself. Thus, many shared cost groups in (2) above 
will have no associated non-recurring costs. These groups will, however, 
be integrated with other shared cost groups, and this combination does have 
an integration non-recurring cost. 
PAD 	COST DATA would normally be the section which-follows. For simpli­(4) 
city, no pad costs were included with this test run, but this section would 
list the complex reference number, identifying name and location, e.g. 
TITE represents Titan ETR complex, and the next entry would show the 
maximum number of launches per year per pad at this complex. All possible 
combinations of pad-related costs are listed with their respective values for 
each 	pad.
 
(5) 	 MISSION MODEL DATA include mission internal reference number, identi­
fying name, total AV required, payload required in lb, priority value, 
launch site identification, (1 = ETR, 2 = WTR), and launch rate schedule 
by year. 
The following page lists all most likely costs (modal) associated with each 
mission and then lists all the corresponding calculatedexpected costs. Pay­
load recurring costs (PLR) are distributed over a 4-year period by the follow­
ing four fractions, where the last year is the year of launch. Development 
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costs 	(DEV) are included along with the development period and starting 
year. Sustaining costs (SUST) and total miscellaneous fixed costs (FIXED) 
are 	included for future reference. 
(6) 	 SPECIAL PROGRAMS are listed by internal reference number and name.
 
Development cost (DEV), start year and duration are included along with
 
sustaining costs (SUST). Fixed costs, if any are input, are output by year.
 
Both modal (input) and expected (calculated) values are output.
 
(7) 	 INPUT DATA TOTALS include total number of each input item along with
 
other pertinent information from control card.
 
(8) 	 QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON lists every non-zero, non-recurring cost or 
'budget option" which the algorithm will consider in the optimization process 
along with its availability status. The reference number listed is used in 
the optional logic output described in (11). 
(9) 	 VEHICLE/MISSION CAPABILITY is a matrix of final vehicle-to-mission
 
compatibility presenting the results of subroutines CAPBLI and AVAILI.
 
Each vehicle is listed by stage components and internal reference number.
 
The vehicle/mission number on the top line represents the mission-year
 
combination number (NM) while the mission number only is given on the
 
following line at the top of the matrix.
 
(10) 	 CHANGED QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON is a section included only if 
reusable stages appear in the input. The number of units purchased is 
indicated and multiplied by the unit purchase price in order to determine 
the estimated investment cost for each reusable stage for that iteration. 
This investment cost is added to the actual development cost for use by 
the algorithm. In-general, these "budget option" quantities are the only 
ones from the list in (8) that will vary from iteration to iteration. 
(11) 	 BRANCH AND BOUND NODE VALUES present optional information which 
enables the user to check the internal logic of the algorithm. Each node is 
given a reference number which it keeps until its associated total bound 
exceeds the value of a known solution. (****represents a very large number, 
denoting an unfeasible combination). The node number from which branching 
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is taking place is provided in the second column. the last new node to be 
generated at each branch is given the reference number of its parent node 
The reference number of the cost item under considerationfor continuity. 
is listed in the next column along with the appropriate sustaining[see (8)] 
year for that node. (0 represents no development or sustaining for that cost 
item). The recurring, non-recurring, and total lower bounds are then 
provided so that each branch in the decision tree is represented. 
When a final solution has been found, it is designated a POSSIBLE SOLUTION. 
If it is identically the same as a previous possible solution, this fact is 
printed out and the newly found solution is discarded. Otherwise, if some 
pad costs and small sustaining costs were ignored by the algorithm, these 
extra costs are computed and added to the lower bound.of the corresponding 
The values of these costs are printed out below the node informationnode. 
for the possible solution under consideration.' When the optimal solution has 
the least cost possible solution already investigated - this factbeen found ­
is designated on the following page. 
the optimal launch vehicle for each mission-year(12) SOLUTION.NUMBER 1 ­
combination is printed out as well as an array of mission information for 
easy reference. The "Number of Launches" represents the launch rate by 
year multiplied by the priority factor and the number of trips required by 
the associated vehicle to satisfy the mission payload requirements. 
Following the first solution is a description of the uncertainties associated 
with the total cost of this assignment. The lognormal parameters Mand 
S2are output along with the lognormal densities at selected points. The 
numbers in parenthesis are the corresponding normal densities. The 50 
percent uncertainty interval, with lower bound taken as the most likely value 
(mode), is also output. 
(13) Sections (11) and (12) are repeated until NSOL = 3 assignments have been 
found. The second and third assignments have added information output 
since the probability that those assignments cost more than preceding 
3-4 
assignments is output for various levels of correlation. The proper level 
of correlation is determined by the analyst since he can determine how 
much 	increase in technology is required by each program. Two programs 
requiring approximately the same technological advance will have a high 
degree of correlation. 
(14) 	 THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION HAS BEEN DETERMINED signifies the success­
ful completion of the algorithm. If no significantly different second and third 
best solutions can be found, this fact will be output here and the program 
will continue using the optimal solution found. 
(15) 	 Following the above selection of an optimal assignment, any input to sub­
routine SMOTHS is automatically output as it appears on the data cards. 
The program constraints are then output - first the input constraints, then 
the calculated constraints. "Average" recurring cost data for each of the 
vehicles in the optimum assignment are calculated in VEHRC and output on 
the following page. Each vehicle is assigned a key number which is used 
internally and output with the associated stage component names definng 
the vehicle. 
(16) 	 The breakdown of costs by program and type, and by program and year on 
the following pages, is essentially the same as for the original budget smooth­
ing model. For example, Program 2 (PN = Program Number) has NAME 
MAPLSU for Manned Planetary Support. The development start date is 
1984. The program has no development (DEVL) costs and hence no develop­
ment duration (YRS). Sustaining costs (SUST) start in year 1984 ( = START 
+ SS 	 - 1.). They are spent for 0 (SD) years. Recurring costs start in year 
1987 (= START + IS - 1. ) and last for 4 (RD) years. The distribution 
follows on the same line (e.g., $130M in 1987, $399-M in 1988, $456M in 
1989, and $409 M in 1990 ). On the following line fixed miscellaneous costs 
are similarly listed if any have been input for that program [e. g., fixed 
costs start in year 1971 (= START + RS - 1.) and last for 5 years (RD) for 
Program Number 13]. The distribution follows on the same line of output. 
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More 	complete data on these entries are provided in reference 1. Programs 
associated with missions are output first. -For the selected sample case 
Programs I through 12 are mission related. Program 13 is a miscellaneous 
program having no associated launches, and the remaining programs are de­
velopment or sustaining costs associated with launch vehicles. (There is 
only one such program for this test case.) These last programs are identi­
fied by the decision number used in the ASIGNS algorithm. A list of decision 
numbers, their associated values, and types of expenditure has been output. 
previously for reference. 
(17) 	 The section "Total Program Costs and Launch Vehicle Schedule" is output 
as in the original smoothing program with the following modification. 
Instead of printing the launch vehicle key name under its associated program 
and year of launch, the key number already output with each corresponding 
vehicle name is substituted for simplicity. Total program costs are output 
by year as they would actually be spent. 
(18) 	 A plot follows this tabulated data showing actual yearly totals (*) and 
desired yearly level of spending (0). The modal value is plotted as an M 
while the upper value of the 50 percent uncertainty interval is designated 
by a U. Fixed costs are plotted by an F. Normally under options MOS = 0 
or 1, the smoothed data are then output using the same formats. Only 
data input to SMOTHS directly from ASIGNS and the final smoothed data 
are output. Intermediate output is supressed. For this sample run, 
MOS = 2 was specified so no smoothing was performed. If no new case 
data are input, then the normal termination of the run is designated by 
END OF DATA- JOB COMPLETE. 
Any discrepancies in input data are noted and printed out as a warning to the user. 
The flow diagrams in Appendix C define all non-normal exits from the algorithm in 
CHOOZS. Each non-normal termination of a case is denoted by a printout of the 
qualifying reason. The program then reads in new case data, if available, and 
proceeds as normal. 
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The sample case included in this Appendix required 0.69 minutes on the 360/67 
computer available at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. Estimating 
run time is quite difficult for a new set of data since the number of solutions "close to" 
the optimum solution determines how large the decision tree will be and, -as a conse­
quence, how much computer time must be expended. As a general rule, the computgr 
time increases linearly with the number of missions in the mission model and expon­
entially with the number of decision items determined by the stage, shared group, 
integration, and pad cost input. 
B. 2 SAMPLE CASE PRINTOUT 
The computer printout for the sample case discussed above follows: 
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//MOXO20D JUB 1R3582,TEST,1lh*)GOLDEN STOP 4
 
IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR MOX02DD LKED
 
IEF2371 SYSLIB ON ICO
 
IEF2371 SYSLMUD ON 235
 






lE-23TI SYSPRINT ON OAS
 
IFF2371 SYSUTI ON 235
 












IEF2SI VOL SER NOS= USERC1.
 
IEF2851 SYSI. USERL 12 KEPT
 
















1EF2851 VOL SER NOS=
 
IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR MOXO2OD GOO
 
IEF237I PGM=*.DD ON 235
 
IEF2371 FTO5FOOI ON 066
 
1EF2371 FIO6FOOI ON OA2
 
















IEF2851 VOL SER NOS= USERO2.
 
1-88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR UPIIUNS SPLLI-'IU Lf1lIUVLTtA 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=1126976,24576} DEFAULT DPTION(S) USED 
I-O0OO INCLUDE DECKSIIOXO2MNMOXOIPK)
IFWO0000 INCLUDE DECKS(MnX02NIMOX02NR) 

























































NAME ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO. NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION N
 
SSEGTAB 00 4C 1 
MAIN 50 1914 1 
PACK 1968 FE I 
UNPACK IBA ITEM 19FE 
NOTRI IA50 2A6 I 
B-8
 
NOTR 1CF8 LOC I
 
IHCSLOG * LED8 IBA 1
 AIOGIO IED8 ALOG LEF4
 
IHCSSCN * 209B lEO 1
 COS 
 2098 SIN 
 2084
 








IHCFRXPR- 258(0 183 1
 




NCFCOMH. 2708 FlO I
 2CMON 
 Z70* FOIOCS- 27C4 INTSWTCH 3626 
1HCCMN2* 36640 545 I
 
SEODASO 38.0
IIqCtN.MIS 3*8* Cq I MAXO 3*88 MINO 389E AMAXO 3884 AMINO 3SCA 




1175 AMOK FCVAOUTP FCVLOUTP FCVZOVTPIHCPCVTMI 301a 1 30*8 3152 3062 4032 
FCVSOUTP 438 FCVEOUTP ARCO FCVCOIJTP 'ADA INT6SCH 'Ot3 
IMCEFNT*4 4E O 512 3 
ARIT. 4FzO AOJSWTCH 52C
 
UC S.$ * 5438 160 1
 
SET899 54C4 RESB99 50
 




I.CER. - 66.18 SAC 1
 EdaMON 648* OIJC*R* 6600 
I.CIJrIET A AC6 39. 1
 
-E TRC"U 7000 29E I
 
INCTRCI 7000 ERRIRA T708
 
ICUAt*LS 721o 638 1
 
SAVER 78C8 FCo t
 
SAVONP 888 LI4C I
 
SAVS~A 904* *5. 1
 
SAVE[L AlAO FC4 I
 




SAVA 0130 3186 1
 
SVACAV 10288 as I
 
SAVALL 10EO0 TAM I
 
VARNCE 14820 ADC I
 
SCR*CH 15300 6M0 1
 
SENIAB 18060 24 I
 
&SIGNS 1*088 BA 2
 
VE. 1C64* It3o 2
 
tEMTAS 20758 5 2
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DATINS 20780 3860 3
 
SENTAB 24610 18 3
 
MEAN 24628 226 4
 
CAPBLI 20780 B30 5
 
SENTAB 212E0 18 5
 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH SEG. NO. NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATtON MNHE LOCATION NAME LOCATION 
MIStI 212F* *66 6
 
PERFI 21760 40c 6
 
.ATEI 2IC20 A6 6
 
OEC$Mj 20700 10C8 7
 
MArCHI 21878 3984 7
 




ST01 20700 2328 8
 
2tusEI 22*08 408 8
 
VERAC 22F80 3CE 8
 
CIOOZS 20790 20CE 9
 
SENTAS zzaO 3C 9
 
tB80O 22co AS0 10
 
QJIPrI 23310 sac 1o
 
COMPAR 228C0 160t It
 
POCSTI 228c0 ac92 12
 
SUTHS 11389 228C 13
 
REVtUS 1E048 662 13
 
CONST IE6BO 4F2 13
 




UI4pLOT IFOCS P68 II
 
PLOI IFPFA PLOT2 *F916 
 PLOT3 IFAOA PLOT4 IFCZA
 
OMIT IFESE PLTAPE IFPCA
 
AFOMt 20630 40 I3
 
TCOSTS 20670 |6 IS
 




LISTC 22480 7B4 13
 






****MAIN DOES NOT EXIST BUT HAS BEEN ADDED TO DATA SET
 
STAGE COST OAIA 
TITLE RECURRING LC RECUIRING LC RECURRING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING AVAILABLE SHAREO COST GROUPS BATCH FACT 
(I4ROWAfEI EIA ONLYI CIPT ONLy) FROM TO 
S-lB 3..000 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9S.00 90.00 6 20 0 0 -0
 
S-Is 3d.90 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 96.89 91.97 4 20 0 0 0 0 1
 
s-IC 55.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 110.00 147.00 A 20 14 IT 0 0 1
 
S-IC b6.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 112.40 150.32 4 20 14 17 0 0 1
 
S-11 '4.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 90.00 4 20 14 0 0 0 1
 
S-1I 41.86 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 91.97 4 20 14 0 0 0 a 
FIXED COSTS - 65.00 65.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FIRn COSTS h66.42 66.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S-48 21.00 O.U 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.00 65.00 4 20 14 0 0 0 I
 
S-'" 71.42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.31 66.61 4 20 14 0 0 0 1
 
LMR 14.30 0.0 0.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 45.00 15.00 5 20 13 0 0 0 1
 
1S'. I.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 5T.78 19.03 5 20 13 0 0 0 1
 
1)00 27.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 20 12 IA 20 0 I
 
1)00 29.55 0.0 U.. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 20 "7 is 20 0 I
 
1565 26.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.00 20.00 0 1 0 '0 0 1
 
166. .3.6? 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 282.32 2.60 S 20 It a 0 0 1
 
R258 - 3.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3199.00 2.4.70 8 20 0 0 0 0 1
 
R258 6.53 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6143.29 470.11 a 20 0 0 0 0 1
 
REISABLE STAGE MNIT PURCHASE PRICE- 325.09 I 169.401 
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RZ50 1.31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3739.00 
R2SO - 4.46 0.0 O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 7179.91 
REUSABLE STAGE UNIT PURCHASE PRICE. 223.20 I 116.101 
RI*S 6.60 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4578.00 
R8.5 12.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8791.04 
AUS&LE STAGE UNIT PURCHA$E PRICE- 268.52 I 140.00' 
FIXED COSTS . 10.00 10.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FIXE) COSTS - 12.47 12..7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5$T0 2.42 0.0 P.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3000.00 
SSTO 4.46 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5501.34 
REUSABLE STAGE UNIT PUPCHASE PRICe Z63.91 I l4.001 
sic Z.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1900.00 
Sic 2.49 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2369.69 
REUSABLE STAGE UNIT PURCHASE PRICE1306.30 I °5.001 
CSf 40.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 350.00 


































































SHAREO COST OATA 







































21 R250 0.0 0.0 
INTEGRATION COST DATA 
LOWlER UPPER RECURRING 
GROJP GROUP 






































MISSJN VELOCITY PAYLOAD PRIORITY TT LAUNCH SCHEOULE
 
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 67 68 89 90 
2 MAPLA 29000. 25000. 1.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 MANLUN 29000. 250.0, 1.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 04 MALUSU 29000. 25000. 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 12 IT 
5 SPSASE 29000. 25000. 1.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 06 SPBASU 29000, 23000. 1.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 12 12 L20 12NEUOU 29000. 25000. 8.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
 
a KIM05P 29000. 25000. 1.00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 a to to to t0 to
I NEOU .90. 2,000. 1.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300E0SUP 29000. 25000. 1.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a a 0 0 0 0 0 011 NEo 29000. 25O. 1.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 07 0 
12 MEOSUP 28000. 25000. 0.00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
SMANPILA PLR 90.0 DIST EY.5. .35. .25. .25, OEV. 17500.0 F0 6 YS STARTING 1984 5UST 800.0 FIXED' 0.0 
I MAPLA PLR 144.3 DIST 0Y.15. .35. .25. .25, DEVI 28063.? FOR 6 YRS STARTING 1984 SUST. 1282.9 FIXED- 0.0 
2 IAPLSU PLt 50.0 01 Ty.IO, .30. .30. .30. DEVI 0.0 FO. U X.5 STARTING 1984 SUST 0.0 FIXED' 0.0
2 IAPLSU- PLA. 80.2 0ST BY.I0. .30. .30. .30. 0EVI 0.0 FOR 0 YRS STARTING 1984 SUST- 0.0 FIXED- 0.0
 
3 MANLON PLR- 90.0 DIST y.15, .35. .25. .25. 0EV. 17500.0 FOR * YRS STARTING 1980 SUSI- $00.0 FIXED- 0.0
 
3 MANLON PLR. 44.3 0IST RYo|5. .35. .25. .25. OEV. 28063.7 FOR 6 YRS STARTING 1980 jUST- 1282.4 FIXE. 0.0
 
PLC Y.100 
4 MALUSU PL.k 
4 5ALUSU 50.0 DIST .30. .3), .30. DEVI 0.0 TO 0 YRS SEARTING 190 SU$T. 0.0 FIXED. 0.090.2 0157 Y?. 0. .30. .39. .30. EVI 0.0 FOR 0 YRS STARTING 1980 SIJST' 0.0 FIXED' 0.0 
I Sp8S ALR* 80.0 DIST av.tS .35. .25. .25, 0EV- 10000.0 FR 7 YRS STARTING 1977 SUST' 550.0 FIXF . 0.0
5 SPASE PLR- 99.7 DIST 6Y.15, .35, .2S, .25. DEVI 12466.8 FOR 7 YR$ STARTING 1977 SUST. 685.7 FIXED-
 0.0 
6 SPSASU PLA 45.0 0ST 8.10, .30. .30, .30. DEV. 0.0 FOR 0 YRS STARTING 3977 BUST. 0.0 FIXF. 0.0
 
SPASU PlR 72.2 DIST h1.10. .30. .30. .30, DEVI 0.0 FOR 0 YRS STARTING 1977 5US1 0.0 F' lE" 
 0.0 
7 sEUD pLR 55.0 DIS B1.15,t .35. .25, .25. OEV' 3690.0 FOR 7 YAS STARTING 1979 SUS. 217.3 FIXED- 0.0
7 NEUU PLK. 1510.6 IST1A 5. .35. .25. .25. OEV- 4600.2 FOR 7 RS STARTING 1979 SUST. 270.9 FLX.D 0.0
 
ShEIISUl PLR 40.0 DIST 7.130. .30. .30. .30, 0EVI 0.0 FOR 0 YRS STARTING 1979 SUST- -0.0 F0F1- 0.0
 
A MEOSUP PLR. 4.9 0IST 6Y.3O .30. .30, .30v DEVI 0.0 FOR 0 YAS STARTING 
 1979 SUST. 0.0 FIXED- 0.0 
9 EOO PLA. 85.0 0ST RY.S. .3, .25. .25, DEVI 3690.0 FOR 7 YRS STARTING 197S SUST" 217.3 FIXEO, 0.0
 
9 ME(J PLT. 151.6 01ST BY.35. .35. .25. .25, DEVI 4600.2 FOR 7 YRS STARTING 1975 SUST. 270.9 FIXED-1 0.0
 
10 EEISUP PtR. 40.0 0IST 01.10, .30, .30, .30, OEV't 0.0 FR . 0 YRS STARTING 1975 SUST. 0.0 FIXED' 0.0 
10 tUSUP PLO- .49.9 DIST RY.10. .30, .30, .30, 0EV 0.0 FOR 0 7AS STARTING 1975 5UST- 0.0 FIXED- 0.0
 
11 NEWO FL. 65.0 DIST flY.35* .35o .25, .25, DEV. 3690.0 FR 7 YA$ START ING 3073 SUTS. 217.3 FIXED, 0.0 
11 PEOO PLR. 151.6 DIST 5Y.15. .35, .25. .2S. DEV. 4600.? FOR 7 YR5 STARTING 1973 StIST. 270.9 0.0ES.0 
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12 MOSUP 'LA. 40.0 DIST V. 0. .30. .30, .30. OEV. 0.0 K. 0 YAS STARTING 193 SUIT- 0.0 FIXED- 0.0 
12 fESUP *L- A9.9 0IST BY.I0. .30, .30. .3D. 0EV. 0.0 FDA 0 YRS STARTING 1973 SITS 0.0 FIXED. 0.0 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
 
0.0 DEV STARTS 1971 FOR 0 YEARS
1 PLANED OEV = 0.0 SUST = 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FIXED COSTS = 1380.00 1400.00 800.00 41.00 1.00 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 0.0




NUMBER OF STAGES 13
 
NUMBER OF VEHICLES 8
 
NUMBER OF FAMILIES a
 
NUMBER OF INTEGRATION COSTS 3
 
NUMBER OF PAD COMPLEXES 0*
 
NUMBER OF MISSIONS I?
 
NUMBER OF YEARS 20
 











MmBEA DEVEOPMENT sLSTININ YEAR AVAIL LAST YEARl tB START " 1DURATION 
96.8 91.97 5-36 STAGE .A.OWASE 4 20 3974 3. 
12.4O 350O32 S-IC STAGE HARDWARE 4 20 1974 1. 
3 32.84 91.9T 5-1 STAGE HARDWARE 4 20 1974 1. 
4 61.3I 66.63 S-46 STAGE HAROARE 4 20 1974 1. 
57.78 19.03 LS a STAGE HARDWARE 20 3973 3. 
6282.3? 25.60 1565 STAGE HARDWARE $ 20 &973 3. 
6 329 470.11 R258 STAGE HARDWARE 8 20 tT2 7. 
7179.91 341.83 R250 STAGE HARDWARE a 20 1972 7. 
9 5815.96 537.84 RI.5 STAGE HARDWARE a 20 1972 7.
 
10 $501.31 522.22 SSJO STAGE HARDWARE 
 a 20 1972 ?.
 
11 2360..9 13'.13 S/C STAGE HARDWARE 5 20 1973 3.
 
12 353.Z8 87.04 CS" STAGE HARDWARE 5 20 197. 2.
 
13 0.0 112.40 SAIN SHARED HAROWARE 4 20 *971T 0.
 
14 39.67 25.27 120 SHAREO HAROWARE 3 20 11 I 3.
 
15 53.50 0.0 3205 SHARED HAROWARE 3 20 1973 3.
 
16 65.57 0.0 120 SHARED HARDWARE 3 1971
20 3.
 
17 OZ.42 0.0 3NIEGRATZOf OF 356 ANO LS45 HARDWARE 5 20 1971 3.
 
is 102.42 0.0 INTEGRATION OF 120 AND LS4B HARDWARE 5 20 197 3.
 
19 80., 0.0 INTEGRATION OF t5b AND R250 HAROWARE a 20 2971 3.
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V EH I CL E /M I S S I ON CA P A B I L I TY
 
It = POSSIBLE, 0 = IMPOSSIBLE) 
11111111112222222222333333333344 
VEHICLE / MISSION 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
MISSION NUMBER 
 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 91010101112
1 S-18 S-48 CSM 
 1 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O OO 0 1 O
 
P S-IC S-1I S-48 CSM I I 11 I I 1 
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 I1
3 1200 LS48 CSM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1565 LS4S S/C 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
5 1565 R250 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 
6R1.5 111111 11 1111 1111 11 111
 
7 SSTO S/C 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 R258 R250 !111 
CHANGED QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPUN
 
NUMBER DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING 
 YEAR AVAIL LAST YEAR
 
7 8093.84 470.11 
 R258 STAGE HARDWARE 
 8 20
NUMBER OF UNITS PURCHASED = 6.0
 
8 8518.52 341.83 
 R250 STAGE HARDWARE 
 8 20

NUMBER OF UNITS PURChASED = 6.0
 
9 10427.10 537.84 
 R1.5 STAGE HARDWARE 
 8 20
 
. NUMBER OF UNITS PURCHASED - 6.0
10 7084.79 522.22 
 SSTO STAGE HARDWARE 
 8 20
NUMBER OF UNITS PURCHASED - 6.0

I1 3006.48 137.13 
 S/C STAGE HARDWARE 
 5 20
 


















BRANCH AND BOUND NODE VALUES 
NODE BRANCHED COST YEARS RECURRING NON-RECURRING TOTAL 
NO. FROM NO. SUSTAIN BOUND BOUND BOUND 
2 1 10 0 3122.70 497.79 3620.49 
3 1 10 8 3122.70 8104.79 11227.49 
4 1 10 !0 3070.21 9126.45 12196.66 
1 10 12 3009.64 10144.61 13154.25 
6 1 10 14 2864.28 11125.95 13990.23 
7 1 I0 16 2617.98 12289.49 14007.47 
8 1 10 18 2343.42 13608.50 15951.92 
1 1 10 20 1975.98 15020.38 16996.36 
9 2 8 0 3620.49 11502.77 15123.25 
2 8 8 3620.49 20363.11 23983.60 
11 2 8 10 3597.71 20898.45 24496.15 
12 2 8 z2 3571.41 20981.18 24552.59 
13 2 8 14 3508.31 20222.63 23730.95 
14 2 8 16 3401.39 18462.55 21863.94 
2 8 "18 3282.20 16422.03 19704.23 
2 2 8 zo 3122.70 13460.06 16582.76 
16 3 8 0 3620.49 19109.77 22730.26 
17 3 8 8 3620.49 27970.11 31590.60 
18 3 8 i) 3597.71 28505.45 32103.15 
19 3 8 12 3571.41 28588.19 32159.60 
3 8 14 3508.31 27829.64 31337.95 
/1 3 8 16 3401.39 26069.55 20470.95 
22 3 8 .8 3282.20 24029.03 27311.23 
3 3 8 20 3122.70 21067.07 24189.76 
23 4 8 0 3545.22 20058.38 23603.60 
24 4 8 8 3545.22 28918.73 32463.94 
4 8 !0 3545.22 29579.60 33124.81 
26 4 a 12 3518.92 29636.04 33154.96 
27 4 8 14 3455.82 28851.30 32307.12 
28 4 8 16 3348.90 27091.21 30440.12 
29 4 8 18 3229.71 25050.69 28280.40 
4 4 8 20 3070.21 22088.72 25158.93 
5 8 0 3458.36 20562.48 24020.83 
31 5 a 8 3458.36 29422.82 32881.18 
32 5 8 10 3458.36 30083.69 33542.C5 
33 5 8 12 3458.36 30741.05 34199.41 
34 5 8 14 3395.26 29919.41 33314.66 
5 8 16 3288.34 28109.37 31397.70 
36 5 8 18 3169.15 26068.84 29237.99 
5 5 8 20 3009.64 23106.88 26116.52 
37 6 8 0 3249.90 20310.08 23559.97 
38 6 8 8 3249.90 29170.42 32420.32 
39 6. 8 10 3249.90 29831.29 33081.19 
6 8 12 3249.90 30488.66 33738.55 
41 6 8 14 3249.90 3110P.21 34359.11 
42 6 8 16 3142.98 29242.21 32385.18 
43 6 8 18 3023.79 27082.50 30106.28 
6 6 8 20 2864.28 24088.22 26952.50 
44 7 8 0 2896.68 19157.08 22053.76 
7 8 8 2896.68 28017.43 30914.10 
46 7 8, 10 2896.68 28678.29 31574.97 
47 7 8 12 2896.68 29335.66 32232.34 
48 7 8 14 2896.68 29956.21 32852.89 
49 7 a 16 2896.68 30532.95 33429.62 
7 8 18 2777.49 28373.23 31150.72 
7 7 8 20 2617.98 25251.77 27869.75 
51 9 9 0 15495.77 3448.99 18944.77 
52 9 9 a 15495.77 14413.92 29909.70 
53 9 9 10 14952.18 15489.59 30441.78 
54 9 9 '12 14324.96 16565.27 30890.23 
9 9 14 12819.64 17640.93 30460.58 
56 9 9 16 10268.96 18716.61 28985.57 
57 9 9 18 7425.59 19469.46 26895.05 
9 9 9 20 3620.49 17418.95 21039.44 
58 8 8 0 2502.92 17751.92 20254.84 
59 8 8 9 2502.92 26612.26 29115.18 
8 8 10 2502.92 27273.13 29776.05 
61 B 8 12 2502.92 27930.50 30433.41 
62 8 a 14 2502.92 28551.05 31053.96 
63 8 A 16 2502.92 29127.79 31630.70 
64 8 8 18 2502.92 29692.25 32195.16 














67 2 7 10 3597.71 29400.70 32998.41 
68 2 7 12 3571.41 29957.11 33528.52 
69 2 7 14 3508.31 29976.17 33484.48 
2 7 16 3401.39 29355.54 32756.93 
71 2 7 18 3282.20 28555.79 31837.98 
2 2 7 20 3122.70 27167.51 30290.20 















74 72 8 A 3620.49 34236.78 37857.27 
72 8 10 3597.71 34943.22 38540.93 
76 72 8 12 
77 72 8 14 
78 72 8 :6 
79 72 8 In 
7/ 71 8 20 
***e***#*¢4* POSSIBLE suLIJITION 
EXTRA PAD C1STS = 0.0 
II 10 5 16.00 
EXTRA PAD C SHALL SUST COSTS = 
NEW VALUE = 21050.28 
80 51 5 0 
51 51 5 20 
80 51 11 0 
51 51 11 20 
81 51 6 0 
51 1l 6 20 
82 51 17 0 




EXTRA PAD COSTS * 0.0 
5 10 5 16.00 
6 10 5 16.00 
11 10 5 16.00 

EXTRA PAD G SMALL SUST COSTS = 
IhW VALUE = 21853.12 
hl 15 9 0 
84 15 9 8 
85 15 9 10 
86 15 9 12 
87 15 9 14 
He 15 9 16 
89 15 9 18 
15 15 9 20 
90 58 9 0 
91 58 9 8 
92 58 q 10 
93 58 9 12 
94 58 9 14 
95 58 9 16 
96 58 9 18 




EXTRA PAD COSTS = 0.0 






















45238.25 1082.17 46320.42 
15495.77 3448.99 18944.77 
25252.25 450.21 25702.46 
15495.77 3448.99 18944.77 
25252.25 3456.69 28708.94 
15495.77 3448.99 18944.77 
25252.25 3739.01 28991.26 












7087.30 20681.53 27768.83 
7087.30 31646.46 38733.76 
7087.30 3238Q.49 39476.79 
7087.30 33081.34 40168.64 
7087.30 33235.86 40323.16 
7087.30 32750.68 39837.97 
7087.30 32086.37 39173.67 
3282.20 30035.86 33318.05 
6308.03 15955.41 22263.44 
6308.03 26920.34 33228.37 
6308.03 27996.01 34304.04 









3 ***-n... **** 






UI) 1 0 M N U M 8 E R 1**6** 
3620.49 17418.95 21039.44 

















































































































































































SUUT ON I HAS EXPECTEO L V COST 21039. 4 ( 21039.451 MODE * 16521.73 ST0. 0EV. * 
1 
PARAMETERS &AND SIGMASO* 9.87 IND 0.16 
PROS ICOST LE 16522. 1 0.25 DENSITY * 1.1676 1 0.37 w 
PRO (COST LE 25356. 3 'U.5 50 PERCENI UNCERTAINTY INTERVAL * 16522. TO 25356. OIES 
TY * .6" 
PROS (COST LE 11603. 1 -0.10 DENSITY * 0.7925 I 0.1 1 
PROS (COST LE 15728. I =0.30 DENSITY - 1.15S8 1 0.3s5 
PRSISiCOST LF 19411. 1 -.. 50 OENSITY - 1.0772 I 0.40 1 
PRO [COST LE Z3VSS. 1 .0.70 OENSIT - 0.7609 4 0.35 1 
PARS (COST LE 32471. -0.90 DENSITY - 0.2832 I 0.18 1 
B-19 
9 1 9 0 ******** 19074.30 ********
 
97 1 9 8 * **** 30039.23 *******
 
98 1 9 10 ****** 31114.90 ******** 
99 1 9 12 ******* 32190.57 ** ****t
 
100 1 9 14 ***** 33266.24 ***t**t
 
101 1 9 16 ********* 34341.91 ****t
 
102 1 9 I **3**** 35417.58 ********
 
1 1 9 20 3620.49 36493.25 40113.74
 
*t~*lttftS 0 L U T 1 0 N N U K 8 E R 2*******4***t*
 
51 15495.77 6357.35 21853.12
 
MISSIUN CHARACTERISTIC PAYLOAO RETURN LAUNCH NUMBER OPTIMUM LAUNCH
 
TITLE VELUCITYIFT/SEC) fLBS) PAYLOAD YEAR OF LAUNCHES LAUNCH VEHICLE SITE
 
MANPLA 29000. 25000. 0. 1989 8.00 1565 L548 S/C E
 
MAPLSU 29000. 25000. 10. 1990 15.00 1565 LS40 S/C E
 
MANLUN 29000. 25000. 0. 1985 8.00 1565 L54B S/C E
 
MALUSU 29000. 25000. 10. 1986 12.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
1987 12.00 1565 US48 S/C E
 
1988 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1989 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1990 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
SPBASE 29000. 25000. 0. 	 1983 8.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
SPRASU 29000. 25000. 10. 	 1984 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1985 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1986 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1987 12.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
1988 12.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1989 12.00 1565 L548 S/C E
 
1990 12.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
MEOD 29000. 25000. 0. 1985 7.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
PEOSUP 29000. 25000. 10. 1986 10.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
1987 10.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1988 10.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1989 10.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
1990 10.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
MEOD 29000. 25000. 0. 1981 7.00 1565 LS45 S/C E
 
MEOSUP 29000. 25000. 10. 1982 8.00 1565 LSAB S/C E
 
1983 8.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
1984 8.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
NEO0 29000. 25000. 0. 1979 7.00 1565 LS4B S/C E
 
MEOSUP 28000. 25000. 10. 1980 6.00 1565 LS48 S/C E
 
B-20 
SOLUTONI Z MS eXPECTEo L V COST 218953.12 21853.17) %WE 20366.09 STO.OEV. A 4792.56 
*ARAMEIERS NU ANO SG.AS45 9.9? AND 0.05 
PROS (COST LE 20366. 3 0.33 DENSITY * 1.9291 1 0.39 3 
PROD (COST LE 25769. I 0.81 50 PERCENT UNCERTAINTy INTERVAL* 20366. TO 25769. 0ENSI7 * 1.07 
PROS (COST LE 16168. 3 -0.10 OFNSITY * 1.0941 I 0.18 1 
PROS ICOST 1. 190. 1 -0.30 DENSITY . I.RmO2 ( 0.35 1 
PROS ICOST LIE 21346. 3 -0.50 OENSIT . 'I.8843 1 0.40 1 
ICST 13913.PR  LE 1 10.70 OENITY A 1.4662 9 0.35 ) 
PRO5 ICOST Lt 28182. 3 -O.90 DENSITY . 0.6277 I 0.38 I 
PRO I ASSI|.4NET 2 COST GE ASSJGMEAT I COST) -0.69 IF CORRELATION .0.0 
PROS I ASSIGMENT 2 COST 5E SSIGENET 1 COST, *0.70 IF CORRELATION 10.3 
PROS I ASSIC4ENT 2 COST GE ASSICNENT I COST) .0.72 IF CORAELATION .0.6 
PAOS I SSIGHIONT 2 COST0 E ASSICNENT I COST) -0.76 If CORRELATION 10.9 
102 14 9 0 10049.85 18461.54 28511.39
 
101 14 9 8 10049.85 29426.46 39476.32
 
100 14 9 iN 10049.85 3016q.50 40219.35
 
99 14 9 12 10049.85 30561.35 40911.20
 
9$ . 14 9 14 1004Q.85 31D15.86 41065.71 
97 14 9 16 10049.85 30530.67 40580.52
 
51 14 9 18 7206.48 31283.53 38490.02
 
14 14 9 20 3401.39 29233.02 32634.41
 
9 44 9 0 9545.16 15233.77 24778.93
 
103 44 9 
 3 9545.16 26198.70 35743.86
 
104 44 9 
 10 9545.16 27274.38 36819.54
 
lO 44 9 12 9545.16 20350.05 37895.21
 
106 44 9 14 9545.16 29425.71 38970.88
 
I07 44 9 16 9545.16 30501.39 40046.55
 
108 44 9 18 6701.78 31254.25 37956.03
 
44 44 9 20 ?896.68 29927.55 32824.22
 
109 90 11 0 25252.25 13279.43 38531.68
 
90 90 11 20 6308.03 16278.21 22586.24
 
I10 90 5 0 15952.27 16820.98 32773.24
 
90 90 5 23 6308.03 16278.21 22586.24
 
Ill 90 6 0 q434.21 16285.91 25720.12
 
90 90 6 zo 6308.03 16278.21 22586.24
 
112 90 17 0 9434.21 16568.23 26002.44
 
90 90 17 20 6308.03 16278.21 22586.24
 
flt***4l4*POSSIBLE SOLUTION 3 ***t**
 
90 6308.03 16278.21 22586.24
 
EXTRA PAD COSTS = 0.0 
5 10 5 16.00 19.03 304.55
 
6 10 5 16.00 25.60 714.21
 
11 10 5 16.00 137.13' 2908.36
 
XTRA PAD £ SMALL SUST COSTS 2908.35
 
NEW VALUE = 
 25494.60
 
113 16 9 0 15495.77 11056.00 26551.77
 
114 16 9 a 15495.77 22020.93 37516.70
 
115 16 9 10 14952.18 23096.60 38048.78
 
116 16 9 12 14324.96 24172.27 38497.23
 
117 16 9 14 12819.64 25247.94 38067.58
 
118 16 9 16 10268.96 26323.61 36592.57
 
119 16 9 18 7425.59 27076.47 34502.06
 
16 16 9 20 3620.49 25025.96 28646.45
 
120 27 9 0 12449.06 14189.33 26638.39 B-2 
121 37 9 a 
12.2 37 9 10 

123 37 " 9 12 

124 37 9 14 

125 37 9 16 

126 37 9 18 

37 37 9 20 

127 z3 9 0 

128 23 9 8 

129 23 9 10 

130 23 9 12 

HII 13 9 14 

132 23 9 16 

133 23 9 18 

/3 23 9 20 

134 13 "9 0 

135 13 9 8 

136 13 9 10 

137 13 9 12 

138 13 9 14 

139 13 9 16 

140 13 9 18 

13 13 9 20 

141 65 9 0 
142 65 9 
143 65 9 10 
144 65 9 12 
145 65 9 14 
146 65 9 . 16 
147 65 9 18 
'65 65 9 20 
148 10 9 0 
149 10 9 a 
150 10 9 10 
151 10 9 12 

152 10 19 1l 

153 10 9 16 

154 10 9 18 

10 10 9 20 
155 - 30 9 0 
156 30 9 8 
157 30 9 10 
15$ 30 9 12 

159 30 9 14 

160 30 9 16 

161' 30 9 18 

30 30 9 20 
162 3 7 0 
163 3 7 8 
164 3 7 10 
165 3 7 12 

166 ,3 7 14 

167 3 7. 16 

16A 3 7 18 

3 3 7 20 

169 141 6 0 

141 141 6 20 

ITO 141 19 0 






EXTRA PAD COSTS = 0.0 
6 10 5 16.00 
EXTRA PAD & SMALL 5US7 COSIS = 
NEW VALUE = 24621.85 
171 11 9 0 

172 11 9 - 8 

173 11 9 10 

174 11 9 12 

175 11 9 14 

176 11 9 , 16 

177 11 9 1 

11 11 9 20 

178 12 9 0 

179 12 9 8 

180 12 9 10 

181 12 9 12 

182 12 9 14 

183 - 12 9 16 
184 12 9 18 

12 12 9 20 

12449.06 25154.16 37603.32 
12449.06 26229.93 38678.99 
12449.06 27305.61 39754.66 
12449.06 28381.27 40830.33 
9898.38 29456.95 39355.32 
7055.00 30209.80 37264.80 
3249.90 128529.88 31779.78 
14876.91 12100.44 26977.35 
14876.91 23065.37 37942.28 
14876.91 24141.04 39017.95 
14249.69 25216.71 39466.41 
12744.37 26292.38 39036.75 
10193.69 27368.05 37561.74 
7350.32 28120.91 35471.23 
3545.22 26145.68' 29690.89 
12707.46 1610.10 28817.56 
12707.46 27075.03 39782.49 
12707.46 27818.06 40525.52 
12707.46 28509.91 41217.37 
12707.46 28664.42 41371.88 
10156.77 29740.09 39896.87 
7313.40 30492.95 37806.36 
3508.31 28442.44 31950.75 
10887.42 13324.77 24212.20 
10887.42 24289.70 35177.13 
10554.78 25365.38 35920.15 
10170.96 26441.05 36612.00 
9249.79 27516.71 36766.51 
7688.94 28592.39 36281.32 
5948.96 29668.05 35617.02 
3620.49 30381.23 34001.71 
15495.77 12309.34 27805.11 
15495.77 23274.27 38770.04 
14952.18 24349.94 39302.12 
14324.96 25425.61 39750.57 
12819.64 26501.28 39320.92 
10268.96 27576.95 37845.91 
7425.59 28329.81 35755.40 
3620.49 26279.30 29899.79 
14162.84 13144.89 27307.72 
14162.84 24109.82 38272.65 
14162.84 25185.49 39348.32 
14162.84 26261.16 40424.00 
12657.52 27336.83 39994.34 







































































ttt****5 0 L. U T I 0 N N U H 8 E RP 
141 10887.42 
MISSION CHARACTERISTIC PAYLOAD RETURN 

TITLE VELOCITYIFT/SEC) {LBSI PAYLOAD 

MANPLA 29000. 25000. 0. 





 25000. 0. 

MALUSU 29000. 


























SPBASE 29000. 25000. 0. 1983 

SPBASU 29000. 














MbUU 29000. 25000. 0. 
 1985 










MEQO 29000. 25000. 0. 1981 

10. 1982








MEUSUP 28000. 25000. 10. 1980 

































































LAUNCH VEHICLE SITE 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
1565 R250 E 
75Q.95 
DENSI7Y * 0.62 
SOLUTION I HAS EXPECTED I 

PARAH£7445 NJ AN SIS .
 
PROS ICOST Lk 
P8.Db ICOST LE 
PROS ICOST LE 

PRO ICOST IS 
PA OR ICOST LE 
PROS ICOST LE 











PRO I ASSIONENT 3 COST 
PROS 4 ASSIG ENT 3 COST 
V COST 246fl.85 I 24621.88l 














50 PERCENT UNCERTAINTY 

DENSITY 0.583 
1e5s£TV - 1.4111 




Ge ASSIGIIKZNT I 
GE ASSIGNMEN I 




COSTS -.. S 

COST, .0.77 
COVST -.. 81 
MOB I ASSIGN.ENT 3 COST GE ASSIGNMENT I COST) .0.90 
PROS I ASSIGMENT I COST GE ASIGN5MENT 2 COTS =0.7 
PROS I ASSIGINENT 3 COST GE ASSIGNMENT 2 COST) -0.72 
POB I ASSIGM4ENT 3 C05T U ASSIGtHENT 2 COSTI .*0.7 
FODE - 21507.69 SI0. 0EV.* 
1 0.38 I 
INTERVAL 
4 0.18 1 
4 0.3S I 
I 0.40 1 







IF CORRLATION -0.0 
IF CORRELATION 10.3 
Ir CORRELATION .0.6 
IF COARELATION! .0.9 
IF CORRELATION 0.0 
IF CORRELATION 0.3 
IF CORRELATION .0.6 
B-23 
PROB I ASSIGNMENT 3 COST GE ASSIGNMENT 2 COST) *O.83 IF CORRELATION =0.9
 









ISTRT = 2, IFIN = 20,
 






PHAX = 15500., PHIN = 1500.,
 










8 13 PLANED FIXED 
6 TARGET DATE 11 MEOD NO LATER THAN 0. YEARS AFTER 12 MEOSUP 
6 TARGET DATE 12 MEOSUP NO LATER THAN 1. YEARS AFTER 11 HEaD 
6 TARGET DATE 9 MEOn NO LATER THAN 0. YEARS AFTER 10 MEOSUP 
6 TARGET DATE 10 MEOSUP NO LATER THAN 1. YEARS AFTER 9 MEWU 
6 TARGET DATE 7 MEGO NO LATER THAN 0. YEARS AFTER 8 MEOSUP 
6 TARGET DATE 8 MEOSUP NO LATER THAN 1. YEARS AFTER 7 MEWO 
6 TARGET DATE 5 SPBASE NO LATER THAN 0. YEARS AFTER 6 SPBASU 
6 TARGET DATE & SPRASU NO LATER THAN 1. YEARS AFTER 5 SPRASE 
6 TARGET DATE I MANPLA NO LATER THAN 0. YEARS AFTER 2 MAPLSU 
6 TARGET DATE 2 MAPLSU NO LATER THAN 1. YEARS AFTER 1 MANPLA 
II PROGRAM IEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 1 MANPLA 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 2 MAPLSU 
11 PROGRAM OEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 3 MANLUN 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 4 MALUSU 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 5 SPBASE 
11 PROGRAM 0EV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 6 SPBASU 
11 PROGRAM 0EV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 7 MEO0 
11 PRUGRAM 0EV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM B MEOSUP 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 9 MEO0 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COMPLETED BY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 10 MEOSUP 
11 PROGRAM DEV 14 COHPLETEODBY FIRST LAUNCH OF PROGRAM 11 MEOO 











REFERENCE YEAR 1971. TEST CASE 
PN NAME START DEVL YRS SUST SS SO RS RD RECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS 
I MANPLA 1984. 
2 MAPLSU 1984. 
3 MANLUN 1980. 
4 HALUSU 1980. 
5 SPBASE 1977. 
6 SPBASU 1977. 
7 NEOO 1979.. 
8 MEOSUP 1979. 
9 MEIO 1975. 
LO.MEOSUP 1975. 
11 MEOD 1973. 
12 MEOSUP 1973. 
13 PLANED 1971. 
























































































































788. 1115. 1115. 1011. 692. 
250. 225. 
721. 1019. 1019. 1019. 1019. 
310. 288. 
445. 626. 626. 570. 395. 
310. 288. 
356. 456. 316. 145. 
310. 288. 
128. 109. 





TOTAL 92797. 55485. 
B-26
 
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS AND LAUNCH VEHICLb SCHEOULe 
TEAM 1971. 1972. 1973. 1974. 1975. Ittb. q7?7. 1978. 197q. 1960. 1988. 1982. 	 19B3, 29'4. 1985. 1986. 1987, IQ*. 1989. 1910. 
I HANK. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 	 0. 0. 0. 903. Soot. 7392. 8921. 6632. 340W 1283. 
2 AAPLSU 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 399. 409.0. 	 0. 0. 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 130. 4S4. 




M*tUSU 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . A* 0. 0. O 104. 423. 1115. 692. 3ZT.
0. 	 0. 0. 788. I1TS. 1011. 
6* 6*[ 6. 69 4,, 
58669 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 559. 1644. 2568. 3047. 3553.* 2S0. 1470. 686. 686. 686. 686. 460. 686. 486.
 
6'
6 SPHASU 0. 0. 0. 0. 	 0. 0. 0. a. 8. 0. 94. 385. 721. 1019. 1019. 1089. 1019. 925. 634. 298. 
60 6 6: 60 66 6* 6* 




EU4SUP U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 56. 231. AS6. 626. 626. 570. 395. 191.
 
4* 6* 6* 6* 48
 
9 SIO'U 0. 0. CI. 0. 204. *06. 948. 1242. 14*0, 1197. 765. 271. 211. 271,
 
6* 
lU 9IISUP . 0. 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 	 45. 185. 366. 456. 316. 145. 
A. A. 6* 
38 HEt., 0. 0. 206, 406. 948. 1242. 3608. 1187. 765. 271. 276. 
68 
1 mti$Up U. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 34. 185. £28. 09. 
6* 
81 PLIN OJ £480. 843I. 017. 42. 3. 
14 [DIV 9 0. 467. 1384. 2155. 2438. 2461. 1900. 1004. 538. 530. .538. 538. 538. S38. S39. S8. S8. S18. SIR. S3.. 
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C. I DESCRIPTION 
Flow charts are provided in this section for each of the major subroutines and the 
main program MASTER. They appear in alphabetical order by subroutine name. 
A short description of the purpose of each subroutine is provided in the program 
listing in Appendix D. Subroutines AFRMT, INPUT, PLOT, and PACK were written 
in 360 Assembler Language so a description of each subroutine appears in this section 
rather than a flow chart. 
C. 2 MAJOR SUBROUTINE CHARTS 





Deck Name MOX02AT 
Fortran IV subroutine coded in 360 Assembler Language 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE 
This subroutine converts a variable from integer to A format 
USAGE 
CALL AFRMT (I, X3 
where -
I is the name of the variable (may be one element of an array) in integer 
format 
X is the name of the result returned in A4 format 
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AL INPT Generalized Data Input Subroutine 
360/Assembler Language 
Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE 
This subroutine provides for input of single-precision fixed and floating point numbers 
and Hollerith information. Usage is particularly convenient inasmuch as no format 
statements are required, and data may be loaded in any order irrespective of the 
order in the calling stateient. 
USAGE 
The calling statement is 
CALL INPUT (5HALPHA, -ALPHA; 4BETA, BETA, ... ) 
In the above, the Hollerith literals represent the external names of variables or arrays 
as they should appear on data cards. The other arguments are the internal names of 
the variables and arrays as referenced in the source program. Itwill become apparent 
that by using the external names in addition to the symbolic location names, it is possible 
to enter data for a variable on an input card without regard to its relative location in 
the calling sequence of the program. 
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ACCEPTABLE INPUT DATA FORMS 
A. Floating Point General Form 
Up to 9 decimal digits, with a decimal point 
permitted at the beginning, at the end or between 
two digits. A preceding plus or minus sign is 
optional. A decimal exponent preceded by E+ or 
+ or - if negative may follow. If no decimal 
point appears, the exponent is mandatory. The 
magnitude of'thir nuihber-must-be-etween the 
7 5 and 107 " approximate limits of 10 -
B. Decimal Integers General Form 
The magnitude of the number must be less than 
2.31 A preceding plus or minus sign is optional. 
C. Hollerith Information General Form 
Any number of characters, including,blanks. 

The number of characters is specified by writing 

nH preceding the Hollerith information. n is
 
the number of characters in the block following nil.
 
RULES FOR PREPARATION OF DATA CARDS
 
Blanks arc ignored except within Hollerith data fields.
 






5.0E3 (5.0 x10 3 ) 
5.OE+3 (5.0 x10 3 ) 






14HTHIS IS A TEST 
6HALPHA 
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It is not necessary that variable names on the data cards appear in the same order 
as those in the calling sequence. The routine will search the list for the name and 
its core location. 
Individual data items are separated by commas. 
An equal sign separates the name of a variable and its first data item. 
A comma separates the end of a data set and the next variable name. 
A data input record is terminated by an asterisk (*). 
It is not necessary to input a data set for each name in the calling sequence. 
Elements oLan array may be skipped by writing consecutive commas - i.e., no data 
between the commas; or by singly subscripting the array name. Double subscripting 
is illegal. Thus, if it is desired to input data into a three-element vector V, one 
could write: 
V = 2.79,,1.32 
No data would be entered into V(2). What was originally there remains there. 
Alternatively, the above could be written: 
V(1) = 2.79, V(3) = 1.32 
Special Feature. The card image is normally written on the system output unit, tape 6, 
prior to being processed by the routine. If an N is punched in column 73, the card will 
not be listed. If column 73 contains a C, the card is treated as a comment only; i.e., 
it is not scanned for data. If the card contains CE in columns 73- 74, the card will 




If the folloNing call statement-appeared in a FORTRAN program, 
CALL INPUT (IHA, A, IHB, B, IHC, C, 111D, D, lHP, P,-lHR, R, IHS, S) 
the input cards could be punched as follows: 
A = 3.14159265, B = 707, C = 1870, 1st card 
D- = 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 2nd card 
R(2) = 3, R(5) = 74., 42, 3rd card 
F = 22HTIUS IS A CHECKOUT RUN* 4th card 
Note that D must be dimensioned at least 9,
 
R dimensioned at least 7 and P at least 6.
 
Also R(1), R(3), R(4), and R(6) are unchanged.
 
Even though S appears in the CALL statement, it is not
 
necessary that it appear on one of the input cards. The
 
* on card 4 signifies the end of the data record. This
 





The following errors will be detected by the subroutine. A diagnostic message and
 
the card in error will be permited on the system output unit, tape 6.
 
Name on data card exceeds six characters.1. 
Name on data card does not appear in the calling sequence.2. 
3. Punctuation errors. 
4. Name on data card begins with a non-alphabetic character. 
5. Decimal or integer data out of range. 
only theThis subroutine may be used for reading double precision numbers; however, 

high order part of the number will be loaded. To clear the low order part of the
 
number, write 





1. 	 A slash (/) on adata card (not in an H field) indicates that information to 
the right of the slash is not to be scanned for data. Therefore, these columns 
may be used for comments. 
2. 	 In addition to the above means for entering Hollerith'information, Hollerith 
may also be entered by enclosing it in apostrophes, i.e., P = 'THIS IS 
A CHECKOUT RUN' 
3. 	 Floatingpoint and integer data may be repeated into consecutive locations 
by use of the letter X followed by the data; i.e., 
D = 1., 4X2., 3., 
is equivalent to 
D = 1., 2., 2., 2., 2., 3.j 
4. 	 Alphanumeric data may also be repeated. The use of the letter X is 
optional. 'For example, to set an array dimensioned 18 to blanks, write 
TITLE = 18' ', 
If the alphanumeric field exceeds 4 characters, only the last word will 
be repeated. For example, 
DATA = 3'ABCDEF', will result in 
ABCDEF EF EF­
5. 	 If a name on a data card is not followed by an-equal sign, it will be retrieved 
from the calling program. For example, if in the calling program, X and 
ALPHA are dimensioned at least 2, then the following data card 
X = 3.1, ALPHA(2),
 
will result in the current value of ALPHA(2) being stored in X(2).
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As an additional example, suppose that the calling FORTRAN program 
has the following sequence: 
.LOGICAL , -. ,;' 
TRUE = .TRUE. 
FALSE = .FALSE. 
- CALL INPUT .... 	 'OK', OK, 'TRUE', TRUE, 
'FALSE', FALSE, ... " 
Then a data card written as follows, 
OK = TRUE, 
will 	result in the input of logical data to the program. 
6. 	 If a comma is omitted from a data card, a warning will be written on the 
system output unit and execution will continue. However, for any other 
type of error, execution will be suppressed, and the remaining data cards 
will be scanned for errors. ­
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Deck Name MOX01PK 
Fortran IV subroutine coded in 360 Assembler Language (also COMPASS coded for­
the CDC). Written by R. E. Slye 
PURPOSE
 
This subroutine is used to pack an array of integer or logical data into a smaller array 
in a packed binary format. 
METHOD
 
treated as an array of unsigned integers. The integerThe unpacked (source) data is 

N low order bits are retained. The N
words are truncated on the left and only the 

low order bits are then placed sequentially, left adjusted, in a packed array word
 
until that word is filled. Packing then continues into the next word, etc., until the
 
source data is exhausted. 
Since a storage word contains 32 bits, a packed word may contain 32/N data items.
 
Note that since only the N low order bits are retained,, the largest integer item that
 
will be represented correctly is 2, - . For example, if N = 4, the packed items
 
For a larger integer, the packcd item will in
will represent digits from 0 to 15. 






This subroutine has three entry points. The three entries-are PACK, UNPACK, and 
ITEM. To pack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL PACK (L, M, I, N) 
where 
L is the name of the array containing the source data. 
M is the name of the array containing the packed data. 
I is the number of data items in L. 
N is the number of low order bits to be retained. 
The array L should be dimentioned I. 
The array M should be dimentioned [(I-I)/[32/N] + 1, where E[] denotes integer part 
To unpack data, the Fortran call statement is 
CALL UNPACK (L, 'i, I, N) 
where the arguments are as listed above. 
I may be less than the actual number of items in the packed array. 
Packed data in the array M is unpacked and placed right adjusted in the array L. 
(The unused high order part'of the word is cleared.) 
The third entry point to the routine may be-used to recover a single item from the packed 
array M. It is called by the Fortran statement 
J = ITEM (M, I, N) 
The ILh itell ill Mtllc Ilacked array iSreturned to the calling program. 
c-32 
ADDITIONAL IN FORMATION 
If [32/N] is not an even integer, some low order bits-in a packed word are unused. 
For example, if N = 6 the word may-contain 5 items and the last 2 bits are unused. 
The 6th item will then start at the beginning of the 2nd word. 
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This subroutine is used for the purpose of drawing plots, along with the printing of the
 




Several changes have been incorporated in the FORTRAN IV version of UM PLOT.
 
The maximum width of the plot has been increased from 101 columns to 1-19 columns.
 
The original program included entries for use in SAP and MAD coded routines, whereas
 




A region of core is treated here much as a piece of graph paper. This region of core
 
is called the "image region." The image region is cleared, and then a grid, consisting
 
of -Ps and -'s, with +.s at grid intersection points, is formed. The program will place
 
any given BCD character at the appropriate place in the image region, corresponding
 
to an ordinate - abscissa pair. Each point is written in the image region independently
 
of those previously written, and so data to be plotted need not be sorted. Any number
 
of points (consistent with the specified size of the image) may be plotted, with any
 
Hollerith plotting character -whatever. Points' which fall on previously plotted points
 
replace the latter, and points which fall on a gridtline replace'the grid line character.
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Points which lie outside of the' specified grid limits are not plotted. When all desired 
points have been placed in the image region, the latter iswritten out onto a standard 
BCD tape (i. e., tape 6, 7, 9, or 11) for subsequent printing. 
USAGE 
-This subroutine has four main entries and two auxiliary entries. The four main 
entires are PLOT 1, PLOT 2, PLOT 3, and PLOT 4. Each performs a specific 
function, and normally they are taken in the order listed above. Exceptions to the 
normal sequence are discussed below. The two auxiliary entries are OMIT and 
PLTAPE. The first of these is used for the purpose of causing portions of the grid 
to be deleted, and the second is used if it is desired to output on a tape other than 
logical tape 6. 
Each of'the entries is discussed below in detail, 'following whi6h the calling sequence. 
argumients are defined. It may be noted that the four main entries can be taken by 
use'of either a standard CALL statement [e.g., CALL PLOT l( )] or an arithmetic 
statement [e.g., R = PLOTI( )]. The advantage of the latter is that if certain error 
conditions arise, they can be detected by interrogation of R, whereas the programmer 
has no way to detect an error condition if the CALL type entry is used. The details 
concerning error conditions and the interrogation of R will be found in Section D 
to follow. 
A. The Four Main Entries 
CALL PLOT 1 (NSCALE, NHL, NSBH, NBLI NSBV: 
or 
R = PLOT 1 (NSCALE, NHL, NSBH, NBL, NSBV) 
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This entry is used to set up grid spacing and the total length and width of the graph. 
The location of decimal points, and the scale factors (powers of, 10) for values of the 
ordinate and abscissa to be printed along the axes of the plot are also specified. If 
both standard grid and standard scale factors are desired (to be described subsequently), 
then this entry need not be taken. If several plots are to be printed, all having the same 
scale factors and grid specifications, then this entry need only be taken one time. 
CALL- PLOT 2 (IMAGE, XMAX, XMIN, YMAX; YMIN, 1DIM) 
or 
I -- PLOT 2,(IMAGE, XMAX, XMIN, YMAX, YMIN, IDIM) 
This entry clears the image region and prepares the grid lines of I's and -'s, with +'s 
,at grid jine intersection points. It establishes internally formula for computing the 
location in the image region that corresponds to a given abscissa - ordinate (X., Y.) 
minimum values as entered through the calling sequence.pair. based, on maximum and 
CALL PLOT 3 (BC !, -.,Y, NDATA) 
or 
- R = PLOT 3(BCD, X, Y, NUA'A) 
a specified Hollerith plotting character to be placed in the appropriateThis entry causes 
place in the image region for each qf the abscissa - ordinate pairs, which arc stored 
in arrays X and Y. This entry may not be taken unless entry PLOT 2 has been taken 
.previously. This entry may be takentrepeatedly, if desired, in order to write several 
sets of data in the image-region before it is read out on tape. 




R = PLOT 4'(NCHAR, LABEL) 
This entry causes the contents of the image region to be written out on logical tape 6 
(unless a different tape has been specified by use of the entry PLTAPE, discussed 
later). The topmost line of the graph will appear one space below the last line 
previously printed. The ordinate label is specified, and it will appear to the left of 
the graph. Abscissa labels may be printed above or below the graph by use of standard 
printout statments. The entry PLOT 4 can be taken repeatedly to obtain several copies 
of the same graph, if desired. The, entry PLOT 2 must have been taken at least once 
prior to the entry PLOT 4. It is permissible to alter a graph (in the image region) by 
,,use of the entry PLOT 3 and then print the result using PLOT 4, without returning to 
*the entry PLOT 2. 
B. The Arguments For The Four Main Entries Are Described Here 
Note that certain of them may be either integers or floating point quantities, as for
 
example NHL (integer) or HL (floating equivalent of NHL).
 




NSCALE(1) = 	0, standard grid and scale factors (see note (a), to follow) 
0, grid and scale factors are as defined in NSCALE (2) - NSCALE (5) 
NSCALE(2) = I, scale factor such that printed values of the ordinate are 101 times 
the actual values 
NSCALE(3) = J, J digits will appear to the right of the decimal point in printed 
ordinate values (J'<8) 
NSCALE(4) = K, scale factor such that printed values of the abscissa are 1 0 K times 
the actual values 
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NSCALE(5) = M, M digits will appear to the right of the decimal point in printed 
abscissa values (M< 8) 
NHL (or HL) is the number of horizontal grid lines (NHL > 0) 




NVL (or VL) is the number of vertical grid lines (NVL >0) 
NSBV (or SBV) is. the number of spaces between vertical grid lines
 
(NSBV > 0, and NSVB*NVL :E 119)
 
Note (a). Standard scale factors correspond to values of I, J, K, and M of 0, 3, 0, 3, 
respectively. A standard grid is' available which is 101 columns wide starting at 
column 13, and 51 lines long. It has 10 vertical grid lines and 5 horizontal grid lines, 
with 10 spaces between both horizontal and vertical grid lines. I1both the standard 
scale factors and standard grid are desired, then the PLOT 1 entry need not be taken. 
It should be noted, however, that if PLOT 1 has been entered for the purpose of setting 
up nonstandard conditions, then the latter prevail until PLOT 1 is reentered with 
different arguments. 
Any combination of vertical and horizontal grid lines may be specified, but the vertical 
grid always starts at column 13. It may extend as far to the right as column 132. The 
length of the grid is limited only by the dimensions of the image region in core. 
Note (b). Integers are printed for the ordinate and/or abscissa scales if J - - 1 
and/or MS-5 1. 
Note (c). If a scale factor is such that overflow or underflow would occur, then the 
scale factor is treated as zero. The subroutine may shift abscissa scale printout in 
order to accommodate all of the desired numbers. If the value of an ordinate or 
abscissa is too large to be printed in the allowed space to the left of the graph it will 
be truncated from the left. 
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IMAGE (or AIMAGE) is an array, dimensioned IDIM, which is used as the 
image region by the subroutine 
XMAX is the value of the abscissa at the rightmost grid line 




YMAX is the value of the ordinate at the uppermost grid line 




IDIM is the dimension of the array IMAGE, where IDIM = N*(NSBH*NHL + 1) 
and 
N = K rounded up for the IBM 7094, or6 
K 





(The square brackets in the formula for N signify "integral value.") 
Note (d). Set ]DIM equal to at least 867 for the standard grid. (1326 for 360). 
BCD is the Hollerith plotting character, any character whatever (see
 
note (e), to follow)
 
Xis the array (or single location) that contains the abscissa of the points to 
be plotted 
Y is the array (or single location) that contains the ordinates of the points 
to be plotted 
NDATA (or DATA) is the number of points to be plotted (NDATA > 0) 
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Note (e). The plotting character may be loaded into cell-BCD by use of a DATA 
statement, that is, 
DATA BCD/1H*/ 
or, alternatively, it may be entered as a Hollerith literal in the PLOT 3 entry state­
ment, for example, 
CALL PLOT 3 (1H*, X, Y, NDATA) 
) may not be used in the latter case.)(The arithmetic statement entry R = PLOT 3 ( 
setNote (f) If it is desired to write a single point at a time into the image array, 
NDATA equal to 1. 
N CHAR (or CHAR) is the number of Hollerith characters, including blanks, in 
the ordinate label (N CHAR - NHL*NSBH+l) 
LABEL is an array-which contains the Hollerith characters that constitute the 
ordinate lable to be printed along the leftmost grid line. (See note (g), below) 
Notc (g). The ordinate label can be entered in array LABEL by use of the DATA 
statement, that is, 
DATA (LABEL (J),_ J = 1, 3)/17HbbbORDINATEbLABEL/ 




CALL PLOT 4 (17, 17HbbbORDINATEbLABEL) 
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), may not be used in the latter(The arithmetic statement entry, R = PLOT 4 ( 
case.) 
R (See Section D, to follow) 
C. The Two Auxiliary Entries and Their Arguments 
CALL PLTAPE (NTAPE) 
This entry is used, prior to PLOT 4, if it is desired that the output be on a tape other 
than tape 6. Here, NTAPE is the tape number upon which the output is to take place 
(7, 9, or 11). The output tape number remains as set by this entry until PLTAPE is 
called again with a different value for NTAPE. 
CALL OMIT (NARG) 
This entry causes certain portions of -the graph to be. deleted. It is taken,prior to the 
entry PLOT 4. The settings for NARG are tabulated below. 
NARG- Effect 
1 Numerical values of the abscissa 
2 
are not printed 
Numerical values of the ordinate 
3 
are not printed 
Combines the effect of NARG = 1 
and NARG = 2 
4 The complete bottom horizontal 
5 
grid line is deleted 
Combines the effect of NARG = 1 
and NARG =4 
6 Combines the effect of NARG = 2 
and NARG =4 
7 Combines the effect of NARG = 1 
NARG = 2, and NARG = 4 
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D. Error Conditions 
If arguments are incompatible with certain restrictions, then the message 
PLOT 1, or 
IMPROPER ARGUMENT I PLOT-2, |etc. 
If such errorsis printed, thus indicating the entry where the improper entry appears. 
occur in PLOT 1 or PLOT 2, subsequent entries into PLOT 3 and PLOT 4 are deleted 
with no further comment. The argument restrictions are 
NHL >0 
NSBH > 0 
NVL >0 
NSBV > 0 
NSBV*NVL :- 119 
XMAX > XMIN 
YMAX > YMIN 
BCD must be a single left-adjusted Hollerith character 
If the user attempts to execute*PLOT 3 or PLOT 4 without having previously executed 
PLOT 2, (or without execution of PLOT 2 subsequent to the execution of PLOT 1), 
the comment 
NO PREVIOUS PLOT 2 
will be printed. 
If the arithmetic statemcnt-(rather than the CALL statement) is used for the four main 
entries, then the user may take appropriate action in the case of such errors as would 
An error in the arguments, or one due to thelead to the printouts described above. 
C-44 
unsuccessful completion of an earlier entry,- will cause a + 1.0, + 2.0, + 3.0, or 
+ 4.0 to be loaded in cell R for entries PLOT 1, PLOT 2, PLOT 3, or PLOT 4, 
respectively. Cell R contains + 0.0if no error condition arises. The user simply 
tests R following each attempt to enter the subroutine via PLOT 1, PLOT 2, PLOT 3, 
or PLOT 4. 
If any points are not plotted by PLOT 3, then the number - 3. 0 will be found in R. 
This might arise if points lie outside the stated minimum and maximum limits of the 
ordinate and abscissa, and need not be considered an error. 
C -45
 
START DATE, DEV. DURATION
 
WASRGE STAGEOI YE STAE 
SO u- EA TG SUEARRICUIN LANN 
E TA TIME FOR EACH IN STAGE I 
YEA A BOOSTER? 
iTAA NON =TAA + .6 + ART 0 
IS# HAVE 
RETUR LIFETIME > # BEEN .YES" 














FOR ECACHLANH DISTRIBUTE LAUNCH 
ASSOCIATED VEHICLE AND PAYLOAD 
WET I LRECURRING COST FOR 
CALCULATE START EACH ASSOCIATED YEAR IA FOR LAUNCHDISTRIBUTION 
RECUR (U, L) ZEALPI (I, ILV) • SCST+RhIST 1L, 'I)* RCPL 
(NOTEt I - YEAR E) 
NOTE: ALL COSTS 
BEFORE REFERENCE 
YEAR TREP ARE 
LUMPED INTO 1STYEAR (TEF) I 
d. 
CALCULATE 








HAVE ALL LAUNCH 
VEHICLES ASSOCIATED 







STARTINCREMENIT COMPUTED GO TO 




START DATES.S I 
CALL 
CONSTR 
fl No Car 
1 
2 b' N 
4 d DECREMtNWT 5 YES 1 R 
5 0 b DEV. START S TREF? 
1 9 
RESTORE 19D AE INCREMENT DEV. 1 
-ANDOROLALDE,RCHDUATN MAKE ASSOIATEDCGES NO 
GO~ ~ GTT CO CLT 
• KEEP ORIGINAL ;U 
DEV. COST 






DURATION Rt R+ 1 




TREDATE S - S- 1 
NEW R ORIGINAL [FALSE 
STAR RND A 'CLI 
DATE UER 
S< NO..G  TO 
rE 
DEVELOPMENT GO TO 
DU ATIN 1 
'j Qht Nib 1 
- R2 
0 





CHANGES RESULTED IN -
RMS DECREASE 
ETR 
N.,, [SEUP ECO ST" 
INI NoA CONSGEINT ON CA CALL 
STN,, COL, EXT PROGRAMORE ARENCEI 
NUMBER TO INTERNAL 
'REFERENCE NUMBER YES 
Li 
CLEAR TITLE, CALLINPUT NUMBER 
WRITE 
OF CONSTRAINTS 
DETERMINE HOW MANY 
UNCH VEHICLS ARE 
w 




















(I) LAUNCH VEHICLE NEW REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
(2) STAGE COMPONENTS OF LAUNCH 
(3) AVERAGE RECURRING COST FOR THAT. 





CHCKIFINUTDAA U =YES 
CHC IFINUTDAALUE 
MEETSPROGRAMUTPRCONSTRINTS 




'CLCELS ONVERT LAUNCH VEHIL 
REFERENCE, NUMBERI FOMAT](IVEH) TO A FORMAT (NM 
PROGRAN"KAAC R A=DM U z FAmS CZEMN, AM tI 
UT, . - -IN LOP flDATAISCHANGES FOTI PRTORAM(F YE 
LOO "NATVA"p AMLS DATA WRECUFN 
NONO.
 CA ci 
YES SEN 
FA RSI-R 
b IEAU O 
TRUER 
P INUT S 
AU.SMOHN 
INPUT~AN 



















NO i\)O E 4c 1 , 








OF REUSABLE UNITS TO DEVELOP- BATCING OVER NBY()DTE R I 	 FEAAULE NUMBER OF LAUCHES 

By YEAR AND LAUNCH SITE FOR RoU
A ENT C T DS IF APPLICABLE YEARS EACH 
EACSI STAGE AND INTEGRATION A LYES PAIR Po AHSAE1 
IF NU(I) • 0. DTRMINE VEICLE REFCURRING 
CALL REUSEI COSTIS BY YEAR AND LAUNCH SITF 
BY SUMMING ALL ASSOCIATED 
t COMPONENT RECURRING COSTS 
BY INPUT LEARNINGFMODIFIEDPRINTOUT REIUABLE FATOfAMD 

DATA UNTIL BLANK CARD 
LAUCLEBYYA NUMBERNOF 	 DETERMINE NUMfBER OF 
SITEEFOR EACH STAGE ANDINTEGRA	 YEAR FOR ALL LAUNCH SITESSTION PAMI BASED ON OPTIMUM BY 

ASSIGNMENT FOUND IN CIIOOZ"
 
MCHS OR ADAEUISRQIE	 Q 
Ro 	 18STG UE F L=E ALUE FOR 
NUMBER OF ARDWAARE 
S E IFNUO LASTt 
FOREAC STAGE, IETURNUMBER OF LAUNCHES NO[ 
BY YEAR AND LAUNCH IFLAG s 3
 
SITE - NUMBER USED
 









Fs-DOE ACUAL BST VALES REUR
 
STR s-0ICEETT-10ICREMPENT -- 0 DUATO 
N Y 1 DEVEWPMENT 
VTC - 0~YE PROGRAMAYS-: 10NUMBERKYA T o-
DEEOMN DUATO + IEEOMN k 
0 
F DDEVEPPMENT 




W(K)[() "" DI) FF-=PROGRAM '+FSEIL NoL. vv NYR SFX ,.L.. F R ECURR ING NO SUSTAINGN O 





























WITH TOTALOL FEFORCEACEYAR' 
CALCULATE TOTAL CSSI( 
FOR EACH YEAR 
FIXED COS+s[ TSX PROGRAM COSTS 









CONO NMEEACH VEHICLE USED 
-BY YEAR AND TEST 
RANGE 




TOTALRECURRING COST FOR 
EACH VEHICLE OVER 
MISSION PLAN 
RCOST (1) 6 X 'M (I. 
*RECUR & J. 19 
DETERMINE
TOTAL NUMBER 
OF VEHICLES USED 
OVER ENTIRE MISSION 
PLAN' FOR EACH 
VEHICLE 
TVEH - Z VTRa (. 1) 
NO 
0 
HDETERMNE "AVERAGE" RECURRING 
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D. 1 DESCRIPTION 
A compile-and-save Fortran listing of each major subroutine in the optimal assignment/ 
budget smoothing program is included in this section. Storage requirements for each 
subroutine are listed on the output along with the code name under which the subroutine 
was saved. Total storage requirements are listed at the beginning of the sample case 
presented in Appendix B. Comment cards describing the logical function of each sub­
section and defining any variables whose names are not mnemonic are liberally distri­
buted throughout the deck so that new users may readily become familiar with the 
programs. 
Subroutines INPUT and PLOT are stored for general NASA use. Therefore, no listing 
is included here; however, a description of each is provided in Appendix C for com­
pleteness. Subroutines AFRMT and PACK are written in 360 assembler language, so 
the listings are provided in that language. 
Labeled common blocks were used for storage whenever possible to avoid long argument 
lists for each subroutine. These blocks are found at the beginning of each listing. Sub­
routine ASIGNS lists all subroutines in which each common block appears. The block 
labeled SCRACH stores variables only required in that subroutine or related sub­
routines, so the same storage locations may be used for storing new variables in the 
next subroutine. All other labeled common blocks contain variables used in several 
subroutines. 
The listings are presented in alphabetical order according to subroutine name for easy 
reference. 
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D. 2 COMPILE-AND-SAVE LISTING
 
The compile-and-save listing follows.
 
SYMBOL TYPE 10 ADOR LENGTH L0 
AFRNT SD 01 000000 000040 






000000 5020 DOIC 0001C 

000004 9812 1000 00000 

000008 5810 1000 00000 

O0000C 4E10 F038 00038 

000010 F332 2000 F030 00000 00030 

000016 96FO 2003 00003 

00001A 4110 0004 00004 

O0001E 95F0 2000 00000 

000022 4770 F032 00032 

000026 9240 2000 00000 

00002A 4120 2001 00001 

00002E 4610 POlE OOOlE 










STMT SOURCE STATEMENT 
1 AFRKT CSECT 
2 USING *115 REG 15"FOR BASE 
3 ST 2.2810.13) SAVE REG 2 
4 LM 1,2,0(1) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGS TO REGS 1-2 
5 L 1.0(0,1) DATA TO REG 1
 
6 CVD 1,WORK CONVERT TO DECIMAL
 
7 UNPK 0(4,2),WORK+5(3) UNPACK 4 DIGITS
 








12 MVI 0(21,C' INSERT BLANK
 
13 LA 2,110,2) BUMP POINTER
 
14 BCT 1,LOOP LIMIT TO 4 CHARACTERS
 
15 RETURN L 2.28(0,13) RESTORE REG 2
 
16 BR 14 RETURN
 







SYMBOL 	 LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES
 
AFRMT 00001 000000 0001
 
LOOP 00004 OOOOIE 0010 0014
 
RETURN 00004 000032 0015 0011
 
WORK 00008 000038 0017 0006 0007
 




F88-LEVEL 	LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE-(126976,24576) 




****MOXO2AT NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
D-3 






c THIS PROGRAM GENERATES THE LEAST CUST ASSIGNMENT OF LAUNCH
 
C VEHICLFS T) SPACE MISSIONS. A BRANCH AND BOUND TECHNIQUE IS USED
 
C TO REDUCE THE COMBINATORIAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM. SEVERAL BRANCHE 
C ARE CREATED AT EACH NODE. ONE OF THE BRANCHES EXCLUDES THE NEXT 
C -COST AND THE OTHERS ASSUME EXPENDITURE OF A NON-RECURRING COST 
C WITH 1-2 YEARS OF SUSTANING COST ADDED AT EACH NODE. 
C PENALTY FUNCTIONS ARE USED TO SHARPEN THE LOWER BOUND. -
C ****THIS VERSION USES RATE EFFECTS IN RECURRING COSTS**** 
C*****THIS.VERSION INCORPORATES PAD COSTS AND REUSABLE PARAMETERS******
 
C 




















C' STORAGE FOR TCOST, ASSIGN, AND MASTER AND SMOOTH,DATINS­
0006 COMDN/SAVER/ RFIXD(12,84)
 


















C STORAGE FOR MASTER,ASSIGNDECISN,STGNUMSMOOTHAVAILMATCHPRINT.CAPABL,
 


















FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1,-MOD 4 -ASIGNS DATE = 71084 15/15/24 PAGE Of
 
4, R(841, S(84)CS(90),NPROG(90).KPROG(90), KODE(90)
 
C STORAGE FOR ASSIGNCHOOZ,LBOUNDDECISN,PADCSTCAPABLSTGNUM.MASTER,SMOOTH.
 






- C STORAGE FOR ASSIGN,POCSTCAPABLDECISN,MATCHPRINTSTGNUMDATINSCOMPARE
 

















































0019 KFLAG = 0 
' 
0020 IFIFINISH.GT.I) GUESS - 1.75*GUESS
 
0021 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 17
 
0022 KNV = 100
 
0023 11 NSTG = 0
 
0024 NFAM = 0
 
0025 NCI = 0
 
0026 NMIS = 0
 
0027 NSPR = 0
 
0028. NUMD = 1
 
0029 NP = 0
 




FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOO 4 ASIGNS DATE - 71084 15/15/24 PAGE 00 
C LCK = LEARNING CURVE KODE; = 1 IF HAVE LEARNING CURVE EFFECTS; =0 IF NONE 












C **-SET UP MISSION MATRIX BY YEAR**
 
0035 NM = 0 
0036 00 4 1 = 1,NMIS 
0037 DO 4 J=lIYRS 
0038 IF(MISN(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 4 
0039 NM = NM . 1 
0040 YRLM(NN)= FLOAT(MISNII,J)) * PB(I) 
0041 LETT(NN)= I 





0044 3000 IF(GUESS.GT.1.0) GO TO 3005
 












0048 IF(LCK.EQ.O) GO TO 17
 
C CALCULATE EXPONENT FOR LEARNING CURVE
 
0049 ALOG2 = ALOG(2.)
 
0050 IF (IG.LT.0) GO TO 8030
 
0051 DO 660 IINSTG
 








0055 8030 IFIII.LT.O.OR.NCI.EQ.O) GO TO 17
 










0059 17 IFINUMDo.EO.0 GO TO 305
 
C 







0061 IFIKFLAG.EQo1) GO TO I
 
C 

















0066 IF(NEXT.GE.500.OR.GUESS.LT..001I GO TO 2
 
C IFLAG = NUMBER OF TIMES CHOOZ HAS BEEN CALLED
 








0069 GUESS = GUESSI
 
0070 IF(IFLAG.EO.O) GO TO 1
 
0071 IF(IFLAG.EO.100I GO 70 2
 
0072 GO TO 620
 
0073 2 MYRS = 100
 
0074 I KNSTG v NSTG
 
0075 KNFAM = NFAM
 
0076 KNCI = NCI
 
0077 KNP = NP
 
0078 KLCK = LCK
 
0079 KNMIS = NMIS
 
0080 KNV = NV
 




0083 2001 FORMAT (iTHINUMBER OF STAGESBXI5/19HONUMBER OF VEHICLES,6X,15/
 
1 19HONUMBER OF FAMILJES,6XI5/28HONUMBER OF INTEGRATION COSTS,12/
 
X 24HONUMBER OF PAD CONPLEXES,4XuI2/
 
2 19HONUMBER OF MISSIONS,6X,15/16HONUMBER OF YEARS,9XI5/
 
3 17HOLAUNCH BASE YEAR,8XI5/ISHOTOTAL ESTIMATEF17.2/14HOOPTION N
 







FORTRAN IV 6 LEVEL I, MOD 4 ASIGNS DATE = 11084 15/15/24 PAGE D 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS OOOBBA BYTES 
Fag-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISINCAL,MAP
 


























































IE0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL 'WAS SPECIFIED. 
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(17) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.08415.16.42
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= NAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECK.LOAONOMAPNOEDIT.IONO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE AVAILI
 
C - ADD AVAILABILITY TO VEHICLE CAPABILITY MATRIX**-

ISN 0003 REAL NPERPD
 














- I PAD(30),LTR(503,PLR(50),RIST5,6,4),ALPI(4,60) -













ISN 0069 COMION/TEMP/ VNM(2,250).IFLAGLZ60),OUM(3603)
 
ISM 0010 00 39 J z [,NM
 
ISN 0011 KO = LYRIJ)
 
]SN 0012 L = LETTIJI
 
ISM 0013 00 35 1 = I.NV
 
ISH 0014 LZ(I) = 0
 
ISN 0015 IFIITEM(VM(1,I),LI).EO.O) 0 TO 35
 
ISN 0017 K = I
 
,,ZSN 0018 IF(LTRIL)oEQ.2) K = I & NV 
ISN 0020 00 36 H = 1.20 
ISN 0021 IF(NONREC(K,MhEQ.0I GO TO 37 
ISN 0023 NO = NGNRECIKM) 
ISM 0024 IF(KO.LT.NYD(NO)) GO TO 35 
ISN 0026 IF(KO.GT.LYD(ND)) GO TO 35 
ISN 0028 36 CONTINUE 
ISM 0029 37 LZ(I) = 1 
ISM 0030 35 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0031 CALL PACKILZVNMIlJ),NV ,1)

ISN 0032 39 CONTINUE
 
C NM LESS THAN 136 FOR PRESENT FORMATS
 
ISM 0033 284 WRITE (6,4000)

ISM 0034 00 421 ITER = 1,3
 
ISM 0035 KNM = MINO(ITER*45,NM)
 
ISM 0036 K = & lITER - 11*45
 
ISM 0037 285 WRITE(6,40021 (LETTIJI, J = KKNM)
 










ISM 0043 '00 286 J = KKNM
 
ISN'0044 U = J-K&1
 
ISM 0045 286 LZ(L3 = ITEM(VNM(tJ), ,1)
 
ISM 0046 WRITE(6,4100)[,STGIIA3,STGI[B),STG(IC),STGIID),ILZ(J), J=IL)

ISN 0047 420 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0048 IFCNM.LE.KNM RETURN
 
ISN 0050 IF[ITER.EO.1) WRITE6,4001)
 
ISN 0052 IF(ITER.EQ.2) WRITEI6,4003)
 




ISN 0056 4000 FORMAT (IH1,34X,51HV E H I C L E / [1 S S I 0 N C A-P A B I L I
 
I T Y/46X,30H(1 = POSSIBLE, 0 = IMPOSSIBLE3/IHO,43X,lO(2HI 1, 
2 1012H2 ),10(2H3 1,612H4 )/18H VEHICLE / MISSION,9X,42OH1 2 3 4 
35 6 7 8 9 0 3,9H1 2 3 4 5/1) " 
1SN 0057 4001- FORMAT(IHO/ lHO,26X,412H4 ).102H5 ),1012H6 ),10(2H7 ),10(2H8 I,
 




ISN 0058 4002 FORMAT (1HO,7X,14HMISSION NUMBER. 4X,4512) 
ISN 0059 4003 FORMATIIHO/ IHO,44X,36(2H1 I/ 27X,912H9 ,102HO ),1012HI 1.
 
I 10(2H2 1.6(21H3 / ­
2 IB VEHICLE / MISSION, 9X,4(20HI 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ),
 
3 9H1 2 3 4 5//)
 




*t** ENU OF COMPILATION **8* 
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F88-LFVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF.NAPNCAL
 
DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED











CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME, ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
LOCATION NAME 
AVAILI 00 718 
SAVE1 718 FC4 
SAV3 16E0 980 
SVACAV Z060 548 
SAVALL 28AB 3AIC 
TEMP 65C8 4110 
IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERSTO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL 

2EC SAV3 SAV3
 2E8 SAVEL SAVEI 

2F4 SAVALL SAVALL
2FO SVACAV SVACAV 

2FC TEMP TEMP
 2F8 "SAVALL SAVALL 
 304 PACK SUNRESOLVED
 300 ITEM $UNRESOLVED 

308 IBCOMH $UNRESOLVED 
 - TFMP TEMP 
260 SAVALL SAVALL 
ENTRY ADDRESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH A6DS 




SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
IEW0461 WARNING ­
(17) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/15.17.53
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCE.BC0.NOLISTNODECKLOAD.NOMAPNDEDITIDNO
 
ISN 0002 SURR[IITINF CAPI! 
C VEHICLI DATA IS INPUT 
C THE ORIGINAL CAPABILITY MATRIX BETWEEN VEHICLE AND'MISSION IS SET UP 
C 
ISN 0003 REAL ISPLENTNPERPD 

















ISN 0007 COMMON/SAV4/ MAF(3O,31, MAICI4O,3), 
*NPAD(2,SOhNPFAMIO.5),NPINTL(305) ,NPINTUI3O,5)I 
1 NFS(40,4),NPSTG(30,OHMAPS(30,1O)MAPFI30,10),MAPI(30,10), 
























ISN 0013 00 2 1 1.60 
ISN 0014 ALPI(1l.) = .05 
ISN 0015 ALPII2,I) - .20 
ISN 0016 ALPI(3,I) = .50 
ISN 0017 2 ALPII4,I = .25 
ISN 0018 14 DO 281 J 1t61 
ISN 0019 IFIIV.LT.O.ANO.J.GT.KNV) RETURN
 
ISN 0021 IF(IV.LT.O.AND.IG.LT.0) GO TO 27
 
ISN 0023 IF(IV.LT.O) GO TO 15
 
ISN 0025 READ(5,106) (NEHII), I=1,4).BltJ),B2(J),BS(Jh,04(J),KOV
 
ISN 0026 IF(KOV.EQ.O) GO TO 5002
 
ISN 0028 KODEVIJ) = KOV
 
D-8 
ISN 0029 D( 16 K = 1,4
 
ISM 0030 16 VEHIK.J) = NEHiK)
 
ISM 0031 RFAOIS,108) NSXMVXNPX, INPAXII), l=I-,2)(NYPXtII[.,I-12), JKEY
 
ISM 0032 D) 17 I = 1,2
 
ISN 0033 NPAO(I,J) = NPAX(I)
 
151 0034 17 NYPUJ) = NYPXII)
 
[SN 0035 NVSIJ) = NSX
 
ISM 0036 MRVIJ) = MVX
 
ISM 0037 NRPIJ) = NPX
 
I5N 0038 IF IJKEY.EO.O) GO TO 15
 
ISN 0040 READ t5,114] (ALPI(I,Jj,II,4)
 
ISN 0041 15 00 26 1 = 1,4
 
ISM 0042 IFIVEH(IJ).EQ.0) GO TO 27
 
ISN 0044 DO 25 K = 1,NSTG
 
ISN 0045 IFIVEH(I,J),NE.KODSIK)) GO TO 25
 
ISN 0047 VEH(IJ) = K
 
ISN 0048 GO TO 26
 
IS 0051 27 NV = J
 
IS 0054 00 9008 1 = 1,2
 
ISN 0049 25 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0050 . 26 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0052- IF(IV.LT.O.AND.IIP.LT.O.oR.NP.EO.o)I GO TO 9007
 
IS 0055 IF (NPADIIJ].Eg.0) GO TO 9008
 
ISN 0057 DO 9009 K = 1,NP
 
ISN 0058 IF (NPAOII,JI.NE.KDEPIK)) GO TO 9009
 
ISN 0060 NPADII,J) = K
 
ISN 0061 GO TO 9008
 
ISM 0062 9009 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0063 9008 CONTINUE
 
IS 0064 9007 Cl = BI(J)
 
IS 0065 C2 = 82(J)
 
ISN 0066 C3 = 83(J)
 
ISN 0068 00 28 I=I,NMIS
 
ISN 0067 C4 = B4(J)
 
ISN 0069 NMULTIJ,I) = 1
 
ISN 0070 LZII) = 1
 
ISN 0071 IF (IVEHA(I).EQ.0) GO TO 21
 
ISN 0073 IF (IVEHA().NE.KO0EV(JIJ GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0075 GO TO 28
 
ISN 0076 21 VLX=VLR(II-25573.
 




ISM 0080 IFIRPLMI.LT.I.0) GO TO 23
 
ISN 0082 00 22 JJ = 1,4
 
ISN 0083 JJJ = 5-JJ
 
ISN 0084 -IFIVEH(JJJ ,J).EQ.0) GO TO 22
 
ISM 0086 LL = VEH(JJJ ,J)
 
ISM 0087 IF(RPLO(LL).LT..001) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0089 GO TO 23
 
ISN 0090 22 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0091 Z3 IF(WP.GE.WPR(I)) GO TO 24
 
ISN 0093 IF(WP.LE..OOI.OR.WPR(I)/WP.GE.100.) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0095 NMULT(JI) = INT(WPRII)/WP & .99)
 
IS 0096 IF(NMULTIJT).GT.NTRIP(I) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0098 24 IF (NOPT.NE.3) GO TO 28
 
ISN 0100 IF(NPLS([).EO.O) GO TO 8023
 
ISN 0102 IFINPLS(I).NE.NVSIJ)') GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0104 8023 IF (NRR([).GT.NRP(J)) GO TO 8024
 
ISN 0106 IF (NR1).EO.O.OR.MRV(J).EQ.1 GO TO 28
 
ISN 0108 8024 LZ(I) = 0
 
ISN 0109 28 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0110. CALL PACK(LZVM(IJINMISl)
 




ISN 0113 99 RETURN
 
ISN 01-14 5002 IF(NOPT.NE.23 RETURN
 
C CARDS [UST BE IN SAME ORDER AS INPUT STAGE CARDS
 




ISN 0117 NTG = NSTG & 1
 
ISN O118 DO 30 I = -LtNTG
 




ISM 0120 IF(J.EO.O) GO 10 31
 




ISN 0123 IF(J.NE.KOOSII)) GO TO 5005
 
ISN 0125 30 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0126 31 CALL MATEI
 
ISN 0127 5004 RETURN
 




ISN 0130 106 FORMAT (412,4E13.6t18XI2)
 
ISN l1An F AT12 2TtT2-CY1ll 4
 
D-9 
ISN 0132 109 FORMAT(14,15,7FIO.O)
 
ISN 0133 110 FORMAT(27HOSTAGE CARDS IN WRONG ORDER)
 




ISN 0135 112 FORHAT(1HO,214,7F13.2)
 
ISM 0136 113 FORMAT 128HOMORE THAN 60 VEHICLES INPUT)
 




****** END OF COMPILATION *** 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF.MAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 

























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
220 SAVE1 SAVEl 224 SAV3 SAV3
 
228 SAV4 SAV4 22C SAV4 SAV4
 
230 SAV4 SAV4 234 SAVALL SAVALL
 
238 SAVALL SAVALL 23C SVACAV SVACAV
 
240 SCRACH SCRACH 244 PACK SUNRESOLVEO
 
248 MATEI SUNRESOLVED 24C EXP SUNRESOLVED
 






















































000(9 IF(MYRS.GT.103 GO TO 2
 
0010 KI = 1
 
0011 KNEX = MYRS
 
0012 Gil TO 7
 
0013 2 KI = 2
 
0014 KNEX = (MYRS + 1)1/2
 
C 





 0016 NX I
 
0017 KPNX c 10
 
0018 NADO = 0
 
0019 NPOS = 0
 
0020 DO 16 I = ltNUMD
 




0023 DO 17 I = 1,8
 
0024 17 LZOPT(I) = 0
 
0025 DO 400 1 = 1,50
 
0026 400 MORE([) 0
 
0027 IF(LP.GT.O) WRITE 46,205)
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1,>.MUD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 -14/55/29 PAGE O' 
C
 




0029 W21) = 0.0
 
0030 T05t) = 0.0
 
0031 DO 19 J=I.NM
 
0032 COSTIIJ) = 1.o0E30
 
0033 COST(2.J) = I.OE30
 
0034 IY = LYR(J)
 
0035 IF([Y.GT.MYRS) GO TO 325
 
0036 JX = LETTIJ)
 
0037 ITR = LTR(JXI
 
0038 CALL UNPACK(MZ,VNM(ILJINV 11)
 
0039 DO 18 I=,NV
 
0040 IFIMZ(II).EO.O) GO TO 18
 
0041 X = NMULT(I JX)
 
0042 CX = YRLM(J)*RECURII IYITRI*X 
0043 IFICX.GE.COST(2,J)) GO TO 18
 
0044 IFICX.LT.COSTIIJ)) GO TO 176
 
0045 COSTI2,JI = CX
 
0046 GO TO 18
 
0047 176 COSTI2,J) = COST(IJ)
 
0048 COSTIItJ) = CX
 








0053 MIN(J) = 0
 
0054 COSTII,Jl = 0.0
 
0055 COSTf2,.I) = 0.0
 
0054 20 W?(I) W2(1) - COSTI2,J)
 
0057 19 Will = Will + COSTtlJ)
 









C PRESET SMALL SUST COSTS TO ZERO SO ALGORITHM IGNORES THEM IF MSOL.NE.1
 
C LOUT = NUMBER OF SUST COSTS GT 0 WHICH HAVE BEEN SET TO 0
 
C 
0062 25 IFI!FLAG.EO.OI LOUT = 0
 




-DATE = 71085 14155/29 PAGE 00 1, OD 4 CHOOZS
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 

0065 DO'j0 I = 1,NUMD
 













0071 -26 IF(MSOL.EO.,1)2 GO TO 29 4
 )

0072 177 IFINSOL.LE.l) CALL UNPACKILZ.NODEII,1I)NUMD,
 
0073 IFfIFLAG.GT.O) GO TO 22
 
0074 
 00 21 I = liNUMO
 
0075 21 KOUT I I) = 0
 
0076 X = MYRS
 
0077 G = 8.0/X
 
0078 
 IFIGUESS.LT.1.OEI41 G = GUESS/I150.OfX)
 
0079 IF(SLU.GT.O.0O01) G = SLO
 
0080 
 00 27 I = INUMD
 
0081 IFISUST(II.LT..OO1) 
 GO TO 27
 
0082 IF(SUST(Il.GT.G) GO TO 27
 
0083 LOUT = LOUT + 1
 
0084 KOUTI1) = LOUT
 
0085 SAVSILOIJT) = SUSTII)
 
0086 SUST(I) = 0.0
 
0087 IF(OS(I).GE.I.) GO TO 27
 
0088 IF(NSOL.LF.1) LZ(I) KNEX
= 

0089 IF(NSOL.LE.l) GO TO 27
 
0090 KOUT(I) = 0
 
0091 
 SUSTII) = SAVS(LOUT)
 




0094 28 IFILOUT.GT.O.AND.NSOL.LE.1) 
CALL PACKILZ,NOOE(1,1)INUMO,41
 
0095 GO TO 29
 
0096 22 IF(LOUT.EO.O.OR.NSOL.GT.I) 
 GO TO 29
 















**PICK COST TO CONSIDER NEXT 










FORTRAN iV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 






0106 30 DO 35 NIC = 1,NUMD
 
0107 IF(LZ(NIC).LT.15) GO TO 35
 
0108 NKEY = NKEY + 1
 
0109 IF(KPNX.EO.NX) GO T0 300
 
-0110 WRINIC) = 0.0
 
0111 DO 33 J= INM
 
0112 IF(YRLMIJ}.LT..001) GO TO 33
 




0115 KO = LYRIJI
 
0116 JX = LETTIJ)
 
0117 ITR = LTRfJX)
 
0118 
 DO 32 II = 1,NV
 
'0119 IF(r4ZlIII.EQ.0) GO TO 32
 
0120 I = 11
 
01?1 IFIITR.EO.2) I = 11 + NV
 
0122 DO 31 M = 1, 20
 
0173 IFINONREC(IM).E0.O) GO TO 315
 
0124 NO = NONRECIIM)
 
0125 IF(NO.EO.NIC) GO TO 32
 




0128 315 X = NMULT(IIJXI
 
0129 CX YRLH(J)*RECIR(I1 KO,ITRI*X
 




013? WR(NIC) = WRINIC) + CHIN 
0133 33 CONTINUE
 
0134 300 PF = WRINIC) - WINX)
 
0135 IFIPF.LT..001) GO TO 35
 




0137 IF(SUSTINICI.LT..OO1) OF = 0.5*DSINIC) + 4.0 + PF
 
0138 IFISUSTINIC).LT.OO1.AND.PF.GT.1.OEIO) 
 OF = 1.0E34
 
0139 IFIDF.LE.FMAX) GO TO 35
 
0140 FHAX r OF
 









FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 14/55/29 PAGE 00 
C ALLOCATF SPACE FOR NEW NODES
 
C 
0144 295 IF(SUST(NCOSTI.GE..O01) J=O INYOINCOST) - I)/K! 
0145 IF(SUST(NCOST).LT..0011 J = KNEX - I 
0146 IF(NEXT.FO.I) GO TO 41 
0147 00 40 I = 2,NEXT 
0148 K = NEXT + 2 - 1 




0151 JF(SUST(NCOST).GE..0O!) NSAVE(J) = K
 
0152 IFISUST(NCOST).LT..OO1) NSAVEII) = K
 










0158 IFINEXT.EO.500) GO TO 74
 
0159 IF(SUSTINCOST).GE..001) NSAVE(J) = NEXT
 
0160 IF(SUST(NCOST).LT..O011 NSAVE(1) = NEXT
 
0161 GO TO 41
 
C 
C * BRANCH WITH VARYING YEARS OF SUSTAINING COST 4* 
0162 44 00 52 K=1,10
 




0165 IF((K-I)*KI.LT.LYDINCOST)) GO TO 45
 




0168 GO TO 509
 

















0176 509 IF(SUST(NCOST],LT..001I GO TO 53
 





C -* BRANCH INCLUDING NCOST AND ALL SUSTAINING - PUT IN NODE NX *4* 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 14/55/29 PAGE O(
 








I 1.0E25) LB= 50
 
0183 KX = NX
 






C PICK NEXT NODE FOR BRANCHING AS THE ONE WITH.LEAST LOWER BOUND Z
 
0186 55 KPNX = NX
 
0187 NX = 1
 
0188 00 59 I=2,NEXT
 




0191 IF(ZINXILE.GUESS) GO TO 29
 








0196 60 WRITE{6,206) Z(NX)
 







0200 73 IF(NKEY.F.O) GO TO 75
 
0201 DO 37 I = INUMD
 








C ASSIGN VEHICLE TO MISSION
 
0205 75 DO 80 J=1,NM
 
0206 IFIYRLMIJ).LT.O.0001) -GO TO 79
 




0209 KO = LYR(J)
 
0210 JX = LETT(J)
 
0211 ITR = LTR(JX)
 
0212 00 78 11 = I,NV
 
0213 IFIMZ(IILEO.0) GO TO 78 D-13 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL .1, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 14/55/29 PAGE 00 
0214 I = I1
 
0215 IF(ITR.EO.2) I = 11 + NV
 
0216 00 77 K=1,20
 




















0227 GO TO 80
 




0230 IF(NPOS.FQ.O) GO TO 85
 
0231 00 355 1 = 1.50
 
0232 IFtMURECI).E0.O) GO TO 356
 




0235 356 00 82 NA = 1,NPOS
 
0236 00 81 J = INM
 




















0244 IFIGUESS.LT..001} GO TO 109
 
0245 IF(Z(NX).GT.19.OE30 GO TO 55
 
0246 IFIEXTRA.LT.1.0) GO TO 86
 




0249 NPOS = I + NPOS
 
0250 DO 319 1 = INK
 
0251 319 MINOPTIINPOS) = MIN(I)
 
0252 GO TO 55
 
0253 86 NADD = NADD + 1
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 14/55/29 PAGE 00 




0256 DMIN = Z(NX) - W(NXI
 








0259 ETC(NADD) = ZINXI
 








0264 109 00 110 1 = 1,NM
 






C STORE OPTIMAL VALUES
 
0267 101 00 102 1 = 1,NM
 
0268 102 MINOPT(I,NAOO) = MINII)
 
0269 103 Z(NX) = I.OE30
 
0270 NX = 1
 
0271 GO TO 55
 




0273 202 FORMAT(I4HIGUESS TOO LOW)
 
0274 203 FORMAT 119HIEXCEEDED 500 NODESI
 
0275 204 FORMAT I23HOTHE ASSIGNMENT AT NODE,14,3X,16HWITH LOWER BOUNDFIO.2
 
1, 3X,35HIS THE SAME AS SOLUTION/POSSIBIUITY, 14)
 
0276 205 FORMAT 1H,5SHB R A N C H A N 0 B 0 U N D N OO E 'V A L U
 
1 E S/58HONODE BRANCHED COST YEARS . RECURRING NON-RECURRING
 
2,5X,5HTOTAL/13H NO. FROM,5X,I2HND. SUSTAINSX,31SNBOUND,9X)/)
 
0277 206 FORMATI28HONEXT SOLUTION HAS VALUE GT *,FIO.2)
 
0278 207 FORMAT (23HOTHE ASSIGNMENT AT NOOE,14,3X,I6HWITH LOWER BOUNO,FIO.2
 





FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 CHOOZS DATE = 71085 - 14/55/29 PAGE 00 
TOTAL MEMURY REQUIREMENTS 0020F6 BYTES 
F8-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=I126976,24576) DErAULT OPTION(S) USED 












































(171 OS/360 FORTRAN H 

NAME= MAINOPT=O 2 ,LINECNT=44SOURCE8C0,NOLISTNOOECKLOAONOAPNOEOIT,10OO
COMPILER OPTIONS -

ISM 0002 SUBROUTINE COMPAR
 














ISN 0004 COMMON/SAVSAR/ POJ( 3 ),SRJ(3,3),NU(4OINBY(401,NOB(4O),RINT(
 












2 RPLMISOIMAS(4 ,3), RXO(12,50)
 
C(IMMIN/AV 3/GRGtESSLPNSOLMSULNPMOSNNISNSPtNPERPD(3O),





[SN 0007 C(IMM(IN/SAV4/ MAF(30,31, MAIC(40,31, 3 0 5




































ISM 0012 DIMENSION TRINT(40) 
C 
ISM 0013 00 50 1 = INSTG 
ISN 0014 TSTG(I,1) = 0.0 
ISn 0015 
ISN 0016 
50 TSTG(I,2) = 0.0 
IF(NCI.EQ.O) GO TO 70 
ISN 0018 00 60 I = INCI 
ISN 0019 60 TRINTII) 0.0 
C 
C CALCULATE NUMBER OF TIMES EACH RECURRING COST IS USED 
ISN 0020 70 DO 100 J = INM 
GO TO 100 
ISN 0023 [ = MIN(J) 
ISN 0024 JX = LETTIJ) 
ISN 0025 ITR = LTR(JX) 
ISN 0026 X = NMULT(IJX) 
ISN 0027 DO 99 MS = 1,4 
ISN 0028 L = VEH(MSI) 
ISN 0029 IF(L.EO.0) GO TO 100 
ISM 0031 TSTG(L,ITRI = TSTG(LITRI & YRLMIJ)*X 
ISN 0032 IF(NCI.EO.O) GO TO 99 
ISM 0034 IF(MS.EO.4) GO TO 100 
ISN 0036 IF(VEH(MSCII).EO0) GO TO 100 
ISM 0038 Li = VEHIMS&1,I) 
ISM 0039 DO 98 MI = INCl 
ISN 0040 DO 96 KY 




ISN 0041 IFINFML(MI).NE.NFSILKY)) 
 GO TO 96
 
ISM 0043 DO 95 KZ 
= 1,4
 
ISN 004 IF(NFMU(MI).EQ.NFSILIKZ)) GO TO 97
 
ISN 0046 95 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0047 96 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0048 0 TO 98
 
ISN 0049 97 TRINT(MI) = TRINTIMI) & YRLM(J)*X
 
ISN 0050 98 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0051 99 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0052 100 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0053 TOT = 0.0
 
ISN 0054 VTC = 0.0
 
C 
C CALCULATE VARIANCE DUE TO RECURRING COSTS
 
ISN 0055 DO 200 L = 1,NSTG
 
ISN 0056 TSR = SR(L,1)*(TSTG(LI)CTSTG(L.2))
 
ISN 0057 TOT = TOT & TSR
 
GO TO 110
ISN 0058 IF(TSR.LT..OOI.OR.SVAR(IL).LT..OU1) 

ISN 0060 TTSR = TSR*TSR*IEXP(SVAR(1.L)I - 1.0)
 
ISN 0061 VTC = VTC G TTSR
 
ISN 0062 110 TSR = SR(L,2)*TSTG(L,1)
 
ISM 0063 TOT = TOT & TSR GO TO 111
ISM 0064 IF(TSR.LT..OOI.OR.SVAR(2,L).LT..0oI 
ISN 0066 TTSR = TSR*TSR*IEXP(SVAR(2,L)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0067 VIC = VTC & TTSR 
ISN 0068 111 TSR a SR(L,3)*TSTG(L,2) 




IF(TSR.LT..001.OR.SVAR(3,L).LT..01) GO TO 200 
TTSR = TSR * TSR*(EXPISVARI3,L)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0073 VIC = VTC & TTSR 
ISN 0074 200 CONTINUE 
ISN 0075 IF(NCI.EO.0) GO TO 400 
ISN 0077 D0 300 1 = I,NCI 
ISN 0078 TSR = RINT(I)*TRINT(Il) 
ISN 0079 TOT = TOT Z TSR 
ISN 0080 IF(TSR.LT..OI.OR.FIVAR(1,).LT..O01I) GO TO 300 
ISN 0082 TTSR = TSR*TSR*(EXP(FIVARII,!)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0083 VIC = VTC & TTSR 
S 0084 300 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATF VARIANCE DUE TO DEV. AND SUST COSTS 
iSN 0085 400 D0 500 I = I,NUND 
ISN 0086 IF(LZ(I).EQ.0) GO TO 500 
ISN 0088 IF(NAOO.GT.1} LZI) = LZII)*KI 
IS 0090 XX = LZII) - NYDI) & I 
ISN 0091 SU = SUST(H) 
ISN 0092 IF(KOUI(I).EO.0) GO TO 402 
ISN 0094 LT = KCUT(I) 
IS 0095 
IS 0096 
SU = SAVS(LT) 
402 TOT = TOT & DS(1) & XX*SU 
S 0097 J = MAT(I) 
ISN 0098 IF(J.GT.1000) J = J ­ 2000 
S 0100 IF(J.LT.-200) GO TO 500 
ISN 0102 IFIJ.LT.-100) GO TO 440 
154 0104 IF(J.LT.0) GO TO 470 
35 0106 IF(MASIJ,1).NE.[) GO TO 500 
ISN 0108 DTM = 0.0 
ISN 0109 IF(LABS(J).EQ.0) GO TO 410 
ISN 0111 L = LAS(J) 
IS 0112 00 405 K = 1,12 
IS 0113 405 DTM - DTH & RX0IK,L) 
IS 0114 IF(VARFIL).LT..O01) GO TO 410 
ISN 0116 TTSR = DTM*DTM*(EXP(VARF(L)) - 1.01 
ISN 0117 VTC = VTC & TTSR 
ISN 0118 410 DIM = DSII) - DTM 




X = NU(J)*NU(J) 
IF(VAR]IJI.LT..O01) GO TO 411 
TTSR = X4UPPtJ)tUPPIJ)*(EXP(VARI(J)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0125 VTC = VTC C TTSR 
1SN 01*26 411 X = SORT(X) 
ISN 0127 DT = DTH - X*UPPIJ) 
IS 0128 420 IF(SVAR(4,J).LT..001) GO TO 421 
isk 0130 TTSR = OTN*DTM(EXP(SVAR(4,J)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0131 VIC = VTC & TTSR 
ISN 0132 421 IF(SVARIS,J).LT..OOI.OR.SU .LT..ODI) GO TO 500 
ISN 0134 TTSR = XX*XX*SU *SU *(EXP(SVAR(5.J)) - 1.0) 
IS 0135 VTC = VTC & TTSR 
ISN 0136 GO TO 500 
ISN 0137 440 JX = -J -100 
ISM 0138 IF(MAIC(JX,1).NE.I) GO TO 500 
IS 0140 DTM = 0.0 
ISN 0141 IFILABI(JX).EQO.O GO TO 450 
ISN 0143 L = LABI(JX) 
ISN 0144 00 445 K 1.12 
ISN 0145 445 DTH = DT & RXDLK,L) 
ISM 0146 IFIVARFCL)°LT..0O1) GO TO 450 
ISN 0148 TTSR OTHM*OTM*IEXPIVARF(L)I - 1.0) 
ISN 0149 VTC = VTC £ TTSR 
[SN 0150 450 OTH = 0611) - DT 
ISN 0151 IF(FIVAR(2,JX).LT..O01 GO TO 451 
ISM 0153 TTSR = DTM*OTM*IEXP(FIVAR(2,JX)) - 1.0) 
ISM 0154 VTC = VTC & TTSR 
SN 0155 451 IFISU .LT..OOI.OR.FIVARI3,JX).LT..001) GO TO 500 
ISN 0157 TTSR = SU *SU *XX*XXt(EXP(FIVAR(3,JX)) - 1.0) 
ISN 0158 VTC = VTC & TTSR 
IS 0159 GO TO 500 
ISN 0160 470 JX = -J 
ISN 0161 IF(AF(JX,1).NE.I) GO TO 500 
ISN 0163 DTM = 0.0 
ISN 0164 IF(LABF(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 480 
ISN 0166 L = LABFtJX) 
ISN 0167 00 475 K 1,12 
ISN 0168 475 DT = DTH & RXOIKL) 
ISN 0169 IF(VARF(LI.LT..O013 GO TO 480 
ISN 0171 TTSR = 0TMDTM*(EXPIVARF(L)) - 1.0) 
IS 0172 VTC = VTO & TTSR 
ISN 0173 480 DIM = DS(I) - DTH 
15N 0174 IF(FMVAR(1,JX).LT..O01) GO TO 481 
ISN 0176 TTSR = DTM*DTH*(EXP(F4VAR(1,JX)) -1.I0) 


































































































481 	fFSU .LT..001.OR.FMVAR(2,JX).LT..001) GO To 500 
TTSR = SU *SU *XX*XX*IEXP(FMVAR(2,JX)) - 1.0) 
VTC = VIC C TTSR 
500 CONTINUE 




















900 FORMAT ('1SOLUTIONI,13,' HAS EXPECTED L V COST', FIO.2,' (t,
 
" FIO.2,1) , 3X,8m0DE =',FIO.2,3X,STO. 0EV. .',FIO.2//
 


















905 FORMAT)IOPROB ICOST LEI. F.O' I - ,F4.2,3X
 
















520 	P = P C .2
 
IFINAOD.LE.1) GO TO 700
 
NT = NADO - 1
 






XMUI = ALOG(ETC(I)) - .5*SIGSO(l)
 
DO 590 J = 1,4 
RHO = RHO E .3 
Y =(XMU - XMU1)ISRTSIGSQUI) t SIGSO(NADO) - 2.O*RHO*TP*TPI)) 
CALL NDTRCY,P,D) 
WRITEI6,901) NAD0,IPRHD 
901 FORMATI 01 PROB I ASSIGNENTtI3,0 COST GE ASSIGNMENT'.I3,' COST)
 














I***** END OF COMPILATION ***** 
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F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFMAPNCAL 

































































































LOCATION NAME LOCATION 


















































IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
D-19 
117) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/15.24.29
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=O2LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCD,NOLISTNODECK,LOA,NMAPtNEDITIDNO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CONSTR 
C DETERMINE IF ANY PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
ISN 0004 INTEGER PROG 
ISN 0005 LOGICAL SKIP,EXTACCL 
ISN 0006 INTEGER-2 NSYRNSFX,NRFXNYRSSTNSTRFXNPROGKPROGKODENYRSFX 
1 YDPLKODEMKODESP 
C 




4, R(84), S(84),CS(90),NPROGI9O),KPROG(90), KODE(90) 






6 KPRO(901,CSX190),LZ46),RCOST( 60), KVEHI 60)IMAGEI30), 
7 XSCH(L0,70).XLVSUM(20,501,RECUR(20,50)DUM656) 
C 
ISN OOU9 IERR = 0 
ISN 0010 IF (NCSTR.EO.O) RETURN 
ISN 0012 NR = PROG 
ISN 0013 DO 100 I=,NCSTR 
ISN 0014 J = NPROG(I) 
ISN 0015 K = KPROGfl) 




IF IMP.LT.I.OR.MP.GT.11; GO TO 100 
ISN 0041 GO TO (10.20,30.40.50,60,70,110,90,91,92), MP 
ISN 0022 10 DT = CS(I) 
ISN 0023 IF (S(J).LT.(SIK)CR(K) C Di)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0025 GO TO 100 
ISN 0026 20 DT = CSI) 
ISN 0027 IF I(S(J)&RIJ)&DT).GT.S(K)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0029 GO TO 100 
ISN 0030 30 IF(S(J).NE.CSII)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0032 GO TO 100 
ISN 0033 40 IFI(SIJ) & RIJ) - 1.O).NE.CS(I)I GO TO 110 
ISN 0035 GO TO 100 
ISN 0036 50 IF IR(J).NE.CS(I)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0038 GO TO 100 
ISN 0039 60 OT = LNDATE(J) 
ISN 0040 ET = LNDATEIK)
 




1 GO TO 110
 
ISN 0043 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0044 70 OT = LNDATE(J) - I
 
ISN 0045 IF ((SIJ) & DT).GT.CS(I)) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0047 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0048 90 IF(SIJ).LT.CS(I)) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0050 GO TO 100 
ISN 0051 91 DT = LNDATE(J) - I 
ISN 0052 IF ((S(J) & DT).LT.CSII)) GO TO 110 
ISN 0054 GO TO 100 
ISN 0055 92 OT = LNOATE(K) -1 
ISN 0056 IF ((S(J)CRIJ)SCS(I)).GT.(S(K)£OT)) GO TO 110 




ISN 0060 110 IERR = 1
 




****** END OF COMPILATION **** 
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F8S-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFHAP,NCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTIPN(S) USED 















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
 LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTIO
 
100 SAVZ SAVZ 
 104 SCRACH SCRACH
108 SCRACH SCRACH 
 lOC SCRACH SCRACH
 







**ttMDXO2CR NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 DATINS DATE = 71084 15/24/56 PAGE 00 
0001 SUBROUTINE DATINS 
C ALL COST DATA ASSOCIATED WITH VEHICLES IS INPUT - ALSO'MISSION DATA 
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
0003 REAL NPERPO.LFVEL 
0004 LOGICAL EXT.ACCL 












2 YDI(40),YDSI4O),ISTAG) ,FMSLS(30,2),SNSLS(40,2),SINTLS(40,21 
0008 
3 LST130,5) ,YOPF(30,51,MST(30,103,YDPSt30,10) 
COMMON/SAVSAR/ PDJ(3),SRJ(3.3}.NUI4O),NBY(40),NB(40O)RINT(40I
I PLCINTI4OI),XLT(40), PLCT(40IUPP(40),TATI4O),TAMT(50),SR(403), 
2 MODE(40,31,PLC(40,3) 
0009 COMHON/SAV51/ FINISHNSTGNCIILYLABF(30),LABS(40,)LABI(40 , 
1 NFMLI40),NFMU(40),KGDS(40STS(41),STG(40),VLRISOhtWPR(50), 
0010 






4, R(84), S(84),CS(90).NPROG9D),KPROG(9OO, KODEI90)
COMMON/SAV3/GRO,GUESSLPNSOLMSOLNF,MOSNMISNSPR.NPERPD(30)t 
I PAD(3O).CTR(50 PLR(5D),RISTB56,4),ALPIC4.60I 
0012 COMMON/SAV4/ MAF(30,3 , MAIC(4D,3I, 
*NPAD(2t60),NPFAM(305),NPINTL(30, R)NPINTU(30,5),
1 NFS(40,4),NPSTG(30,10IMAPS(30,io),MAPFI3OIO),MAPI(3oIOI, 
2 PFAMD(30,5,2 ,PFAMSI30,5,2, PINTSt30,S,2),PSTGD(30O,1,21, 
3 PSTGSI3OIO,2) 













FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, HOD 4 




















C **]G IFH'II 1I ISO AND IV ARE VARIABLES FOR BATCHING ONLY *
 




0021 GRO = GR0/100.0
 




0024 LX = 0
 
C NSDC.= NUMBER OF SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS
 
C WARNING - DON'T USE NSOC WHILE BATCHING"
 
0025 NSDC = 0
 
0026 00 8000 1 = 1,40
 




0028 IF(KODX.EU.O) GO TO 12
 
0029 KODS(If = KODX
 
0030 LSAII) = LXX
 
0031 NBYII) = NX
 
0032 D 8010 J = 1.3
 
0033 NFS(IJ) = NFXIJ)
 
0034 8010 MODE(IJ) = HODX(J)
 




1GT..0012) LCK = 1
 
C INPUT-NU(I) LE -2 IF WANT PROGRAM TO CALCULATE ESTIMATE FOR NU
 








0040 NSTG = NSTG + I
 
0041 LABSII) = 0
 
0042 NOS = YOS(I)

0043 NYSII) = MAXO(IST(l) 




0045 WRITE (6,8001) STGC(),ISR(IJ),PLCIIJ),J=1,3),SNR(I),STS(I),
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1,.'MD 4 DATINS DATE = 71084 
 15/24/56 PAGE 00
 
1 NYS( I)LSA(1),tNFS(IJ)J=I,4f,NBYI I
 












0049 IFIXX(2).GT..0001) CALL NEAN(XXI2),KSTATSVAR(4,I),SNRXXSNR(I)
 
0050 IF(XX(3l.GT..0001) CALL MEAN(XX(3),KSTATSVAR5,1),STSXXSTSII)
 
0051 UP = UPP(I)









0054 00 8002 J = 1,3
 
0055 IF (MUDE(I,J).EO.0) GO TO 8002
 
0056 
-LX = LX + 1
 
0057 MUDE(IJ) = LX ­
0058 READIS,8003) ISRJ(LXK), K = 1,3), POJ(LX),SRJXXPXX

0059 IF(PXX.GT..0001) CALL MEAN(PXX,KSTATSVARIJt)YSRJXXSRJ(LX,1)
 
0060 IFIPXX.GT..00011 SRJ(LX,2)' = SRJ(LX,2)*EXP(.SSVARIJI))
 






0064 IF(NU(I).NE.O) WRITE(6,8005). UPPI)TUP
 
0065 IF(NSXF.EQ.O) GO TO 8000
 
0066 NSOC = NSDC + 1
 
0067 READ(5,lIO) NRXF, (RXD(JNSDC), J - 1.12),RXDXXPXX

0068 NRFXINSDC) ' ,NRXF
 
0069 NSFX(NSOCI = NSXF 
0070 NX =,NRFXINSI)C) + NSFX(NSOC) 
- ILY 
0071 NOS = NYSCI) 
0072 NYS(I) = MAXO(ND5,NX) 
0073 LABSo) NSOC ­
0074 WRITE(6,113) (RXD(J,NSOC), J = 1,12)
0075 IF(PXX.LT..O001) GO TO 8000 
0076 RX = 0.0 
0077 00 500 J = 1t12 
0078" 500 RX = RX + RXD(JNSDC) 
0079 CALL MEAN(PXXKSTATVARF(NSoC),RXDXXRp 
0080 DO 501 J = 1,12 
0081 501 RXD(J,NSOC) = RXD(JNSOC)*EXPII.5*VARF(NSOCI) 
0082 WRITE(6,113) IRXD(JNSDC), J . 1,12)
 
D-22 
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0083 8000 CONT INUF
 
0084 12 IF(IFI.LT.O) GO TO 14
 
0085 O 13 J = 1,30 -"
 
































0098 IFINSXF.EQ.O) GO TO 13
 
0099 NSOC = NSDC I
 
0100 REA8(5,110) NRXF, (RXDIJINSDC), JI1,12)RXDXXPXX
 
0101 NSFX(NSOC) = NSXF
 
0102 NRFXINSDC) = NRXF
 
0103 LABFI) - NSOC
 
0104 'WRITE(6,113) (RXD(J1,NSDC), JI = 1,12)

0105 IF(PXX.LT..0001I 00 TO 13
 
0106 RX = 0.0
 
0107 DO 504 JI = 1,12
 




0110 00 505 JI - 1,12
 
0111 505 RXD(JINSDC) = RXD(JI,NSDCI*EXPI1.5*VARF(NSDCI)
 




0114 14 IF(If.LT.O) GO TO 1716
 
0115 DO 1715 I = 1,40
 










O1z0 IFILCK.NE.I.AND.PLCINTII).GT..001) LCK = 1*
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 DATINS DATE = 71084 15/24/56 PAGE 00
 
0121 NCI NCI*+ I
 
0122 LAS(1) = 0
 
0123 -KST(I) = KX
 
0124 NFML(II = J
 






















0132 IF(NSXF.EQ.0) GO TO 1715
 
0133 NSOC = NSOC + I
 
0134 READ(5,110) NRXF, (RXO(JNSDC), J 1,12)tRXDXXPXX
 
0135 NRFXINSDC) = NRXF
 
0136 NSFX(NSOC) = NSXF
 
0137 LABIHI) = NSDC ­
0138 WRITH,6,113) IRXD(JNSOC), J - 1tl2)

0139 IF(PXX.LT..000L) GO TO 1715
 
0140 RX = 0.0,
 
0141 DO 502 J = 1,12
 




0144 00 503 J = 1,12
 
0145 503 RXD(JNSDC) = RXO(J,NSOC)*EXP(I.5*VARF(NSOC)I
 




0148 1716 IF (IP.LT.O) GO TO 9002
 
0149 DO 9004 I = 1,30
 
0150 READ(5,9005) J1, PAD(I),NPERPD(II)
 
0151 IF(J1.EQ.0} GO TO 9002
 
0152 IF(I.EO.I WRITE (6,9003)
 
0153 KODEP(I) = Ji
 
0154 WRITE 16,9006) KODEP(),PAD(I)NPERPD(1)
 




1, PSTGO(I,J,2),RSTGS(I,,Ji2), - J=l,10)
 
0157 DO 700 J = 1,10
 
0158 MST(1,J) = MSX(J)
 
D-23 
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0162 00 701 J = 1,5
 
0163 "LSTIIJ) = LSX(J)
 
0164 NPFAM(IJ) = NPFAX(J)
 
0165 NPINTL(I,J) = NPINXLIJI
 
0166 701 NPINTUIIJ) = NPINXUIJ)
 
0167 00 9022 J = 1,10
 
0168 IF INPSG(IJ)oEO.O) GO TO 5009
 
0169 DO 9023 L = 1,NSTG
 
0170 IF INPSTG(lJ).NE.KODE(LI) GO TO 9023
 










0176 5009 00 5006 J = 1,5
 
0177 IF (NPFAHIIJ).EO.O) GO TO 5007
 
0178 L = NPFAM(I,J)
 
0179 5006 WRITE(6,5004) FAM(L),(PFAMDIIJK),PFAMS(I.J,K),K1,3I
 
010 5007 00 5008 J = 1,5
 
0181 IF (NPINTL(IJ).EO.0) GO TO 9004
 
0182 L = NPINTL(IJ3
 
0183 LX = NPINTU(ItJ)
 




0186 9002 IF(IIM.LT.O) GO TO 19
 












0192 IFIKN.EO.O) GO TO '1720
 
0193 KODEM(I) = KM
 
0194 NSYR(1) = NSYX
 
0195 NYRSFX(I) = NYRSXF
 
0196 NTRIPII) = NTP
 










0200 NPLSII) = NPS
 
0201 MRII) = MRX 
0202 LTR(I} = tAXO(LRX,l)
 
0203 NRRII) = NR
 
0204 Is(I = 1900 IS
 
0205 IVEHA(I) = IVAX
 




0207. PXII) = PLR(I)
 
0208 CXII) = Cli)
 




0211 IFIXX1I.GT..0001) CALL MEANIXX(lIKSTATPLVAR(I1),PLRXXPLR(I))
 
0212 IF(XXI2).GT..O001) CALL NEAN(XX(2),KSTATPLVARI2,I),CXXC(I))
 
0213 IF(XX(3).GT..O001) CALL MEAN(XXI31,KSTATPLVAR(3,I),SUSXXSUSII))
 
0214 RXMII) = 0.0
 
0215 IF(NYRSFX{I)°EQ.0) GO TO 1718
 
0216 READ(5,110) NSTRXF, IRFIXO(JII, J=1,12),RXDXXPXX
 
0217 NSTRFXII) = NSTRXF
 
0218 DO 520 J = 1,12
 
0219 520 RXH(1) = RXM(II + RFIXD(J.I)
 
0220 TRX(I) = RXM(I)
 




0223 00 522 J = 1,12
 


















0231 19 IF(ISD.LT.O) GO TO 20
 
C INPUT SPECIAL PROGRAMS HAVING NO ASSOCIATED LAUNCHES
 
C KOOESP GT 100
 
0232 00 1725 I = 1,6
 






0235 IF(KO.EO.0) GO TO 20
 
D-24 
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0236 KODESPIII = KO
 
0237 YOPL(KI = hDPL
 
0238 
 IS(K) = 1900 + I1S
 
0239 NYRSST(K) NST
0240 NYRSFX(K) = NYRSXF
 
0241 
 NSPR = NSPR + I
 0242 IF(I.EO.1) WRITEI6,114)

0243 WRITb(6,1121
0244 WRITE(6,1151 INAME(K) C(KISUS(K),IS(K),NDPL


















0251 WMITE(6,113) (RFIXD(JK), J = 1,12)
0252 IF(PXX.LT..O001) 
 GO TO 1725
 
0253 
 RX = 0.0
 
0254 
 DO 521 J = 1,12






 DO 523 J = 1,12
0258 523 RFIXD(JK) = RFIXD(JKI*EXP(I.5*VARM(K))






0261 20 IF(IG.LT.O) NSTG = KNSTG
 
0262 IFIIG.LT.O) LCK = KLCK
0263 IF{IFM.LT.O) NFAM = KNFAM
 
0264 IF(II.LT.O) NC! KNCI
 
0265 
 IF (IP.LT.O) NP=KNP
 
0266 IF(ISO.LT.O) NSPR=KNSP











0271 100 FORMAT (813,F5.1,F12.2,F3.1,F5.1,lX,712)

0272 101 FORMAT (12,1XA4,3F6.3,3F5.33X, 
2F6.3,3X,613,IX,3I







0275 104 FORMAT (1H1)

0276 
 105 FORMAT (I2,A6,F4.2,2X,212xFTpO,

2 p3 OFoOI220123
0277 106 FORMATII3, A6,FIO.215,2,FIO.2,2
,FIO.2,F3,
12 2 FtO.,F 3 .2)
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL.1, MUD 4 
 DATINS 

- DATE = 71084 15/24/56 PAGE 00 
'6278 107 










2 5H, FOR,15,14H YRS STARTINGI6,2XSHSUST=,F8.1,3X,6HFIXED=,F8.l
 








0283 112 F-ORMAT 1I1O)0284 
 113 FORMAT (14H FIXED COSTS =, 12F9.2)

0285 114 FORMAT (IHI,4X,'SPECIAL PROGRAMS'I//
0286 
 115 FORMATIIH ,13,IXA6,3X,'DEV =',F8.2,3XSSUST =',FB.2,3X,

* 'DEV STARTS', 163XOFOR 1,14,1X,'YEARSV)
0287 213 FORMAT 116H STAGE COST DATA/6HOTITLE,3(16H RECURRING 
 LC ),68H D

IEVELUPMENT SUSTAINING AVAILABLE 





 6X,10H(ETR ONLY),6XIOH(WTR ONLY),30X,8HFROM TO/I)





 215 FORMAT (IHO///22HOINTEGRATION COST DATA/59HOLONER 
 UPPER RECUR
1RING LC DEVELOPMENT SUSTAINING/LAH GROUP GROUP//)
0290 216 FORMAT (2X,A4,4X,A4,FII.2,F7.3,2F13.2)

0291 217 FORMAT 114HlMISSION MODEL/48HO 
 MISSION VELOCITY PAYLOAD P
1RIORITY 
 TR, 17X, 15HLAUNCH SCHEDULE//5OX,2014/IH /I
0292 219 FORMAT (IX,12,1XA6,ZX,2FI0.0,FlO.z,4XrIZX,













0298 5004 FORMAT (27X,A4,IX,6HSKAREDU16X,3rF.2.,F.2]}

5005 FORMAT







1 4,2 X,4 14,rq,
0301 8003 FORMAT (4X,SF1O.3,F3.21
 0302 8004 FORMAT f3X,19HRECURRING COST TYPE,12,22H 
FOR X LESS THAN OR .,




14H, TOTAL COST =,F6.2,4H X +,F6.2)








2 5HPAD 2,I2X,5HPAD 3/59X,3(11HOEV SUST,6X)//)
 




9005 FORMAT 114,ZX,A4,FS.O) 
9006 FORMAT (IX,I2,2XA4,SXF6.2) 
END 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 DATINS DATE * 71084 15/24/56 PAGE 00 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 003E60 BYTES 
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F88-LEVEL 	LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=I126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
IEWOOOO NAME MOXO2DS(R) 









NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
DATINS O0 3E60 
SAVER 3E60 FCO 
SAVDMP 4E20 148C 
SAVSAR 62EO A58 
SAVEL 6038 FC4 
SAV2 7000 FED 
SAV3 BCEO 980 
SAV4 9660 3188 
SVACAV C7E8 B48 
SAVALL D330 3AIC 
VARNCE 10050 " ADC 
TEMP 11830 4110 









IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
117) 0S/360 FORTRAN H 
 DATE 71.084/15.27.43
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCE,BCDNOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,NOMAP.NbEDITID,NO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE DECSNI
 
C C THIS SURROIITINE SETS UP DS COSTS, CALCULATES AVAILABILI'TY OF EACH DECISIONC COST, 	AND MATCHES THESE COSTS WITH EACH VEHICLE THEN PRINTS THEM OUT 
C 
ISM 0003 REAL NPERPD
 










































ISN 0009 COMMON/SAVALL/LCK,SLONMNEXDNVNUMD,MYRSLZOPT(I81,NYD46) MAT(46
I).SUST(46),DS146),LYD(46),YD45),IS1IO2),LYR(252),LETT250), 
2 MIN(250,YRLMI250),VEH4,6O),NONRECI120,20),NMULT(6050I 
ISN 0010 COMMON/SCRACH/LYF(30),NYF(30),DUMI6748) -
C 
ISN 0011 IF(FINISH.GT.1I GO TO 2 
C 
C ***SET UP DS 
 COSTS FOR BRANCH AND ROUND PROCEDURE*-*
 
C CALCULATE AVAILABILITY OF EACH DECISION COST
 
C 
ISN 0013 NUMB = 0 
ISN 0014 DO 3 1 = 1,NSTG 
ISN 0015 
ISN 0016 
NX = LSAII) 




MAS(IIp = 0 
X = LABS(1) 
IF(SNRIII)STS(I)&X.LT..O) 





ISM 0022 DS (NUMD)=SNRII) , 
ISN 0023 IFILABS(I).EO.O) GO TO 302 
ISN 0025 L = LABSI) 
ISN 0026 DO 301 K = 1,12 
ISN 0027 301 DS(NUMD) = DS(NUM0) & RXD(K,L) 
1SN 0028 302 SUST (NUND)=STS(I) 
ISN 0029 MATINUMO) =I 
ISN 0030 MASII,I) = NUMD 
C NYD = FIRST YEAR COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON DEV COST NUMD ARE AVAILABLE 
ISN 0031 NYDINUMD) = NYSII) 
C LYD = LAST YEAR COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON DEV COST NUMD ARE AVAILABLE 
ISN 0032 LYO(NUMD) = LSA(I) 
ISN 0033 YD(NUMD) = YOS(I) 
ISN 0034 NOUN = NUMD & NMIS C NSPR 
ISN 0035 ISINDU ) = ISTI) C 1900 
ISM 0036 9024 D0 9025 J = 1,2 
ISN 0037 MAS(IIJCI) = 0 
ISN 0038 IFISUSLS(I,J).LT,.OI.OR.NP.EO.O) GO TO 9025 
ISM 0040 NUMD = NUD C I 
ISN 0041. DS(NUD) = O. 
ISN 0042 SUSTINUO) = SUSLS(IJ) 
ISN 0043 MAT(NUMO) = I & 2000 
ISN 0044 MAS(I,J1I) = NUMD 
ISN 0045 NYDINUMD) = NYS(I) 
ISN 0046 LYDINUMD) = LSAII) 
ISN 0047 YD(NUHD) = 0.0 
ISM 0048 NDUM w NUMD C NHIS C NSPR 
ISN 0049 IS(NDU}) = ILY & 1900 
ISN 0050 9025 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0051 3 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0052 IF(NFAM.EO. 0) GO TO 601
 
C CALCULATE FAMILY AVAILABILITY DATE
 
C FIRST YR. FAMILY IS AVAIL. = 1ST YR. ANY STAGE IN THAT FAMILY IS AVAIL.
 
ISM 0054 00 422 Ii = I,NFAM 
ISN 0055 I = KODEFHII)
 
ISN 0056 LYF(I) = 0 
ISN 0057 422 NYFII) = MYRS 
ISN 0058 00 423 J = INSTG 
ISN 0059 00 424 MS = 1,4
 
ISN 0060_ I = NFS(JMS)
 
ISN 0061.IF(I.EO.O) GO TO 423
 
ISM 0063 NX-= NYS(J)
 
ISN 0064 NYF(I) = MINO(NYFII),NX)
 
ISN 0065 NX = LSA(J)
 
ISN 0066 LYFCI) = MAXO(LYF(I),NX)
 
ISN 0067 424 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0068 423 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0069 00 6 'I[ = I,NFAM 
ISN 0070 1 = KODEFIIl)
 
ISN 0071 MAF(!,Il = 0
 
ISN 0072 X =-LABF(I)
 
ISN 0073 IF(FMNR(I)CFMSUS(I)CX.LT..O) GO TO 9026
 
ISN 0075 NUMD = NUMD C I
 
ISN 0076 DS (NUMO) = FMNR(l)
 
ISM 0077 IF(LAAF(I).EO.O) GO TO 304
 
ISN 0079 L = LABF([)
 
ISN 0080 00 303 K = 1,12
 
ISN 0081 303 0S(NUMD) = DS(NUMD) C RXD(K,L1

ISN 0082 304 SUST (NUMOD=FMSUS(I3
 
ISN 0083 MATINUMD) = -I 
ISN 0084 MAFI,1) = NUBD 
ISN 0085 NX-= YDFII) & .9
 
15N 0086 NX = JSTII) - ILY C NX
 
ISN 0087 NYD(NUMD) = MAXO INYFIII,NX)
 
ISN 0088 LYD(NUMO) = LYFfI)
 
ISN 0089 YO(NUMD) = YDF(I)
 
ISN 0090 HOLM = NUMD E NMIS & NSPR
 
ISN 0091 ISINDUM) = JST([I) & 1900 
ISN 0092 9026 DO 9027 J = 1,2 
ISM 0093 MAF(IJ&1) = 0 
ISN 0094 IF (FMSLS(IJ),LT..OI.OR.NP.Eo.O) GO TO 9027
 
IS 0096 NU0 = NUMD C I
 
ISN 0097 OSINUMD) = 0.0 
ISN 0098 SUST(NUMD) = FMSLS(IJ)
 
ISN 0099 MAT(NUMD) = -1 & 2000
 
ISN 0100 MAF(IJ&I) = NUND
 
ISN 0101 NYO(NUMD) = NYF(I) 
ISN 0102 LYD(NUMD) = LYFI)
 
ISN 0103 YD(NUMD) = 0.0
 
ISN 0104 NOUN = NUMD & NMIS C NSPR
 
ISN0105 1SNDUM) = ILY C 1900
 
IS 0106 9027 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0107 6 CONTINUE
 




[SN 0110 00 60 I = I,NCI
 
3SN 0111 JF = NFML(3) 
ISN 0112 KF = NFMUII) 
ISN 0113 MAIC(1,1) = 0 
ISN 0114 X = LABI()
ISN 0115 IF(0INT(I}&SINT(IICX.LT..01) 

[SN OiT NUMD = NUMD & 1
 
ISN 0118 OS [NUMO) = DINT(I)
 
15N 0119 IF(LABIj.]).EO.OI GO TO 306
 
ISN 0121 L = LABIMI
 




IS 0123 305 DS(NUND) = DSINUMD) C RXD(KLI
 
[SN 0124 306 SUST INUDI=SINT(I)

ISN 0125 MATINUMnDI = -100 -1
 
ISN 0126 MAICMl,) = NUMD
 
C FIRST YR. INT. COST IS AVAIL. = IST YR. BOTH FANS. ARE AVAIL.
 
ISN 0127 NYD(NUMO) = MAXO(NYFIJFINYF(KFI}
 
ISN 0128 LYDINUMD) = MINO(ILYF(JFILYF(KFI)
 
ISN 0129 YD(NUMD) = YDIII)

ISN 0130 NDUM = NUMD & NIS & NSPR 
ISN 0131 IS(NOUM) = KST{I) & 1900 
ISN 0132 0028 00 9029 J = 1,2 
[SN 0133 MAIC(I,JC1 = 0 
ISN 0134 IF lSINTLS(IJ).LT..OI.OR.NP.EQ.OI 
ISN 0136 HN = NUMD & 1 
ISN 0137 DS(NUMD) = 0.0 
ISB 0138 SUSTINUMO) = SINTLSIOJ) 
ISN 0139 MATINUMD) = -100 - I C 2000 
ISN 0140 MAICII.JGI) = NUMD 
ISN 0141 NX = YOIUI) & .9 
ISB 0142 NX = KSTU) & NX - ILY 
[SN 0143 NYDINUD) = MAXOINYF(JFINYF(KF),NXI 
ISN 0144 LYD(NUMOI = MINOCLYF(JF),LYFfKFII 
ISN 0145 YODNUMD) = 0.0
 
[SN 0146 NDU = NUD C NCMIS & NSPR
 
ISN 0147 IS(NDUM) = ILY & 1900
 
ISN 0148 9029 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0149 60 CONTINUE
 
[SN 0150 61 IF (NP.EOOI GO TO 9010
 
[SN 0152 DO 9011 1 = INP
 
ISN 0153 DO 9030 J = 1,5
 
[SN 0154 NAPF(IJ) = 0
 
ISB 0155 IF(PFAMD(IJ,13 & PFAMSI[J,1I) 

ISN 0157 NUMD = NUMD & I
 
ISN 0158. DS(NUMDI = PFAMD(1,Jll
 
ISN 0159 SUSTINUMD) = PFAMS(I,J,1)

ISN 0160 MAT(NUMD) = -200 - I C 2000 
ISB 0161 MAPF(IJ) = NUMD 
IS1 0162 NX'= YDPFI[,J) & .9 
ISN 0163 NX = NX & LST(I,J) - ILY 
ISN 0164 NYD(NUMD) = MAXO INX,I) 
[SN 0165 LYDINUMD} = MYRS 
ISN 0166 YDfNUMD) = YOPF(IJ) 
ISN 0167 NOUN = NUID C NMIS A NSPR 
ISN 01,68 IS(NDUM) = LSTIIJ) & 1900 
ISN 0169 9030 CONTINUE 
1SN-0170 DO 9031 J = 1,10 
ISN 0171 MAPS(I,J) = 0 
.LT. .01) 00 TO 9030
 
ISN 0172 IF IPSTGDII,J,1) & PSTGSII,J,1).LT..O1 

ISN 0174 NUMD = NUMD & I 
ISN 0175 DSINUMD) = PSTGD(I,Jll 
ISN 0176 SUST(NUND) * PSTGS(IJI)
ISN 0177 MATINUMO) = -300 - I & 2000 
ISN 0178 MAPS(I,J) = NUMD 
ISN 0179 NX * YDPS(ItJ) C .9 
ISN 0180 NX m NX C MST(IJ) - ILY 
ISN 0181- NYDINUMD) = MAXO INXI)
[SN 0182 LYODNUmD) = MYRS 
ISN 0183 YOINUND) = YOPS(IJ)
 
ISN 0184 NOUH = NUD & NMIS C NSPR
 
ISN 0185 IS(NOUM) M
NSTIIJ) G 1900 
ISN 0186 0031 CONTINUE 
ISN 0187 D0 9032 J = 1,5. 
ISN 0188 MAPI(IJ) = 0 
ISN 0189 IF (PINTS(I,J,1) LT. .01) 
ISN 0191 NUMD = NUMD & 1 
ISN 0192 DS(NUMD) = 0.0 
ISN 0193 SU$T(NUMD) = PINTS(IJ,1) 
GO TO 9032
 
ISN 0194 MAT(NUBD) = -400 - E£ 2000 
ISN 0195 MAPII(,J) = NUMD 
ISN 0196 JF = NPINTLIItJ3. 
-
ISN"0197 KF = NPINTU(IJ)
 
ISN 0198 NYD(NUMD) = MAXONYF(JF),NYF(KFII
 




I GO TO 9031
 
D-29 
ISN 0200 YD(NUMD) = 0.0 
ISN 0201 NDUN= NUMD & NMIS 6 NSPR 
ISM 0202 ISINDUM) = ILY £ 1900 
ISN 0203 9032 CONTINUE -
ISN 0204 9011 CONTINUE 
C 
ISN 0205 9010 CALL MATCHI 
C 
ISN 0206 IF(KFLAG.EQ.I) RETURN 
C 
ISN 0208 2 CALL PRINTI 
C 
ISN 0209 RETURN 
ISN 0210 END 
END OF COMFILATION
 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF.MAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(1269T6,245761 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
IEWOOO NAME MOXO2DN(RJ 






















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION 
REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
120 SAVOMP SAVOMP 
 124 SAVEI SAVEL
 
128 SAV3 SAV3 12C SAV4 SAV4
 
130 SAV4 SAV4 
 134 SAV4 SAV4
 
138 SAVALL SAVALL 13C SAVALL SAVALL
 
140 SCRACH 
 SCRACH 144Yrut tttotcflt=f
 










IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL-PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL'WAS SPECIFIED.
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111 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/15.28.24
 
CUPILER OPTIONS - NAME= NAINOPT02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECK.LOADNOMAPNEOITIONO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE LBONDI
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE RECURRING AND NON-RECURRING LOWER
 
C BOUND WITH A PENALTY FUNCTION INCLUDED IF W NE I.E30
 
C 
ISN 0003 REAL NPFRPD
 




























ISN 0009 IF(LO.EO.50) GO TO 54
 
C ***FIND NEW RECURRING LOWER BOUND***
 
ISN 0011 49 W(KX3=O.
 
ISN 0012 W2(KX) = 0.0
 
ISN 0013 00 50 J=1,NN 
ISN 0014 IF(YRLMIJ)°LT..O01I GO TO 50 
ISN 0016 CALL UNPACK(MZVNNII1,J)NV 1) 
ISN 0017 COST(I,J) = 1.0E30 
ISN 0018 COST(2,J) 1.OE30 
ISN 0019 KO = LYR(J) 
ISN 0020 JX v LFTT(J) 
ISN 0021 ITR = LTR(JX) 
ISN 0022 DO 48 II = 1,NV
ISN 0023 IFIHZ(I[).EO.0) GO TO 48 
ISN 0025 I = Ii 
ISN 0026 IF(ITR.EO.2) I = [I NV 
ISN 0028 00 47 M=1,20 
ISN 0029 IF(NONRECIIN3.EQ.0) GO TO 475 
ISN 0031 NO = NONREC(IM)
ISN 0032 IF(KI*LZ(NO),LT. KO I GO TO 48
 
ISN 0034 47 CONTINUE
 




ISN 0037 IF(CX.GE.COST(2,J)) GO TO 48
 
ISN 0039 IF(CX.LT.COST(1,J)) GO TO 43
 
ISN 0041 COST(2,J) = CX
 
ISN 0042 GO TO 48
 
ISN 0043 43 COST(2,J) = COST(1,J)
 
ISN 0044 COST(1,J) = CX
 
ISN 0045 MIN[J) = II
 




ISN 0048 W2(KX) = WZ(KX) & COST(2,J)
 
ISN 0049 50 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0050 IF(KX.EO.NXI GO TO 510
 
ISN 0052 KZ = KI*LZ(NCCST)
ISN 0053 IFIW(KX).LT.I.OE201 00 TO 508
 
ISN 0055 TGO 0.0
 
ISN 0056 GO TO 38
 
ISN 0057 508 IFIKZ.EO.O) GO TO 510
 
ISN 0059 KY = NSAVE(LBI

ISN 0060 512 IF(W(KX).GT.W(KY)-.O0O1.AND.W2(KX).GT.W2IKY)-,0001I) 
GO TO 38
 
ISN 0062 IFIW(KX).GT.WIKyI-,OOO1.AND°N2(KX °GT.I.OE25,ANO°W2(NYI-W2tKXILT.
 
I -1.0E25) GO TO 38
 
C 
C CALCULATE LOWER BOUND USING PENALTY FUNCTION BASED ON VEHICLES
 
ISN 0064 510 00 350 NIC = ItNUMD
 
ISN 0065 KEEP(NIC) =.4
 
ISN 0066 IFILZINICI.LT.15) KEEP(NIC) = 0 
ISN 0068 350 CONTINUE 
ISN 0069 355 TOO = 0.0 
ISN 0070 IV = 0 
ISN 0071 TG = 0.0 
ISN 0072 354 00 351 IX = 1,NV 
ISN 0073 IF(IX.EO.IV) GO TO 351 
SN 0075 VGO = 0.0 
ISN 0076 330 00 90 J = 1,NM
 
ISN 0077 IF(YRLMI(J)LT..OOI) GO TO 90
 
ISN 0079 IFIMIN(J).EO.IX GO TO 91,,
 
ISN 0081 90 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0082 GO TO 351 
ISN 0083 91 PF = 0.0 
ISN 0084 KTV = 0 
ISN 0085 II = IX 
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ISN 0086 JX = LETT(J) 
ISN 0087 ,IF(LTR(JX).EO.2) II = IX & NV 
[SN 0089 Drl 341 M = 1,20 
ISN 0090 IF(NONRFCfIIM).EO.O) GO TO 3415
 
ISN 0092 NO = NONREC(IIM)
 
ISN 0093 IFIKEEP(NO).EO.O) GO TO 341
 
ISN 0095 VGO = VGO COS(NO) 6 FLOATIKI)*SUSTINO)
 
ISN 0096 KTV = I
 
ISN 0097 341 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0098 3415 IF(KTV.EO.O) GO TO 351
 
ISN 0100 DO 331 J = INM
 
ISN 0101 IF(YRLM(J).LT.0.00I.OR.MIN(J).NE.IXI GO TO 331
 
ISN 0103 PF = PF . COST(2JI - COST[IJ)
 
ISN 0104 331 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0105 VGO = AMINI(VGOPF)
 
ISN 0106 IF(VGO.LT.TG) GO TO 351
 
ISN 0108 IV = IX
 
ISN 0109 TG = VGO
 
ISN 0110 12 = 11
 
ISN 0111 -351 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0112 TGO = TG & TGO
 
ISN 0113 IFITG.LT.GUESS*.OL) GO TO 38
 
ISN 0115 TG = 0.0
 
ISN 0116 00 352 N = 1,20
 
ISN 0117 IF(NONREC(I2,MI.EO.O) GO TO 354
 
ISN 0119 NO = NONRECI2,M)
 
ISN 0120 KEEP(NO) = 0
 
ISN 0121 352 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0122 GO TO 354
 
ISN 0123 38 IF(KZ.EO.OI TOS(KX) = TDS(NX)
 
ISN 0125 IF(KZ.GT.O.AND.KX.NE.NX) TDS IKX) - TDSINX) 
I & DS(NCOSTI & FLOAT( LB*KI-NYD(NCOST)CI)SUST(NCOST) 
ISN 0127 54 IF 'KX.EO.NX3 TOS[NX) - TOS(NX) & 
I DSINCOST) & FLOATILYDINCOST)-NYOINCOST)t1,)*SUSTINCOST) 
ISN 0129 DMIN = 760 TDS(KX) 
C 
ISN 0130 507 Z(KX) = DMIN & W(KX) 








END OF COMPILATION *t***
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LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
168 SAV SAV3 16C SAVALL SAVALL
 
170 SAVALL SAVALL 174 TEMP TEMP
 
178 SCRACH SCRACH 17C SCRACH SCRACH
 
180 SCRACH SCRACH 184 SCRACH SCRACH
 
188 SCRACH SCRACH 18C Is8OCM $UNRESOLVED
 












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
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1171 03/360 FORTRAN H " "DATE -71.084/15.28.56
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINCPT=02,LINECNT44,SURCEBCDNULISTNODECKLOAD,NCMAPNOEO[IT,INO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE LISTC
 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME,NAMENNAMEK
 



















ISN 0008 IF(NCSTR.EQ.O) RETURN 
[SN 0010 
ISN 0011 
WRITE (6,1) NCSTR 
1 FORMAT (IH,25X,12,' CONSTRAINTSI/6X,.KODEt ) 
[SN 0012 DO 200 I = I.NCSTR 
[SN 0013 L = KODEII) 
[SN 0014 IFIL.LT.I.OR.L.GT.11) GO TO 200 
ISNO016 J = NPROGij) 
ISN 0017 K = KPROG(I) 
ISN 0018 IF[J.LE.NMIS & NSPR) NAMEN = NAMEIJ) 
ISN 0020 NAMEK = NAMEIK) 
ISN 0021 Z = CS(I) 
ISN 0022 GO TO (1O,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110), L 
ISN 0023 10 WRITEt6,11) L,J,NAMEN,KNAMEK,Z 
IS 0024 11 FORMAT(6X.13,3X,'START ',13,IXA6,' AFTER END ',I3.lX;A6' &tF3.O 
ISN 0025 GO TO 200 
ISN 0026 
ISN 0027 -
20 WRITE(6,21) LJNAMEN,Z,K,NAMEK 
21 FORMAT (6X,13,3X,'END 1,[3,1XA6,1 &',F3.0,O 
* A6) 
BEFORE START ',13,1X, 
ISN 0028 GO TO 200 
ISN 0029 
ISN 0030 
30 WRITEI6,31) LJ,NAMEN,Z 
31 FORMAT [6X,13,3X,'START ',13,1X,A6,' IN-,F6.0) 
ISN 0031 GO TO 200 
ISN 0032 40 WRITE 16,41) L,J,NAMEN,Z 
ISN 0033 41 FORMAT (6X,13,3X.-END DEVI. ',13,IX,A6.' IN',F6.0) 
ISN 0034 GO TO 200 
ISN 0035 
ISN 0036 
50 WRITE (6,51 LJNAMENZ 
51 FORMAT (6X,I3,3XI3,1X,A6,F3.0' YEARS DEVELOPMENT') 
ISN 0037 GO TO 200 
ISN 0038 60 IF (Z.LE.O.) GO TO 64 
ISN 040 WRITE-(6,61) L,J,NAMEN, ,K,NANEK
 
ISN 0041 61 FORMAT (6X,13,3XTARGET DATE 1,13,1X,A6,' NO LATER THAN',F4.0, 
-* ' YEARS BEFORE ',I3,IX,A6) 
ISN 0042 GO TO 200 
ISN 0043" 64 Z - ABS (Q) 
ISN 0044 WRITE (6,65) LJNAMENZPKNAMEK 
ISN 0045 65 FORMAT (6X,I3,3X,'TARGET DATE 'I-3,1X,A6,' NO LATER THAN',F4.0, 
* I YEARS AFTER ,13,1X,A6) 
ISN 0046 . GO TO 200 
ISN 0047 70 WRITE 16,71) L,J,NAMEN,Z 
ISN 0048 71 FORMAT (6X,[3,3X,'TARGET DATE ,13,IXA6,' NO LATER THAN',F6.O)
 
ISN 0049 GO TO 200
 
ISN 0050 80 IF(J.LE.NMIS C NSPR) WRITE (6,81) LJNAMEN
 
ISN 0052 81 FORMAT (6X,13,3X,13,1X,A6,' FIXED')
 
ISN .0053 -IFIJ.GT.NMIS & NSPR) WRITE(6,823 LJ
 
ISN 0055 82 FORMAT 16X,13,3X,'PROGRAM 0EV -, 13,' FIXED-)
 
ISN 0056 - GO TO 200 
ISN 0057 90 WRITE.(6,91) L,J,NAMENZ
 
ISN'0058 91 FORMAT (6XI3,3XOSTART ',13,IXA6,' NO EARLIER THAN',F6.0)
 
ISN 0059 GO TO 200
 
ISN.0060- 100 WRITE (6,161) LJNAMEN,Z
 
ISN 0061 101 FORMAT (6X,13,3X,'TARGET DATE ',13,IXA6,1 NO EARLIER THAN ',F6.0)
 
ISN 0062 GO 10 200
 
ISN 0063 110 WRITE( 6,111) L,J,KNAMEK
 










***** END OF COMPILATION *****t 
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F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LIST.XREFMAPNCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=(126976.24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 






NAME ORIGIN LENGTH ' NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
LISTC 00 7B4" 
SAV2 7BP FEO -
SAV3 1798 990 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL I MASTER (MAIN) DATE 7 16/06/46
1084 

C SPACE PROGRAM ECONOMIC EVALUATION MODEL 
C COST UNCERTAINTIES ARE DISPLAYED QUANTITATIVELY 
C 
C A PROGRAM EITHER EQUALS A MISSION WITH LAUNCH SCHEDULE OR A 
C DEVELOPMFNT OR SUSTAINING PROGRAM OR A MISC. PROGRAM 
C A MISSION MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE AND NO MORE THAN 10 LAUNCH YEARS 
C 
0001 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME 
0002 LOGICAL SKIPEXTACCL 
0003 REAL NPERPO 
0004 INTEGER PROG 
C CARDS 3.4,&5 ARE NOT NEEDED ON TSS 











0008 COHMON/SAVSAR/ POJI13)SRJI3,3)INU(4OhINBY(40),NOR(4OIRINT(40), 
1 PLCINII4OIXLT(40), PLCT(4OIhUPPI40),TAT(4OI1TAMTISO),SRI403). 
2 MODE(40,3IPLC(40,3) 
0009 COMMON/SAVE1/ FINISHNSTG.NCIILYLABF(30 .LABS(4OI)LABI(40), 
1 NFML(4BOhNFMU(40),KOOS(401,STS(411,STG140),VLR(5OI,WPRt50), 


















































00111 OATA BLANK /lH /
 




0021 LYR{252) = 0
 
0022 9 FINISH = 1
 
0023 KSTAT = 0
 
0024 JFLAG = 0
 
0025 00 3 I = 1, 40
 
0026 00 2 J = 1,3
 
0027 FIVAR(JI) = 0.0
 
0028 2 SVAR(J,I) = 0.0
 
0029 VARIII) = 0.0
 
0030 SVAR(4t,) = 0.0
 
0031 3 SVAR(5,I) = 0.0
 
0032 DO 4 I = 1,30
 
0033 FMVAR(,Il) = 0.0
 
0034 4 FMVARI2t1) = 0.0
 
0035 DO 5 1 = 1,56
 
0036 VARMII) = 0.0
 
0037 DO 5 J = 1,3
 
0038 5 PLVAR(JI) - 0.0
 
0039 00 6 I 1,50
 
0040 6 VARF(I) = 0.0
 
0041 10 CALL ASIGNS
 
0042 IF(MYRS.EO.0) GO TO 99
 
0043 IF(MYRS.EO.1001 GO TO 9
 
0044 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 12
 
0045 NNH = NMIS I I + NSPR
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0046 TREF = 1900.0 + TREF
 
0047 00 8 1 = 1,84
 
0048 8 RIl) = 0.0
 
0049 12 00 13 I = 1,70
 
0050 LVARY(1) = 0
 
0051 LVD(1) = 0
 
0052 DO 131 J = 1,10
 




0055 DO 132 1 = 1,86
 
0056 132 NLVP(I) = 0
 
0057 00 133 I = 1,50
 
0058 133 LABELII) = 0
 
0059 00 134 I = 1NMIS
 
0060 134 NYRSST(I) z 0
 
0061 NUMD = NUMD + NEXW
 
0062 00 14 1 = I, NUMD
 










0065 00 120 K = 1,NM
 
0066 IFIMINIKI+EQ.0) 0 TO 120
 
0067 I m LYRIK)
 
0068 J = LETT(K)
 
0069 IF(J.EO.LETIIK-1)) GO TO 105
 
0070 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 104
 
0071 SIJI = IS(J)
 
0072 RIJ) = YDPLJI
 
0073 104 LVARY(J) = N
 




0076 GO TO 108
 
0077 105 1L = LVARY(J)
 
0078 MO = M-1
 
0079 DO 106 L = LlMO
 
0080 IF(MINIK).NE.IVEHIL)) GO TO 106
 
0081 MI = L
 




0084 108 IVEHIM) = MIN(K)
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0088 M = M + 1
 
0089 110 M3 = IS(J)
 
0090 IF(SUS(J).LE..O01) GO TO 111
 




0093 M5 = NSYR(JI
 
0094 NYRSST(J) m MAXO(NXI - M4 - M3 + 1900 + ILY * M5 11)
 
0095 111 M2 = LVS(MI)
 
0096 K1 = MINIK)
 
0097 X = NMULT(KIJ)
 




0100 NX = LVD(MLI
 




0103 M = M - 1
 
0104 NCS = 0
 
0105 N = NMIS
 
P106 IF(NSPR.EO.O) GO TO 170
 
010? 00 1SO 1 = INSPR
 
0108 N = N + 1
 
0109 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 140
 
0110 S(N) = IS(N)
 
0111 RIN) = YDPL(N)
 
0112 140 NSTRST(N) = INT(2.OtR(NI/3.0 + .9993
 






C CONTINUE TO CALCULATE VARIABLES FOR SMOOTH USING DEV. AND SUST. COSTS
 
C 




0117 DO 210 1 = 1,NUMD
 
0118 IF(LZ(I).EO.O) GO TO 210
 
0119 N = N + 1
 
0120 NDUM = N - NMIS - NSPR
 
0121 LABELINOUM) = I
 
0122 LABN(I) = N
 
0123 C(N) = 0S(I)
 
0124 NYRSFX(N) = 0
 
0125 L = MATlI)
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0126 IFIL.GT.1000) GO TO 206
 
0127 IF(L.LT.-100) NOUN = -L -100
 
0128 IF(L.LT.-IO0) J = LABIINDUM)
 
0129 IF(L.LT.O.AND.L.GE.-100) NOUN * -L
 
0130 IF(L.LT.O.ANO.L.GE.-100) J = LABP(NDUM)
 
0131 IFIL.GT.O) J = LABSIL)
 
0132 IFIJ.EQ.O) GO TO 206
 
0133 DO 205 K = 1.12
 
0134 RFIXD(KN) = RXD(KJ)
 
0135 205 CIN) = CIN) - RXDIK,J)
 
0136 NYRSFX(N) = NSFX(J)
 
0137 NSTRFX(N) = NRFX(J)
 
0138 206 NOUN = I + NMIS + NSPR
 
0139 SIN) = ISINDUM)
 
0140 RIN) = YD(I)
 
0141 SUS(N) = SUSTII)
 




0144 NYRSST(N) = LZ(I) - NYO|I) + INT(YDI)) - NSTRST(N) + 1
 





C CALCULATE DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS ON MISSION PROGRAMS
 
0147 DO 250 K = 1,NM
 
0148 IF(MIN(K).EQ.0) GO TO 250
 
0149 J = LETTK)
 
0150 IF(NLVPIJI.EO.I.AND.J.EO.LETT(K-11) GO TO 250
 
0151 IV = MIN(K)
 
0152 00 211 I = 1,10
 
0153 NOM = K - I
 
0154 IF(J.NE.LETT(NDM)) GO TO 215
 




0157 215 X = LYR(K) -'LYR(NDM+I)
 
0158 I = IV
 





0161 IF(NONREC(I1,K1).EO.O) GO TO 250
 
0162 NO = NONRECIII,Kl)
 
0163 JI = LABNINO)
 
0164 NCS = NCS + 1
 
0165 NPRO(NCS) = J1
 
0166 CSX(NCS) = -1.O -X
 
D-36 
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0167 IFIC(JIl.LT..0001) GO TO 216
 
0168 KPRU (NCS) = J
 
0169 KODX(NCS) = 11
 
0170 GO TO 217
 
O'Il 216 IFINCS.EO.1) GO TO 219.
 
0172 NC$ = NCS - 1
 
0173 D 218 I 6 1,NCS
 




0176 NCS = NCS + I
 
0177 219 KPRO(NCS) = 0
 
0178 KOOX(NCS) = 8
 


















0186 IF(MOS.EO.2.OR.MOS.E.31 GO TO 9
 
0187 IFIFINISH.EQ.MITR + I.AND.JFLAG.EO.1) GO TO 401
 
0188 IFIFINISH.EO.MITR + 1) GO TO 402
 










0191 00 300 K = 1.NM
 
0192 1 = LYRIK)
 
0193 J = LETT(K)
 
0194 IF(J.EO.LETT(K-1)) GO TO 305
 
0195 IS(J) = S(J)
 
0196 IX = ISIJ) + LNDATE(J) - 1900 - ILY
 
0197 IDIFF = IX - 1
 
0198 305 IF (IOIFF.EO.O) GO TO 300
 
0199 MYRS = MAXO(MYRS,IOIFF + I)
 




0202 MYRS = MIND (MYRS,20)
 
0203 IF N.EO.NMIS+NSPR) GO TO 10
 
0204 D 350 1 = NNM , N
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.0207 DS(J) = C()
 
0208 - L - MATIJ)
 
0209 IF(L.GT.l000) GO TO 320
 
0210 IF(L.LT.-100) NOR = -L -100
 
0211 IF(L.LT.-100) JI LABIiNDM)
 
0212 IF(L.LT.O.AND.L.GE.-100) NOM = -L
 
0213 IF(L.LT.O.AND.L.GE.-001 Ji LABF(NDMI
 
0214 IF(L.GT.0) Ji = LABSIL)

0215 IF(JI.EO.O GO TO 320
 
0216 DO 310 K = 1,12
 
0217 310 OS(J) = 0S(J) + RFIXD(K,I)
 
0218 NRFXIJI) = NSTRFX(II
 
02.19 320 SUST(J) SUS(I)
 
0220 YD(J) = R()
 
0221 NYDIJ) = INTIS(I) . R41)) - 1900 - ILY
 
0222 IF(NYD(J).LE.0) NYO(J) =
 
0223 NOUM = J + NMIS + NSPR
 




0226 NUMO = NURD - NEXO
 
0227 DO 349 1 = 1,NUMD
 












0234 GO TO 9
 














71084 16/06/46 PAGE 00
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 MAIN DATE t 
TOTAL MEMORY REDIJIREMENTS 001914 BYTES
 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE- 126976,24576I 







DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
MODULE MAP 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 









































****MOXO2MN NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY'
 


























































0009 4 DO 66 1 = 1,NV
 
0010 12 = I + NV
 
0011 JX = 0
 
0012 KX = 0
 
0013 00 64 J = 1,20
 
0014 NONRECIT2,J) y 0
 
0015 64 NONRECIIJ) = 0
 
0016 25 DO 65 MS= 1,4
 
0017 K = VEH(MSI)
 
0018 IF(K.Ep.0) GO TO 66
 
0019 IF (AS(K,I .EO. 0) GO TO 9050
 
0020 3x = ix + 1
 
0021 NONREC(IJX) = MAS(KI)
 
0022 KX = KX + 1
 
0023 NONRECfI12 KX) = MAS(KiII
 
0024 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITF(6,250)" I, MAS(K,1)
 
0025 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITE(6,2501 12, MAS(K,Il
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0026 IF(JX.GT.20.OR.KX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 
0027 9050 IF(NP.EO.O3 CO TO 63
 
0028 IF (MASIK,2).EO.O) GO TO 9051
 
0029 DO 302 L = I,JX
 




0032 JX = JX + 1
 
0033 NONREC(IJX) = MAStI2)
 
0034 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITE(6,250) I, MASIK,2)
 
0035 IF (JX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 
0036 9051 IF (MAS(K,33.EO.0) GO TO 9052
 
0037 00 303 L = 1,KX
 




0040 KX = KX + 1
 
0041 NONRECII2 ,KX) = MAS(K,3)

0042 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITE(6,250) 12, MASIKt3)
 
0043 IF IKX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 
0044 9052 IF (NPAD(1,I).EO.O) GO TO 9053
 
0045 NI = NPAO(II)
 
0046 10 9054 J = 1,10
 
0047 IF (NPSTG(NI,J) .NE.K) GO TO 9054
 
0048 IF (MAPSIN1,J)°EO.O) GO TO 9053
 
0049 DO 304 L = IJX
 




0052 JX =JX +. I
 
0053 NONREC[IJX) = MAPSINIJ)
 
0054 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITE(6t250) I, MAPS(NIJ)
 
0055 IF tJX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 




0058 9053 IF (NPAO(2,I).EO.O) GO TO 63
 
0059 Ni = NPA0f2,I)
 
0060 DO 9055 J = 1,10
 
0061 IF (NPSTGiNIJ).NE.K) GO TO 9055
 
0062 IF IMAPSIN1,JI.EO.0) GO TO 63
 
0063 DO 305 LI 1,KX
 




0066 KX = KX + 1
 
0067 NONREC(12 ,KX) = MAPS(NIJ)
 
0068 IFILP.GE.2) WRITE(6,250 12, MAPS(NIJ)
 
D-39 
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0069 'IF (KX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0070 GO TU 63 
0071 9055 CONTINUE 
C *** RICK UP SHARED COSTS *** 
0072 63 IFINFAM.EO.O) GO TO 21 




IFIKZ.EO.O) GO TO 885 
0076 IF (NAFIKZ,1l'.EO.0) GO TO 9056 
0077 DO 306 L = 1,JX 
0078 IFIMAF(KZI).EO.NONREC(I,L)) GO TO 401 
0079 306 CONTINUE 
0080 Jx=Jxe+4 
0081 NONRECIIUX) = NAF(KZI) 
0082 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITEI6,250) 1, MAF(KZ,1) 
0083 401 DO 307 L = 1,KX 
0084 IF(HAF(KZ,-I).EO.NONRECIIZI}1 GO TO 9056 
0085 307 CONTINUE 
0086 KX.= KX + 1 
0087 NONRECI12 .KXI = AF(KZ,1l 




9056 IFINP.EO.O) G0 TO 885 
GO TO 93 
0091 IF (MAF(KZ,2).EQoO) GO TO 9057 
0092 00 308 L = I,JX 
0093 IF(MAFIKZ,2).EO.NONRECIIL) GO TO 9057 
0094 308 CONTINUE 
0095 JX = JX,+ 1 
0096 NDNREC(IJX) = HAF(KZ,2) 
0097 IFILP.GE.2) bRITEI6,250) I, MAF(KZ,2I 
0098 IF(JX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0099 9057 IF (MAF(KZ,3).EO.O) GO TO 9058 
0100 DO 309 L = 1,KX 
0101 IF(HAFIKZ,3I.E.NONRECII2,LI) GO TO 9058 
0102 309 CONTINUE 
0103 KX = KX + I 
0104 NONRECII2 ,KX) = MAF(KZ,3) 





IKX.GT;2OI GO TO 93 
(NPADIII.EO.O) GO TO 9059 
0108 NI = NPAOILI) 
0109 00 9060 J = 1,5 
0110 IF INPFAMINIJ).NE.KZ) GO TO 9060 
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0111 IF (NAPF(NL,J).EO.O) GO TO 9059 
0112 DO 310 L = 1,JX 
0113 IF(MAPFINI,J).EO.NDNRECI,L)) GO TO 9059 
0114 310 CONTINUE 
0115 JX = JX + 1 
0116 NONREC(IJX) = HAPFINIJ) 
0117 IFICP.GE.2) IRITEI6,250) I, MAPFINI,J) 
0118 IF IJX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0119 GO TO 9059' 
0120 9060 CONTINUE 
0121 9059 IF (NPAO(2,I).EO.0) GO TO 885 
0122 NI = NPADI2,I) 





(NPFAMINIJ).NE.KZ) GO TO 9061 
(MAPF(N,JIoEO.O) GO TO 885 
0126 00 311 L = 1,KX 
0127 IF(NAPFIN1,J).EO.NONREC(12,L)) GO TO 885 
0128 311 CONTINUE 
0129 KX = KX + 1 
0130 NONRECI12 tKX) = MAPFINIJ) 
0131 IFILP.GE.2) WRITEI6,250) 12, MAPF(NLJ) -
0132 IF (KX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0133 GO TO 885 
0134 9061 CONTINUE 
0135 885 CONTINUE 
C * PICK UP INTEGRATION COSTS ** 
0136 21 IF(MS.EO.4) GO TO 65 
0137 IF(VEHIMS+I,I).EO.O) GO TO 65 
0138 KI=VEH(MS+1,lI 
0139 IF(NCI.EO.O) GO TO 9062 
0140 00 89 J=INCI 
0141 DO 887 KY=1,4 
0142 IFINFMLIJI.NE.NFS(KKY) GO TO 887 
-0143 DO 886 KZ=t,4 
0144 IFINFMU(JIEO.NFSIKIKZ)) GO TO 888 
0145 886 CONTINUE 
0146 887 CONTINUE 
0147 GO TO 89 
0148 888 IF IAICIJ.l)EO.O) GO TO 9063 
0149 DO 312 L = 1,JX 
0150 IF(MAIC(J,1).EO.NONRECIItL) GO TO 402 
0151 312 CONTINUE 
0152 JX = JX + 1 
f-40 
0161 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, M00 4 MATCHI DATE 71084 16/55/05 PAGE 00
 
0153 NONREC(IJX) = NAICIJ,1)
 
0154 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITEI6,250) I, 







0158 KX = KX + 1
 
0159 NONREC(12 ,KX) =.MAIC(J,13
 








IF(JX.GT.20.OR.KX.GT.20) GO TO 93
 
0162 9063 IFINP.EO.O) GO TO 89
 
0163 IF (MAICLJ,2).EQ.OI GO TO 9064
 




0166 314 CONTINUE 
0167 JX =-JX + 1 
0160 NUNRLC(IJJX) = MAIC(J,2) 
0169 IFILPGF.2) WRITEI6,250) 1, 
0170 IF(JX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0171 9064 IF (MAIC(J,3).EO.O) GO TO 89 
0172 DO 315 L = 1,KX 
0173 IFIMAICIJ,3).E0.NONRECII2.L}) 
0174 315 CONTINUE 
0175 KX = KX * 1 
0176 NONREC(12 ,KX) = MAIC(J,31 
0177 IF(LP.GF.23 WRITE(6,250) 12, 
0178 IF (KX.GT.20) GO TO 93 
0179 89 CONTINUE
 
0180 9062 IF(NP.EO.0) GO TO 65
 
0181 DO 9065 M = 1.2
 
0182 IF (NPADIt,II.EQ.O) 60 TO 9065
 
0183 Ni - NPAD(MI)
 
0184 00 9066 J = 1,4
 
0185 IF (NFS(KJ).EO.0I GO TO 9065
 










0187 IFINPINTL(NlKY).EO.O) GO TO 9066
 
0188 IF INPINTLINIKYI.NE.NFS(KJ)l GO TO 9067
 
0189 00 9068 KZ = 1,4
 




0192 GO TO 9067
 
0193 9069 IF (MAPI(N1,KYI.EQ.0I GO TO 9067
 
0194 IF (M.EO.2) GO TO 9070
 
0195 DO 316 L = 1,JX
 
'(iRTRAN IV G LEVEL I MUD 4 MATCHI 
0196 IFIMAPI(NI,KY).EQ.NONRECIIL) 

0197 316 CONTINUF 
0198 iX = JX . 1 
0199 NONREC(IJX) = MAPI(NtKY) 
0200 IF(LPtGF.2) WRITE16,250) It 
0201 IF IJX.GT.20I GO TO 93 
0202 GO TO 9067 
0203 9070 DO 317 L = 1,KX
 
DATE = 71084 16/55/05 PAGE 00 
GO TO 9067 
MAPI(NI.KYI
 




0206 KX = KX + 1
 
0207 NONREC(I2 KX) = MAfI(N1,KYI
 
0208 IF(LP.GE.2) WRITE(6,250) 















0216 93 WRITEI6,220) I
 
















FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, NOD 4 MATCHI DATE = 71084 - 16/55/05 *PAGE 00
 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 001984 BYTES
 
F8-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP
 































IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
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(17) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE^ 71.084/16.09.54
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=O2,LINECNT=44,S0URCE,BCDNOL[STNODECKLAON0MAPNOEDI1.IDNO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE NATEI
 
C 
 DETERMINE IF VARIOUS STAGE COMBINATIONS MAKE A FEASIBLE VEHICLE
 
[SN 0003 REAL ISP.ISPA,LENT
 

































[SN 0009 DATA PI,N,VREFCLI/3.1416,2,25573.,28.5/
 
ISN 0010 NVI = NV C 1
 








ISN 0015 34 HINT(JI)=0.O
 










ISN 0021 DO 35 h=lNSTG
 
ISN 0022 IF(NST(I).EO.O) GO TO 36
 
ISN 0024 33 WGHTII=WTFU([)CWTINI)
 
[SN 0025 IFINST(I}EQI) [MAX[I
 
ISN 0027 IF(NST().EQ.2) JMAXI
 
ISN 0029 IF(NST(I).EO.3) KMAXmI
 
ISN 0031 IF(NST(I).EO.4) LMAX=I
 
ISN 0033 35 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0034 35 IF(IMAX.EQO) GO TO 600
 
ISN 0036 IF(JMAX.EO.O) JMAX=IMAX
 
[SN 0038 [F(KMAX.EQO) KMAX=JMAX
 






ISN 0044 DO 500 I=IIMAX
 










ISN 0050 DO 400 J=IMIKMAX
 




ISN 0052 IF (THRT(I).LT.I.2* WGHTII)&WGHT(JICWINX)) GO TO 400
 
ISN 0054 IF (THRT([).GT.3.5*(WGHTII)WGHT(JCbINX)I GO TO 400
 
ISN 0056 IF IDIAMI(J)GT.1.2*DIAM(II) GO TO 400
 
















ISN 0067 CALL PERFI(CLI,N,VREF)
 
ISN 0068 IF (IERR.NE.0 GO TO 60
 
ISN 0070 NX = NX & I
 

















ISN 0078 IF(KX.EO.100) GO TO 60
 
I'SN 0080 IFfKX.GE.60) GO TO 600
 








ISN 0084" IF (THRTIJ).LT.O.37*WGHT(J)CWGHTIK)CWINY)I GO TO 300
 
ISN 0086 IF (THRT(J).GT.I.2S*INGHTIJ3&WGHTIK)&WINY)) GO TO 300
 * W H T I I
 





ISN 0090 IF (THRTII).GT.3.O*WGNHTIISWGHT(J)GWGHTIK)SICNX&WINY)I 

ISN 0092 IF IOIAM(K).GT.I.20DIAMCJ)) GO 10 300.
 


















ISN 0103 CALL PERFI(CLI,N,VREF)
 
ISN 0104 IF IIERR.NE.0) GO TO 70
 
ISN 0106 NX = NX & I
 



















ISN 0115 IFIKX.EO.100) Go TO 69
 
ISN 0117 IFIKX.GE.60) GO TO 600
 
ISN, 0119 69 IF(K.GT.KNAX) G0 TO 300
 
ISN 0121 
 70 DO 200 L=JMILMAX
 






ISN 0125 IF(THRT(K).LT.O.30*IWGHTIKSWGHTIL)SWINZ)) GO TO 200
 GO TO 200
 
ISN 0127 IF(THRT(K).GT.1.25*|WGHT(KI)&WGHT(LIWINZ)) 
 GOTO 200
 
ISN 0129 IFITHRT(JI.LT.O32*IWGHTtj)gWGHTIKI&WGHT(L)cWINY&WINZ)I 
GO TO 200




1 )) GO TO 200
 
ISN 0135 IFITHRTII).GT. 3 .00*(IWGHT(II&WGHT(J)SWGHTtKIcWGHT(L)&WINX&wINYtW[NZ
 
1 )) 00TO 200
 
ISN 0137 IF(DIAM(L).GT.1.2ZOIAMIK)) GO TO 200
 
[SN 0139 IF(DIAM(K).GT.4.0*DIAMIL)) GO TO 200 
ISN 0141 WF(4)=WTFU(L) 
ISN 0142 WT(41=WTINL) 
ISN 0143 ISPA(4)CISP(L) 
ISN 0144 THUT(4)=TNRTIL) 
ISN 0145 M=2 
ISN 0146 PR=O. 
ISN 0147 VDES=O. 
ISN 0148- CALL PERFIICLIN,VREF[ 
ISN 0149 IFI[ERR.NE.0) GO TO 200 
ISN 0151 NX = NX S 1 
ISN 0152 KX = NV & NX 
ISN 0153 VEHII,KXI=[ 
ISN 0154 VEH(2,KX)=J
= 
ISN 0155 VEHI3,KX) K 
ISN 0156 VEH(4,KX)=L 
ISN 0157 WINTI1,KX)=WINX 
ISN 0158 WINT(2,KXI=WINY 
ISN 0159 WINTI3,KX)=WINZ 
ISN 0160 PRT(KX)=WPL 
C 






GO TO 200 
GO TO 600 
ISN 0166 200 CONTINUE 
ISN 0167 300 CONTINUE 
ISN 0168 400 CONTINUE 
ISN 0169 500 CONTINUE 
ISN 0170 600 NV = NV & NX 
ISN 0171 RETURN 
ISN 0172 ENO 
* END OF COMPILATION t**t 
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FOB-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF,MAPNCAL
 


























LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
 LOCATION REFERS' TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
140 SAVALL SAVALL 
 144 SAVALL SAVALL
 
148 SAVEI SAVE1 
 14L SVACAV SVACAV
 
150 SCRACH SCRACH 154 PERFI 
 SUNRESOLVED
 
158 SORT SUNRESOLVED 










IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
(17) 05/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.10.37
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOUJRCEBCDNOLISTNUDECKLOAD.NOMAPNOEDITID.NO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE MEAN (P1,KSTATSIGSSXSY) 
C FROM MODAL VALUE AND X PERCENT TAIL VALUE, CALCULATE MEAN AND SIGMA-SQUARE 
C 
ISN 0003 KSTAT = I 
ISM 0004 P = 1.0 - PI 
ISN 0005 CALL NDTRIIPYCIE) 
ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
SIGS = -. 5*Y & .5*SQRT(Y*Y & 4.0*ALOG(SX/SY)) 
SIGS = SIGS*SIGS 
ISN 0008 
ISN 0009 
SY - SYtEXP(I.5*SIGS) 
RETURN 
ISM 0010 END 
**** * END OF COMPILATION *** 
D-45
 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE 2DITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF,MAP,NCAL
 














CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
MEAN 00 226 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
D8 NDTRI SUNRESOLVED O EXP $UNRESOLVED
 










IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
(17) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084116.11.06
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCE,BCOD,NOLISTNODECKLOAONOMAPNOEDITIDNO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE MISMTI
 
C DETERMINE PERFORMANCE OF NEW VEHICLE IN TERMS OF MISSION MODEL INPUT
 
ISN 0003 REAL LENTISPISPANPERPD
 












































ISN 0012 KNS = I
 
ISN 0013 IF(NV.EO.O) GO TO 101
 
rSN 0015 00 100 MJ=I,NV
 
ISN 0016 IFIVEHI(1,KX).NE.VEH(I,MJ)) GO TO 100
 
ISN 0018 IF(VEH(2,KX)NE.VEHI2,MJI) GO TO 100
 
ISN 0020 IFCVEHI3,KX).NE.VEHI3,MJ)) GO TO 20
 
ISN 0022 IFIVEH(4,KX).NE.VEH(4,MJI) GO TO 30
 
ISN 0024 KX = 100
 
ISN 0025 NX = NX - I 
ISN 0026 RETURN 
ISN 0027 20 IFIVEHI3,MJ).NE.O) GO TO 100 
ISN 0029 IF(KNS.EQ.3) GO TO 100
 
ISN 0031 CFI = EXPIBIIMJ)I
 
ISN 0032 KNS = 2
 
ISN 0033 GO TO 100
 
ISN 0034 30 IFIVEH(4,MJINE.0) GO TO 100
 




ISN 0037 KNS = 3
 
ISN 0038 100 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0039 101 GO TO (200,300,40D), KNS
 
ISN 0040 200 M=O 
ISN 0041 N=2 
ISN 0042 IFIVEN(3,KX).NE.O) N=3 
ISN 0044 IF{VEH(4,KXI.NE.O) N=4 
ISN 0046 GO TO 500 




ISN 0049 IF(VEH(4,KX).NE.O) M=2
 
ISN 0051 GO TO 500
 
ISN 0052 400 N=3 
ISN 0053 M=1 
ISN 0054 500 KI=VEHIIKX 
ISN 0055 00 501 1=1,4 
ISN 0056 IF(VEH(IKX)EO.O) GO TO 502 
ISN 0058 K=VEH(IKX) 
ISN 0059 WF(II=NTFUIK) 
ISN 0060 WT(I)=WTINIK) 
ISN 0061 ISPA(I1=ISP(K) 
ISN 0062 THUT(I)=THRT(KI 
ISN 0063 501 CONTINUE 
[SN 0064 502 00 503 IL,N4IS 






IN 0068 CALL PERFI(CLI,N,VREF)
 
15N 0069 IF(WPL.GT.1PR(11.ANO.IERR.EQ.0) LZ(I) I
 
ISN 0071 503 CONTINUE
 






END OF COMPILATION 4**** 
Faa-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTtXREFMAPNCAL 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=1126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTIONIS) USED 






















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
108 SAVE1 SAVE1 1Bc SVACAV SVACAV
 
110 SAV3 SAV3 114 SAVALL SAVALL
 
118 SAVALL SAVALL lIC SCRACH SCRACH
 
120 PACK SUNRESOLVED 124 PERFI $UNRESOLVED
 
















417) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.11.38
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPThO2,LINECNT=44,SURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOADN0MAPNOEOIT,1tNO
 




C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES Y = P(X) 
= PROB THAT THE RANDOM VARIABLE U,
 
C DISTRIBUTED NORMALLYIO(,I) IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO X,. "FIX) L THE
 
C ORDINATE OF THE NORMAL DENSITY AT X, IS ALSO COMPUTED.
 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
 X - - INPUT SCALAR FOR WHICH PIX) IS COMPUTED 
C P - - OUTPUT PROBABILITY, 0 - - OUTPUT DENSITY, 
C METHOD - - BASED ON APPROX IN C. HASTINGS, APPROXIMATION FOR DIGITAL
 
C COMPUTERS, PRINCETON UNIV. PRESS, PRINCETON, N.J., 1955. SEE EON. 26.2.17,
 




ISN 0003 AX = ABS(X)
 
ISN 0004 T = 1.0/11.0 & .2316419*AX)
 
ISN 0005 D = 0.3989423*EXPf-X*X/2.O)
 
ISN 0006 P = 1.0 - D*T*II((1.330274*T - 1.821256)*T C1.781476)*T
 
4 -0.3565638)*T & .03193815)
 
ISN 0007 IFIX) 1;2.2
 
ISN 0008 1 P = 1.0 - P
 




4*4* END OF COMPILATION 4 
F88-LEVELLINKAGE EDITOR-OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFMAPNCAL
 
VARIABLL OPTIONS USED - SIZE=(126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 




CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
NDTR 00 IDC 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
Dfl48 
(171 0S/360 FORTRAN'H " 	 DATE 71.084/16.12.08
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMEm NAINOPT02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOADNOMAPNOEDITIDNO
 
ISM 0002 SUBROUTINE NOTRI(PXCIE) 
C 
C COMPUTES X = Pt*t-1I(Y), THE ARGUMENT X SUCH THAT Y = PIX) = 
C THE PROB THAT THE RANDOM VARIABLE U, DISTRIBUTED NORMALLYCO,1), IS
 
C LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO X. FIX), THE ORDINATE 0 F THE NORMAL DENSITYAT X,
 




C P - INPUT PROBABILITY 
C X - OUTPUT ARGUMENT SUCH THAT P = Y = THE PROS THAT U, THE RANDOM 
C VARIABLE, IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO X 
C C - OUTPUT DENSITY, F(X) 
C IER - OUTPUT ERROR CODE 
C MAXIMUM ERROR 15 0.00045 
C 
ISN 0003 IE 0 
ISN 0004 X = .99999E&74 
ISN 0005 C =X 
ISN 0006 IF IP) 1,4,2
 




IS 0009 2 IF (P-1.O) 7,5,1
 
ISN 0010 4 X = -.999999E&74
 





ISN 0013 7 C = P 
ISN 0014 IFIC - 0.5) 91918 
ISN 0015 8 C = 1.0 - C 
ISN 0016 9 T2 = ALOGI.O/IC*C)) 
ISN 0017 T = SORTIT?)
ISN 0018 X = T-I2.51551780.802853*TCO.010328T2)/11.0&1.432788sT& 
1 0.189269*T2 & 0.001308*T*T2)
ISN 0019 IF(P-O.5) 10,10,11 
ISN 0020 10 X = -X 
ISM 0021 11 C = 0.3989423*EXPI-X*X/2.0) 
ISN 0022 RETURN 
ISN 0023 END 
**4*** END OF COMPILATION ** 
F88-LEVEL 	LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFMAPNCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED SIZEI{126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED
 






CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 
NAME ORIGIN LENGTH NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME LOCATION NAME 
NOTRI 00 2A6 
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
EQ EXP $UNRESOLVED E4 SORT $UNRESOLVED 
E8 ALOG SUNRESOLVED 
ENTRY ADDRESS 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 2A8 




IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
D-49 
(17) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.12.38
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.OPT=02,LINECNT=44,SDURCE,BCDNOLISTNODECKLOAD,NDMAPNOEDITIDN( 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE OUTPTI 
C t** PRINT OUT BEST ASSIGNMENT ** C .
 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE PRECISION NAME
 
ISN 0004 REAL NPERPDLEVEL
 
ISN 0005 LOGICAL EXTACCL
 



































ISN 0011 DATA ETR/IHE/
 




[SN 0013 WRITE (6,4010)
 








[SN 0018 IF(YRLMIJ).GT..001) GO TO 804
 




ISN 0022 IF(LETT(J-1).EQ.LI WRITEI6,2061) MYRLM(J)
 
ISN 0024 GO TO 805
 










ISN 0030 X = NMtLT(IL)
 
ISN 0031 X = YRLMIJ)*X
 
ISN 0032 TR = ETR
 
ISM 0033 IF(LTR(L).EQ.2) TR = WTR
 












ISN 0041 202 FORMAT (IX.A6,6X,FIO.0,4XFIO.0.FIO.0,SX,14,4X,F5.2,9X,5(A4,IX)I
 
ISN 0042 206 FORMAT (1XA6,6XFIO.O,4XFIO.0, F1O.0,5X,[4,4XFS.2,9X,
 
I 32HN0 LAUNCH VEHICLE CAN ACCOMPLISH)
 
ISN 0043 2021 FORMAT (52X,14,4XF5.2,9X,5(A4,lX))
 
ISN 0044 ?061 FORMAT (52X,14,4X,F5.2,9X,32HNO LAUNCH VEHICLE CAN ACCOMPLISH)












=***** END OF COMPILATION **** 
D-50 
FBB-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF,MAPNCAL
 





















IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL 

270 SAVEI SAVEI 274 SAV2 SAV2
 
278 SAV3 SAV3 
 27C SAVALL SAVALL
 
280 SAVALL SAVALL 






****MOXO20I NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY "
 
IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
SYMBOL TYPE-ID ADDR LENGTH LO ID 













ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT
LOC OBJECT COOE 





3 * THIS ROUTINE PACKS I WORDS IN THE L ARRAY TO THE
 
4 * ARRAY M. DATA ITEMS L ARE TRUNCATED ON THE LEFT 
5 * AND ONLY THE N LOW ORDER BITS ARE RETAINED. 
6 * PACKED DATA IN H IS LEFT JUSTIFIED WITH 32/N ITEMS 
7 * PER WORD. 
8* 
000000 9 PACK CSECT. 
000000 10 USING *,15 USE REG 15 FOR BASE 
000000 9027 DOIC OOIC 11 STH 2,7,28(13) SAVE REGS 
000004 9825 1000 00000 12 LH 2,5,011) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
0000008 5844 0000 00000 13 L 4,041 I TO REG 4 - NO. OF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
lt,',frja, 5"S75 0000 









N TO REG 7 - NO. OF BITS/ITEM 
MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH NO. OF BITS 
000014 1367 16 LCR 6,7 NO. OF BITS SHIFT FUR DECREMENT 
000016 0670 17 BCTR 7,0 N-1 FOR COMPARAND 
000018 IBIl 18 SR 1l ZERO REG 1 
OOO1A 4150 0020 00020 19 WORD LA 5132 LOAD A 32 TO REG 5 FOR COUNT 
OOOO0E 5013 0000 00000 20 ST 1,0(3) ZERO STORAGE AREA 
000022 5802 0000 00000 21 LOOP L 0,0121 LOAD DATA TO REG 0 
000026 SCO0 0000 00000 22 SHIFT SRDL 0,0 SHIFT DATA TO REG 1 
00002A 1800 23 SR 0,0 TRUNCATE ON LEFT FOR HOD 2**N 
00002C 8000 5000 
000030 5603 0000 













SHIFT BACK T0 PROPER POSITION 
OR PACKED WORD TO REG 0 
STORE BACK TO PACKED AREA 
000038 4122 0004 00004 21 LA 2,4f2) INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
0OOO3C 4640 F046 00046 28 BCT 4,NEXT COUNT DOWN ON NO. OF ITEMS 
000040 9827 DOIC OGOIC 29 LH 2,7,28(13) RESTORE REGS 
000044 07FE 30 BR 14 RETURN 
000046 8656 F022 00022 31 NEXT BXH 5,6,LODP BRANCH BACK IF SPACE LEFT 
00004A 4133 0004 









OTHERWISE INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS 
AND CONTINUE 
LOC OBJECT CODE -ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT
 




37 * THIS ROUTINE UNPACKS I WORDS OF DATA FROM THE M
 
38 * ARRAY TO THE L ARRAY. WORDS IN L ARE ZEROED AND N
 
39 * BITS ARE PLACED RIGHT JUSTIFIED FROM THE PACKED
 






000052 43 USING *,15 USE REG 15 FOR BASE
 
O0(jS? 9027 UOIC 0001C 44 UNPACK STM 2,7,26(13) SAVE REGS 
(0)0." 1J5 1001 00000 45 LM 2,5,Ol) LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARGUMENTS 
0)O5A 5844 0000 00000 46 L 4,014) I TO REG 4 - NO. OF ITEMS TO BE PACKED 
7,0(5) N TO REG 7 - NO. OF BITS/ITEM0000SE 5875 0000 00000 47 L 
000062 4270 F025 00077 48 STC T,LEFT+3 MODIFY SHIFT INST WITH NO. OF BITS 
NO. OF BITS SHIFT FOR DECREMENT49 LCR 6,7 







5.3Z LOAD A 32 TO REG 5 FOR COUNT
00006A 4150 0020 00020 51 DATA LA 

OOOO6E 5813 0000 
 00000 52 L 1,0l3 LOAD PACKED DATA TO RED 1
 
000072 1800 53 BACK SR 0,0 ZERO REG 0
 
000074 8DOO 0000 OOOO 54 LEFT SLDL 0,0 SHIFT N BITS TO REG 0
 
000078 5002 0000 00000 55 ST 0,0(21 STORE IN L
 
00007C 4122 0004 QOO04 56 
 LA 2,4(21 INCREMENT STORAGE ADDRESS
 
000080 4640 F038 OOO8A 57 BCT 4,HORE COUNT DOWN ON NO. OF ITEMS
 
000084 9827 DOIC OOOC 58 LM 2,7,28(131 RESTORE REGS
 
000088 07FE 
 59 BR 14 RETURN
 
OOOO8A 8656 F020 00072 60 MORE BXH 5,6,BACK BRANCH BACK IF MORE DATA
 
OOOOBE 4133 0004 00004 61 LA 3,413) OTHERWISE INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS
 
62 B DATA AND CONTINUE­000092 47FO F018 0006A 

D-52 
LOC OBJECT CODE ADDRI AODR2 STNT SOURCE STATEMENT
 




66 * THIS ROUTINE RETRIEVES THE I TH ITEM FROM THE PACKED 
67 * ARRAY H. 
68 * 
69 ENTRY ITEM 
000096 70 USING *,15 
000096 9025 DOIC O00IC 71 ItEM STM 215,28f13) SAVE REGS 
00009A 9824 1000 00000 T2 LM 2,4,0(11 LOAD ADDRESSES OF ARDS TO REGS 2,3,4. 
00009E 5833 0000 00000 73 L 3,013} LOAD I TO REG 3 
0000A2 0630 74 BCTR 3.0 SUBTRACT I FOR I-i 
000OA4 4100 0020 00020 75 LA 0,32 LOAD A 32 TO REG 0 
O000O3 8EO0 0020 00020 76 SRDA 0,32 SHIFT TO REG 1 
O0OAC 5004 0000 00000 77 D 0,04) DIVIDE BY N 
O000B 5010 FO4E OOOE4 78 ST 1,TEMP NO. OF ITEMS/WORD 
000004 1803 79 LR 0,3 1-1 TO REG 0 
000086 8E00 0020 00020 80 SRDA 0,32 SHIFT TO REG 1 
OO0OBA 5DOO FO4E O00E4 81 0 OTEMP DIVIDE I-I BY NO. ITEMS/WORD 
O0008E 1851 82 LR 51 SAVE IN REG 5 TO INDEX ARRAY M 
OOOCO 8B50 0002 60002 83 SLA 5,2 MULTIPLY BY 4 
0000C4 8EO0 0020 00020 84 SROA 0,32 REMAINDER TO REG 1 
OOO0C8 5C04 00UO 00000 85 N 0,0(4) MULTIPLY BY N 
OOOOCC 1831 86 Lk 3,1 LOAD TO REG 3 TO INDEX SHIFT 
OOCE 5815 2000 









LOAD DATA FROM M ARRAY 
LEFT ADJUST PROPER ITEM 
0000D6 5844 0000 00000 89 L 4,0(4) LOAD N TO REG 4 
OOOODA 8000 4000 00000 90 SLOL 0,0(4) SHIFT N BITS TO REG 0 
OOODE 9825 DOIC 0001C 91 LM 2,5,28(13) RESTORE REGS 
O000E2 0TFE 92 BR 14 RETURN 




SYMBOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES
 
BACK 00002 000072 0053 0060
 
DATA 00004 00006A 0051 0062
 
ITEM 00004 000096 0071 0069
 
LEFT 00004 000074 0054 0048
 
LOOP 00004 000022 0021 0031
 
MORE 00004 00008A 0060 0057
 
NEXT 00004 000046 0031 0028
 
PACK 00001 000000 0009
 
SHIFT 00004 000026 0022 0015
 
TEMP 00004 O00OE4 0093 0078 0081
 
UNPACK 00004 000052 0044 0042
 
WORD 00004 OOOOIA 0019 0033
 






LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALFaa-LEVEL 5 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED
 VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZEr(126976,24 76) 
IW000 NAME MOXO1PK(R) 
-****NOXOIPK NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD4 PDCSTI DATE = 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00 
OOD SUBROUTINE PDCSTI
 
C DETERMINE IF MORE THAN ONE PAD NEEDED AT EACH COMPLEX AND IF PREVIOUSLY
 


















































0010 IF(MOS.EO.I.OR.MS.EQ.3) GO TO 362
 
0011 NOT = 0
 
C MORE =,NUMBER OF NODE WHICH HAS BEEN CONSIDERED AS OPT. SOLNE
 
0012 502 DO 355 I = 1.50
 
0013 IF (HURE(II).E.NX) GO TO 360
 
0014 IF(MORE(I).NE.O) GO TO 355
 
0015 MORE(C) = NX
 
0016 NTEM = NPOS + I
 
0017 IF(LP.GT.0) WRITE(6,404) NTEM,NXI(NXITDS(NX),Z(NX)
 




0020 357 WRITE (6,358)
 




IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 POCSTI OATE - 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00 
0022 RETURN 
0023 325 WRITE(6,4013 NXPADII),j 




360 DO 361 J = 1,49 
IF(MORE(J).EO.0) GO TO 354 




354 IFINAOD.GE.I.OR.(LCK.EQOI.AND.IFLAG.EQO)I GO TO 359 
0031 NEX8 = 0 
0032 IF4NOT.EO.IU GO TO 500 
0033 362 NOT = 1 
0034 356 EXTRA = 0.0 
0035 IF(NP.EO.O) GO TO 1 
0036 DO 320 1 = 1.NP 
0037 D 322 K = 1,MYRS 
0038 
0039 
NPUSED(IK) = 0.0 
DO 322 J = 1,6 
0040 322 NVEH(K.J) = 0 C COUNT NUMBER OF LAUNCHES REQUIRED PER PAD PER YEAR 
0041 D 321 J = ,NM 




JA = LETT(J) 
0045 
0046 
L = LTR(JA) 
IF (NPAD(LKI).NE.I) GO TO 321 
0047 
0048 
M = LYR(JI 
X = NMULT(KlJA) 
0049 
0050 
X = YRLM(J)*X 
NPUSEODMI = NPUSED() + X 
0051 
0052 
00 323 ME = 1,6 
IFINVEH(M,ME).EQ.K1) GO TO 321 
0053 IF (NVEHtiME).NE.0 GO TO 323 
0054 NVEHIMME) = KI 
0055 GO TO 321 
0056 323 CONTINUE 
0057 321 CONTINUE 
C SEE IF SECOND PAD IS REQUIRED AT ANY FACILITY 
0058 00 331 J = 1,20 
0059 331 MATCH(J) = 0 
0060 DO 324 J = IMYRS 
0061 
0062 
IF (NPUSED(J).GT.2.0*NPERPDII)) GO TO 325 
IF INPUSEDCJ).LE.NPERPD(I)I 0 TO 324 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 PDCSTI DATE = 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00 
0063 00 326 K = 1.10 
0064 
0065 
IF INPSTG(IKIoEO.O) GO TO 329 
IF IPSTGDIIK,21 + PSTGS(IK,21.LT..001) GO TO 326 
0066 
0067 
00 327 L = 1,6 





LA = NVEH(JLJ 
DO 328 L8 = 1,4 
IF(VEH(LBLA).EO.O) GO TO 327 
IF IVEH(LBLA).NE.NPSTG(IK)I GO TO 328 
0072 
0073 
DO 330 LC = 1,20 
IF (MATCH(LC)°EQ.O) GO TO 332 
0074 
0075 
IF (MATCH(LC).EO.K) GO TO 333 
GO TO 330 
0076 332 MATCH(LC) = K 
0077 JF(LC) = J 
0078 
0079 
333 JL(LC) = J 
GO TO 326 
0080 330 CONTINUE 
0081 328 CONTINUE 
0082 327 CONTINUE 
0083 326 CONTINUE 
0084 
0085 
329 DO 334 K = 1,5 
IF (NPFAM(IK).EQ.O) GO TO 335 
0086 'IF {PFAMD(IK,2) + PFAMS(I,K,2).LT..0O1) GO TO 334 
0087 
0088 
00 336 L = 1,6 
IF (NVEH(JL)EQ.O) GO TO 334 
0089 LA = NVEH(JL) 
0090 
0091 
DO 337 LB = 1,4 
IF (VEHILB,LA).EO.OJ GO TO 336 
0092 L = VEH(LBLA) 
0093 
0094 
DO 338 LC = 1,4 
IF (NFS(LO,LCI.EO.O) GO TO 337 
0095 IF (NFS(LtLC).NE.NPFAM(IKH)GO TO 338 
0096 K1 = -K 
0097 00 339 LE = 1,20 
0098 IF IMATCH(LE).EQ.O) GO TO 340 
0099 IF IMATCH(LE).EQ.KI) GO TO 341 
0100 GO TO 339 
0101 340 MATCH(LE) = K! 
0102 
0103 
JF(LE) = J 
341 JL(LE) J 
0104 
0105 
GO TO 334 
339 CONTINUE D-55 










0110 335 DO 342 K = 1,5
 
0111 IF (NPINTL(IK).EQ.0( GO 70 324
 
0112 IF (PINTS(IK,2).LT..O01 GO TO 342
 
0113 DO 343 L = 1,6
 
0114 IF (NVEHfJL).EQ.0 GO TO 342
 
0115 LA = NVEH(J,LI
 
0116 DO 344 18 = 1,3
 
0117 IF [VEHILB+I,LA).E.O) GO TO 343
 
0118 LC = VFHf(LB,LA)
 
0119 00 345 LD = 1,4
 
0120 IF INFS(LC,LDI.EQ.0) GO TO 344
 
0121 IF (NFSILCL0I.NE.NPINTLIIK)) GO TO 345
 
0122 LE = VFH(LB+1,LA)
 
0)73 DO 346 LF = 1,4
 
0124 IF (NFSILE,LF).EO.O) GO TO 345
 




0127 GO TO 345
 
0128 347 KI = -100 - K 
0129 01)348 LG = 1,20
 
0130 IF (HATCHILG).EO.O) GO TO 349
 




0133 349 NATCH(LG) = K1
 
0134 JF(LGI = J
 
















C ADO EXTRA PAD COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SOLUTION
 
0143 DO 351 J = 1,20
 
0144 IF (MATCH(J).EQO.) GO TO 320
 
0145 IF IMATCHIJI.LT.-100) GO TO 352
 
0146 IF (MATCH(J).LT.0 GO TO 353
 
0147 K = MATCH(J)
 
'PDCSTI DATE = 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, M00 4 

0148 EXTRA EXTRA +. PSTGDIIK,21 + PSTGS(,IK,2) * FLOAT(JL(JI-JF(J(I(1 
0149 IFINOT.EO.O) GO TO 351
 
0150 IFIPSTGOII,K,2) + PSTGS(IK,2).LT..01 GO TO 351
 
0151 NEXD = NFXD + 1
 
NDUH = NUMO + NEXO
 
0153 DSINDUM) = PSTGDIIK,2)
 
0154 SUST(NDUH) = PSTGS(IK,2)
 
0155 MATINDUM) = -300 - I + 2000
 
0156 MAPS(IK) = NDUN
 
0157 NYO(NDUM) = JF(J)
 
0158 LYDINDUM} = JL(J)
 
0159 YD(N0UM) = 1.0
 
0160 LZ(NOUM) = JL(J) - JF(JI + 1
 
0152 
0161 NOUN = NOUN + NSPR + NMIS
 
0162 IS(NDUM) = JFIJ) - 2 + 1900 + ILY
 
0163 GO TO 351
 
0164 353 K = -MATCH(J)
 
0165 EXTRA = EXTRA + PFAMOII,K,21 4 PFAISII,K,2)*FLOAT(JLfJ)-JF(J+I)
 
0166 IF(NOT.EO.O GO TO 351
 
0167 IF(PFAMD(hK,2) + PFAMS(IK,2).LT..O) GO TO 351
 
0168 NEXD = NFXD + 1
 




0171 SUSTINOUM) = PFAMS(I,K,2)
 
0172 MAT(NDUH) = -200 - I + 2000
 
0173 MAPF(I,K) = NDUN
 
0174 NYO(NDUM) = JF(J)
 
0175 LYD(NOUM) = JLiJ)
 
0176 YOINOUM) . 1.0
 
0177 LZINOUM) - JLIJ) - JF(J) + I
 
0178 NDUN = NDUM + NSPR + NMIS
 
0179 IS(NDUNI JF(J) - 2 + 1900 + ILY
 
0180 
 GO TO 351
 
0181 352 K = -MATCHIJI - 100 ' -.
 
0182 EXTRA = EXTRA + PINTS(IK,2) * FLOATIJLIJ)-JF(JI+I) 
0183 IFfNOT.EO.O) GO TO 351
 
0184 IF(PINTSII,K,2).LT..O01) GO TO 351'
 
0185 NEXD = NEXO + I
 
0186 NDUN = NUMD + NEXO
 
0187 DSINOU) r 0.0
 
0188 SUST(NDUN} = PINTSIIK,2)
 





FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 4 PDCSTI DATE= 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00
 
0191 NYDINOUM) = JF(J)
 
0192 LYD(NDUM). = JL(J)
 
0193 YD(NOUM) = 1.0
 
0194 LZINDUM) = JL(J) - JFIJ) + 1
 
0195 NDUM = NDUM + NSPR + HMIS
 






0199 1 IF(MOS.EO.1.OR.MOS.EQ.3) GO TO 501
 







C ADO PREVIOUSLY NEGLECTED SUSTAINING COSTS
 
0202 IF(LOUT.EQ.O) GO TO 11
 
0203 501 DO 10 1 - 1,NUMO
 
0204 IF(KOUT(IIEO.O.OR.LZIIhEQ.O) GO TO 10
 
0205 LZ(I) = 0
 
0206 IT = KOUT(1)
 
0207 DO 8 J = 1,NM
 
0208 LM = MIN(J)
 
0209 IF(LM.EO.O) GO TO 8
 
0210 LY = LYR(J)

0211 IF(KI.EO.2) LY = ILYR(J) + I/KI
 
0212 LI. = IN
 
0213 LX = LETTIJ)
 
0214 "IF(LTR(LX).EO.2) LI = LM + NV
 
0215 00 6 KK - 1,20 
0216 IFtNONREClLIKK).E0.O) GO TO 8
 
0217 IF(NONREC(LIKKI.NF.I GO TO 6
 






0221 IF(MOS.EO.I.OR.MOS.EQ.3.OR.LZ(1),EO.0) GO TO 10
 
0222 XX = LZ(I)*RI - NYOCI) + 1
 





















0231 11 IF(EXTRA.LT..001) NOT = 1
 
0232 IF(EXTRA.LT..001) GO To 502
 
0233 TDSINX) = TOSINX) + EXTRA
 










0238, 500 00 76 NO = INUMO
 
0239 76 LZ(NOI = LZ(NO)*KI
 
0240 CALL PACKILZLZOPT(1), NUMD+NEXD,5)
 




0243 210 FORMAT 112H NEW VALUE , F12.2)
 
0244 358 FORMAT(36HOMORE THAN 50 NODES HAVE BEEN TESTED)
 
.0245 401 FORMAT (26HOPOSSIBLE SOLUTION AT NODE,14,49H NOT FEASIBLE. MORE TH
 
IAN 2 PADS NEEDED AT COMPLEXlX,A4,8H IN YEAR, 13)
 
0246 403 FORMAT (18HOEXTRA PAD COSTS =, F10.21
 










FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1. MOD 4 PDCSTI DATE = 71084 16/56/06 PAGE 00 
TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 0018C2 BYTES 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP 
JARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=(126976,24576 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 































IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
D-58 
(17) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.15.14
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= NAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOADNORAPNOEDITIONO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PERFI(INCL,N,VREF)
 
ISN 0003 REAL LENTISPISPAINCL
 










ISN 0006 DATA PIG /3.141593,3Z.174/
 
ISN 0007 K = N
 
ISN 0008 TLS = TSL(NI)
 
[SN 0009 DIA = DIAMIKI)
 
1T1N 0010 KODE = 0 -

ISN 0011 IERR = 0
 
ISN 0012 V = VDES
 
ISN 0013 WPL z 0.
 
ISN 0014 IF(PR.LE.O.) GO TO 30
 
ISN 0016 10 WPL = PR 
ISN 0017 30 DO 100 COUNT ='1,50
 
ISN 0018 W = NPL
 
ISN 0019 00 40 I=I,K
 
ISN 0020 40 - = W&WFIIEWT(I)
 
ISN 0021 WLO = W
 
ISN 0022 VIOL = 0.
 
ISN 0023 DO 50 1=1,K
 
ISN 0024 WR = W-WF(I)
 
ISN 0025 IF(WB.GT.O.) GO TO 48
 




ISN 0029 48 VIDL.- VIOL & G*ISPA(I)*ALOG(W/WBI
 
ISN 0030 50 W = WB-WTtl)
 
ISN 0031 IF (KODE) 90.55.o
 
ISN 0032 55 IFIPR) 70,70,60
 
ISN 0033 60 VLOSS = VIOL-VREF
 
ISN 0034 GO To 97
 
ISN 0035 70 TB = 0.
 
ISN 0036 DO 80 1-1,K
 
15N 0037 80 TB = TB G WFIIJ*ISPA(I)/THUTII)
 
ISN 0038 WX - NB * EXP (VDES/ISPAIK)/G)
 
ISN 0039 TB = TB - (WX-WBI*ISPA(KX/THUTIK)
 
ISN 0040 TOW =-TLS/WLO
 
15N 0041 IF ITOW.GT.1.5) TOW - 1.5
 
ISN 0043 VLOSS = 6800.*12.-TM) E 2800.*ITHUTII)/TLS-1.)
 
.5E6*PI$DIA*t2/LOC4.1* EXP(TB/125.) -1530.*COS(INCL/57.296I 
ISN 0044 90 OELV = VIDL-VLOSS-VREF-V
 
ISN 0045 WL = WPL&INPLSTIK))tELV/ISPAIK)/G*l1.CWB/(WBGWFIK)))
 
ISN 0046 IF(ABS(DELVI.GT.1I) Go TO i00
 
ISN 0048 95 IFIKODE.EQ.0) GO TO 96
 
ISN 0050 110 IF (WPL.LT.I.l IERR = I
 
ISN 0052 120 RETURN
 
ISN 0053 96 PR = WPL
 
= 
ISN 0054 97 V- VDES
 
ISN 0055 K = NEM
 
ISM 0056 KOBE = 1
 
ISN 0057 WPL = 0.
 
ISN 0058 100 CONTINUE
 






**** END OF COMPILATION ***** 
D-59 
F8-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFMAPNCAL
 












CONTROL SECTION 	 ENTRY
 






LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
120 SCRACH SCRACH 
 124 .COS - SUNRESOLVED
 




TOTAL LENGTH - 6F20
 




IEWO4611WARNING -	SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED.
 
(17) 05/360 FORTRAN H 	 DATE 71.084/16.16.19
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOAO,NOMAP,NOEDITIDNO
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PRINTI
 
C ***PRINT OUT DECISION COST CATEGORIES***
 
C 
ISN 0003- REAL NPERPD
 











































' / C 








ISN 0015 IF(J.GT.1000)- J = J - 2000
 
ISN 0017" IF IJ.LT.-400) GO TO 9071
 
ISN 0019 IF (J.LT.-300) GO TO 9072
 
ISN 0021 IF IJ.LT.-200) GO TO 9018
 
ISN 0023, IF(J.LT.-100) GO TO 345
 
ISN 0025 IFfJ.LT.O1 GO TO 340
 
ISN 0027 - DO 9073 K = 1,3

ISN 0028 IF (MAS(JK).NE.[) GO TO 9073
 













ISN 0036 GO TO 925
 
IS 0037 9013 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0038 340 JX=J
 
1SN 0039 DO 9076 K = 1,3
 
ISN 0040 IF IMAFIJXK).NE.1),GO TO 9076
 












ISN 0048 GO TO 925
 
15N 0049 9076 CONTINUE
 






158 0053 00 9079 K = 1,3
 
ISN 0054 IF IMAIC(JX,K).NE.I) GO 70 9079
 
IS 0056 IF(K.EO.I) WRITE(6,210) 1.DS(),SUSTIIIFAMIJYI,FAMIJZ),NYDI[I,
 
I LYDII), ISI[NMISSNSPR), YDII)
 
IS 0058 IF(K.EQ.21 WRITE(6,9080 lDS([),SUSTIIFAIJY),FAMIJZ).NYOII),
 
I LYO(I), IS(I&NMIS&NSPR), YD11
 
ISN 0060 IF(K.EO.3) WRITE(6,9081) IDS(IIhSUSTI I.FAHJYIFAM(JZ),NYO(II,
 
I LY0II), IS(I&NMIS6NSPR), YDII)
 
IS 0062 GO TO 925
 
ISN 0063 9079 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0064 9018 JX = J - 200
 
IS 0065 DO 9082 K = 1,5
 
ISN 0066 IF IMAPF(JX.K).NE.I) GO 70 9082
 
S 0068 KX = NPFAM(JXKI
 




ISN 0070 GO TO 925
 
ISN 0071 9082 CONTINUE
 
IS 0072 9072 JX = -J - 300
 
ISN 0073 DO.9084 K - 1,10
 
ISN 0074 IF IMAPS(JX,K).NE.I) GO TO 9084
 






IS 0078 GO TO 925
 
ISN 0079 9084 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0080 9071 JX = AJ - 400
 
15N 0081 00 9086 K = 1,5
 
ISN 0082 IF (MAPI(JXK).NE.[) GO TO 9086
 
ISN 0084 KX = NPINTL(JXK)
 
ISN 0085 KY = NPINTUIJX,K) 
ISN 0086 WRITE(6,9087)yDSI),SUST(I),FAMIKX),FAMIKYI,PADIJXI.NYOII).LYDI) 
1 , IS(INMISSNSPR), YDOI) 
IS 0087 GO TO 925 
IS 0088 9086 CONTINUE 
















IS 0094 211 FORMATI2SHIOUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON/1HO,6HNUMBERiX,IlHbEVELOPMENT 
*, 2x, IOHSUSTAININGSOX,1OHYEAR AVAILg2X,9HLAST YEAR,2X,9HDEV STAR 
*T, 2X, 12HDEV DURATION//) 












ISM 0098 9078 FORMAT 114,6X,2FI.2,SXA4,IXIOHSHARED WTR,33X,[3,9X,13,BX.IJ5TX,
 
* F5.0) 
ISN 0099 9080 FORMAT 1I4,6X,2FI2.2,5X,15HINTEGRATION OF ,A4;5H AND ,A4t4H ETR, 
1 16X,I3,9XI3,8XI5,lXF5.O) 
IS 0100 9081 FORMAT l[4,6X,2FI2.2,5XISHINTEGRATION OF ,A4,5H AND ,A4,4H WTR, 
1 16XI3,9X,[3,8X,I5,7X,FS.O) 
ISN 0101 9083 FORMAT 114,6X,2F12.2,5XA4,IX,14HSHARED AT PAD A4,25X,13,9X,13, 
8X,15,7X,FS.O)
 




'ISN 0103 9087 FORMAT I14,6X,2FI2.2,5X,15HINTEGRATION OF ,A4,SH AND ,A4,IXt
 




****= END OF COMPILATION * *_ _ 
D-61 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREFIAP,NCAL
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(i126976,24576 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 




















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
410, SAVOMP SAVDMP 414 :SAVEl SAVEI
 
418 SAV3 SAV3 41C SAV4 SAV4
 
420 SAV4 SAV4 424 SAV4 SAV4
 








****MOXO2PN NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY
 
IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE. NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
(17) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.17.16
 
*COMPILER OPTIONS . NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44SOURCE,BCD,NOLISTNODECKLOAONOMAPNOEDITIONO 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE REUSEI 
- C ESTIMATE NUMBER OF INITIAL UNITS TO PURCHASE 
C 
ISN 0003 INTFGER2',NUNBYMOENB,VEHNMULTNONRECNYD,ISMATLYRLETT, 
I -LYOtMIN 

















ISN 0007 " 1
 
ISN 0008 IF(KLUE(I).GT.O) GO TO 100
 




.ISN 0012' 100 TL = 0.0
 
ISN 0013 YY = TAT(I)
 
ISM 0014 NU(I) = -2
 
ISN 0015 DO-200,J = IMYRS
 
ISM 0016 IF(STGYHWIIJ).LT..OI) GO TO 200
 
ISM 0018 .. TAM = 365./STGYHW(IJ)
 
C TAM = MAX -ALLOWABLE AVERAGE TA TIME IN DAYS FOR YEAR J
 
ISM 0019 XX = YY
 
[SN 0020 TL - TL & STGYHNW(I,J)
 
15N 0021 YY = TAT(I)*(TLI**PLCT(I)
 
ISN 0022 YY = 2.0 fYY - TATII)
 
ISN 0023 TAA = .5*(XX £ YY)-

ISM 0024 IF(NOB(I).EO.1) GO TO 120
 
C 
 CALCULATE AVERAGE MISSION TA TIME FOR ORBITER ONLY
 
ISN 0026 COUNT = 0.0
 
ISN 0027 TOT = 0.0
 
ISN 0028 00 l10 K 1.NM
 
ISN 0029 IFILYR(K).NE.J) GO TO 110
 
C 
CHECK IF STAGE I IS TOP STAGE OF VEHICLE MK
 
ISM 0031 MK = MIN(K)
 
ISM 0032 00 105 I1 = 1.4
 
ISN 0033 11 = 5-11
 
ISM 0034 IFIVEHIIll ,MK).EO.D) GO TO 105
 
D-62, 
ISN 0036 IFIVEH(It1 MK).EO.I) GO TO 106 
ISN 0038 GO TO 110 
ISN 0039 105 CONTINUE 
ISN 0040 106 NETT = LETTfIK) 





= COUNT C YRLMIK)*XN 
TOT & TAMTINETT)*XN*YRLM(K) 
1SN 0044 110 CONTINUE 
ISN 0045 TAA = TAA & .5 & TOT/COUNT 
ISM 0046 120 IF(TAM.GE.TAA) GO TO 200 
ISN 0048 NRQY = TAA/TAM & .9999 
ISN 0049 NX - NUtI) 
ISN 0050 NU(I) - HINO(-NRQYNX) 
ISN 0051 200 CONTINUE 
C COMPARE NUMBER REQUIRED BY LIFETIME TO NUMBER REQUIRED BY TAT 
ISN 0052 
ISN 0053 
X - NU(I) 
IFI(X*XLTI)I.LT.TL) NUll) = - INTITL/XLTII) C .9999) 
ISN 0055 RETURN 
ISN 0056 END 
****** END OF COMPILATION ** 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTXREF,MAPNCAL
 



















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
128 SAVSAR SAVSAR 12C SAVALL SAVALL
 
130 SAVALL SAVALL 134 SCRACH SCRACH
 












IEW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 
D-63 
(17) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.17.50
 
CLNPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLISTNODECKLOADNOMAPNOEDITIDNO 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE REVLiS 
CTHIS SUBROUTINE RECALCULATES THE APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR RECURRING COSTS 
15N 0003 INTEGER HPROG 
ISN 0004 INTEGER*2 LTRVEHNMULTNONRECNYDISMATLYRLETTLYDMIN 
ISN 0005 LOGICAL SKIP 
ISM 0006 REAL NPERPD 
ISN 0007 COMMON/SAVRT/RVARI2O,50) 

























ISN 0012 00 33 I{ = 1,20 
IS 0013 
ISM 0014 
RVX(III m 0.0 
33 RPLX(II) = 0.0 
ISN 0015 4 = PROG 
ISN 0016 NSTRRC(L) = 100 
ISN 0017 NYRSRCIL) = 0 
[SN 0018 LNDATE(L) = 100 
ISN 0019 
ISN 0021 
IF (NLVP(L).EQ.O) GO TO 21 




34 RECUR(LCL) = 
IJ = NLVP(L) 







(IB.LT.4) 18 = 4 
ISM 0028 DO 38 K=IIJ 
ISN 0029 
ISN 0031 
IF (LVO(H).EO.0l GO TO 38 
IA = LVSIH)-3 
ISN 0032 IF ([A.LT.I) IA=l 
ISN 0034 IK ="LVDIH) 
IS 0035 [LV = IVEHNI)
 
ISN 6036 DO 37 J-1,IK
 
C RCST = VEH. RECURRING COST/YR. BY MISSION
 
ISN 0037 RCST = XSCH(J,HI*RCOST(ILVI
 
C RCPL - PAYLOAD RECURRING COST/YR.
 
ISN 0038 RCPL = XSCHIJH)*PLR(L)
 
ISN 0039 00 36 I=,4
 
ISN 0040 II = LVS(HI-IBtI&J-1
 
ISM 0041 IF (II.LT.I) II=l 
ISN 0043 IF(KSTAT.EO.O.OR.SKIP) GO TO 36
 
ISN 0045 RVX(III) RVXIII) & RCST
 
ISN 0046 RPLX(II) RPLXIII) C ROPL
 
C OISTRIBUTF RECURRING COST BY YEAR
 
ISN 0047 36 RECUR(II;L) = RECUR(11,L)ALPI(IILV)*RCST & ROIST(L.d)*RCPL
ISN 0048 37 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0049 IF(KSTAT.EQ.O.OR.SKIP) GD TO 42 
ISN 0051 VTOT = 0.0
 
ISN 0052 DO 39 JX = 1,4
 
ISN 0053 KX = VEHIJXILV) 
ISN 0054 IF(KX.EO.O GO TO 40
 
IS 0056 39 VTOT = VTOT & SVARI1,KX)
 
ISN 0057 -JX = JX £ 1 
ISN 0058 40 XJX = JX - I 
ISN 0059 00,1 IX = 1,20

ISN 0060 RVAR(IX,t) = (VTOT*RVXIX)I/XJX & PLVAR(1,L)*RPLX(IX) -
ISN 0061 IF(RVAR(IXL).GT..OO1)RVAR(IXL) = RVAR(IXL)/(RVX(IX) & RPLX(IXI) 
ISN 0063 41 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0064 42 NYRSRC(L) = MAXO INYRSRCL)hII)
 
-ISN 0065, NSTRRC(LI = NIND (NSTRRC(L),IA)
 
ISN, 0066 LSUB = LNDATE(L)
 
ISh'OO67 LVSUB = LVSIHI
 
ISN 0068 LNDATEFLI = MINOILSUBLVSUB)
 
IS 0069 38 H = H & 1
 
C NYRSRC 6 NSTRRC = O'FOR DEVELOPMENT'PROGRAM:
 
ISN 0070 - 21 IF INSTRRC(L).EO.100) NSTRRC(L) = 0 
IS 0072 99 RETURN
 
ISN 0073 - END 
* ***t END OF COMPILATION **t 
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LOCATIFN REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION 
 LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
128 SAVRT SAVRT 
 12C SAV3 SAV3
 
130 SAVALL SAVALL 134 SAVALL SAVALL
 
138 VARNCE - VARNCE 
 13C SCRACH SCRACH
 
140 SCRACH SCRACH 144 SCRACH SCRACH
 
148 SCRACH SCRACH 









MX02RV NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
 
(17) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.40.54
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCONOLISTNOOECKLOAO,NMAP,NOEOITIDNI
 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE SHIFTS
 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SHIFTS THE DEVELOPMENT START DATES AND DURATION IN ORDER
 
C TO ACHIEVE A SMOOTHER LEVEL OF SPENDING
 
C 
ISN 0003 DOUBLE. PRECISION NAME
 
ISN 0004 LOGICAL SKIP,ACCL,EXT
 
ISN 0005 REAL LEVEL
 
ISN 0006 INTEGER HPROG
 































ISN 0010 110 IOO = IO0 C I
 
ISN 0011 GO TO {140,150,160,168,170,178,180), IODD
 
ISM 0012 140 STR = S(PROG)
 
ISN 0013 SfPROG) = STR & 1.0
 
ISN 0014 145 CALL CONSTR
 
ISN 0015 IF (IERR.NE.O GO TO 110
 




ISN 0019 150 S{PROG) STR - 1.0
 
ISN 0020 IF (S(PROG).LT.TREF) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0022 GO TO 145
 
ISN 0023 160 SIPROG) = STR
 
ISN 0024 IF(R(PROGI.LE..0001.OR.CFIPROG).LE..0001I GO TO 196
 
ISN 0026 CKR = R(PROG)
 
ISN 0027 CKC = C{PROG)
 
ISN 0028 CKS = SUS (PROG)
 
ISN 0029 NOS = NYRSST(PROG)
 
ISN 0030 NSS = NSTRST(PROG)
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ISN 0031 NSR = NSTRRC(PROG)
 
ISN 0032 NYRC = NYRSRCIPROG)
 
ISN 0033 NSX = NSTRFX(PROG)
 
ISN 0034 NSO = LNDATEIPROGI
 
ISN 0035 RIPROGI = CKR 6 1.0
 
ISN 0036 NSTRST(PROG) = INT(2.0*R(PROGI/3.O £ .999)
 
ISN 0037 NSTRRC(PROG) = NSR E 1
 
ISN 0038 NSTRFX(PROG) = NSX & I 
ISN 0039 LNDATEIPROG) = NSO & I-
ISN 0040 IF (NLVP(PROG3.EO.O) GO TO 165 
ISN 0042 IJ = NLVP(PROG) 
ISN 0043 H = LVARYIPROG) 
ISN 0044 00 167 =IJ 
ISN 0045 NSLII) = LVS(H) 
ISN 0046 LVS(H) = LVS(HI G I 
ISN 0047 162 H = H E I 
1SN 0048 00 34 LC = 1,20
 
ISN 0049 34 RRR(LC3 = RECUR(LCPROG)
 
ISN 0050 164 CALL REVLUS
 
ISN 0051 165 CALL CONSTR
 
ISN 0052 IF {IERR.NE.0) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0054 IF(RF(PROGI - RIPROG)) 9010,9020.9030
 
C DEVELOPMENT DURATION IS STRETCHED OUT
 
ISN 0055 9010 C(PRUG) = (.8 & .2*RIPROG)/RF(PROG)) * CF(PROGI
 
ISN 0056 G) TO 9050
 
ISN 0057 9020 CIPROG) = CFPROG)
 
ISN 0058 GO TO 9050
 
C DEVELOPMENT DURATION IS ACCELERATED - CRASH PROGRAM
 
[SN 0059 9030 X = AINT (.5*RF(PROGI & .99)
 
ISN 0060 IF(R(PROG)hLT.X) R(PROG) = X
 
ISN 0062 CIPROG) = CFIPROG) * EXP (1(. -R(PROGI/RF(PROG))/ (R(PROG)/ 
I RF(PROG) - .41) 
ISN 0063 9050 IF INYRSSTIPROG),EQO.) GO TO [4 
ISN 0065 NYRSSTfPROG) = NDSF(PROGI - LNOFIPROG) & LNDATE(PROG) -
I NSTRST(PROG) & NSSF(PROG)
 
C THE FOLLOWING DEFN. OF NYRSST IS THE ORIGINAL
 
C NYRSSTIPROG) = R(PROG)/RF(PROG)*FLOAT(NDSFIPROG))&.001
 
[SN 0066 X = NDSF(PROG)
 
ISN 0067 Xl = NYRSSTIPROG)
 
ISN 0068 SUS (PROG) = C(PRUG)/CF(PROG)*SUSTF(PROG)*X/X1
 
ISN 0069 GO TO 14
 
ISN 0070 168 IF(.NDT.EXT) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0072 S(PROG) = STR - 1.0
 
ISN 0073 IF(S(PROGI.LT.TREF) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0075 IF(NLVP(PROG).EQ.O) GO TO 165,
 
ISN 0077 GO TO 164
 
ISN 0078 170 SIPROG) = STR
 
ISN 0079 IF ICKR.EO.RF(PROG),AND..NT.ACCL) GO TO 180
 
ISN 0081 R(PROG) = CKR - 1.0
 
ISN 0082 NSTRSTIPROG) = INT(2.0*R(PROG)/3.0 & .999)
 
ISN 0083 NSTRRC(PROGI NSR - 1
 
ISN 0084 NSTRFX(PROG) = NSX - 1
 
[SN 0085 LNDATE(PROG) = NSO - 1
 
ISN 0086 IF (NLVP(PROG).EO.O) GO TO 165
 
ISN 0088 IJ = NLVP(PROG)
 
ISN 0089 H = LVARY(PROG)
 
ISN 0090 00 172 I=lIJ
 
ISN 0091 LVSIH) = NSL(I) -

ISN 0092 172 H-= H E 1
 
ISN 0093 175 GO TO 164
 
ISN 0094 178 IF(.NOT.EXT) GO TO 110
 
ISN 0096 S(PROG) = STR & 1.0
 
ISN 0097 IF(NLVP(PROG),EQ.O) GO TO 165
 
ISN 0099 GO TO 164
 
ISM 0100 180 S(PROG) = STR
 
[SN 0101 RIPROG) = CKR
 
ISN 0102 C(PROG) = CKC
 
ISN 0103 SUS (PROG) = CKS
 
ISN 0104 NYRSST(PROG) = NOS
 
ISN 0105 NSTRST(PROG) = NSS
 
ISN 0106 NSTRRC(PROGI - NSR
 
ISN 0107 NYRSRCIPROG) = NYRC
 
ISN 0108 NSTRFX(PROG) = NSX
 
ISN 0109 LNDATE(PROG) = NSO
 
ISN 0110 IF (NLVPIPROG).EQ.0) GO TO 190
 
ISN 0112 IJ NLVPIPROG)

ISN 0113 H = LVARY(PROG
 
ISN 0114 00 182 I=l,J
 
ISN 0115 LVS(HI = NSLI|
 
ISN 0116 182 H = H t 1
 
ISN 0117 00 36 LC = 1,20
 
ISN 0118 36 RECUR(LCPROG) = RRR(LC)
 







*.e* END OF COMPILATION ****.
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VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE(126976,24576) DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
















LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
130 SAV2- SAV2 134 SCRACH SCRACH
 
138 SCRACH SCRAGH 13C SCRACH SCRACH
 
140 SCRACH SCRACH 144 SCRACH SCRACH
 




















C BUDGET SMOOTHING PROGRAM - R.E. SLYE
 
C MODIFIED BY C.J. GOLDEN
 




































































0016 DATA ASTR /1H*/
 
0017 DATA ZERO /1HO/
 
0018 DATA FLET /IHF/
 
0019 DATA MLFT /1HN/
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0021 IODD = 0
 
0022 NSCALE(1) = 1
 
0023 NSCALE(2) = 0
 
0024 NSCALE(3) = 0
 
0025 NSCALE(4) = 0
 
0026 NSCALE(5) = 0
 
0027 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 18
 
0028 P1AX = 5000.
 
0029 PMIN = 1500.
 
C ACCL = TRUE IMPLIES USE ACCELERATION OPTION
 
0030 ACCL = .TRUE.
 
C EXT = TRUE IMPLIES USE EXTENSION OPTION
 
0031 EXT = .TRUE.
 
0032 DO 5 1=1,10
 
0033 5 TITLE (I) = BLANK
 
0034 DO 6 I = 1,20
 
0035 CNTRVL(I) = BLANK
 




0038 16 CALL INPUT (6HTITLE , TITLE, 6HLEVEL ,LEVEL, 6HISTRT ,ISTRT,
 
X 6HIFIN ,IFIN, 6HMAXITR,MAXITR,6HNCSTR ,NCSTR.6HNPROG NPROD,
 
X 6HKPROG ,KPROD,6HKODE ,KODO,6HCS ,CS,6HFIXED ,FIXEO,
 
X 6HPMAX ,PMAX, 6HPMIN ,PMIN, 6HACCL , ACCL, 6HEXT ,EXT)
 
0039 DO 550 1 = ltNCSTR
 
0040 NPROG(I) = NPROD(II
 
0041 KPROG(II) = KPRODII)
 
0042 550 KODEII) = KDDDII)
 
0043 DO 79 1 2 1,20
 
0044 79 FIXEDII) = FIXED(II*(I. + GRO)**(I-1)
 
0045 IFINCSTR.EO.O) GO TO 18
 
0046 00 8 1 = I.NCSTR
 
0047 DO 2 I1 INMIS
 




0050 GO TO 36
 
0051 3 NPROG(I) = II '"
 
0052 36 IF(KPROG{II).EQ.O) GO TO B
 
0053 DO 1 11 = 1,NMIS
 




0056 GO TO 8
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0059 IF(NSPR.EQ.0I GO TO 18 "
 
0060 00 510 I =-lNCSTR "
 
0061 DO 502 I1 = INSPR
 




0064 GO TO 37
 
0065 503 NPROG(.I) - 11 + NMIS
 
0066 37 IFIKPROG(Ih)EO.O) GO TO 510
 
0067 00 501 II = INSPR
 




0070 GO TO 510
 




0073 18 IFINCS.EO.0) GO TO 20
 




0076 1001 FORMAT(3HONUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS HAS EXCEEDED 90)
 
0077 NCS 90 - NCSTR
 
0078 35 DO 19 I =lNCS
 
0079 NCSTR = NCSTR + 1
 
0080 KODE(NCSTR) = KODX(I)
 
0081 CS(NCSTR) = CSX(II
 
0082 NPROG(NCSTR) = NPRO(I)
 




0085 20 CALL LISTC
 
0086 CALL PLOT1 (NSCALE,7,5,15,6)
 
0087 T = 1.0
 
0088 00 17 1=1,20
 
0089 YEARtI) =TREF + T - 1.
 
0090 Y(I) = AMOD(YEARII),100.)
 




0093 NLV = 0
 
0094 DO 33 1 = 1,NV
 
0095 00 31 J = 1M
 
0096 IF(IVEH(J).NE.I) GO TO 31
 
0097 NLV = NLV + 1
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'0102 GO TO 33
 
0103 32 IA =.VEH1ll)
 
0104 18 = VEH(2,I)
 
0105 IC = VEH(3,I)
 










0111 335 CALL AFRMT (NXVNAMI I)l
 
0112 00 39 PROG= "l=N
 
0113 39 CALL REVLUS
 
0114 22 DO 23 I=1,N
 






0118 CF(1) = CII)
 
0119 SUSTF(I) =SUS (I)
 
0120 NOSF(I) = NYRSSTII1
 
0121 - NSSFII= NSTRST(I) 
0122 NSXF(1) = NSTRFX(I)
 
0123 LNOF(1) = LNDATEII)
 
0124 23 NSRF(ill NSTRRC(I)
 
0125 DO 24 I=I,M
 
0126 24 LVSFII) = LVS(I)
 
0127 IF(FINISH.GT.1) GO TO 21
 
0128 00 25 I=ISTRTIFIN
 
0129 25 CNTRVL(I) = ASTR
 
C NOP = I IF NO CHANGES ARE ALLOWED IN PROGRAM VARIABLES
 
0130 21 DO 26 1 = INCSTR
 
0131 J = NPROG(I)
 
0132 IF (KOOIE(I.EO.8) NOPIJI = 1 
0133 26 CONTINUE
 
0134 27 OUT = .FALSE.
 
0135 DO 61 PRCG = 1,N - "
 








0140 91 FORMAT(IOWARNING - CONSTRAINT VIOLATED IN PROGRAM NUMBER0,13)

0141 D0 300 ITER = ItMAXITR
 
0142 IPRNT = 0
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0144 00 200 PROG = 1,N
 
C IODD INDICATES WHAT TYPE OF CHANGE IS BEING MADE- 1000=0 INITIALLY
 
0145 14 SKIP = (IPRNT.EO.AND.ITER.GT.1).OR.PROG.NE..OR.IODD.NE.0
 
0146 IF (SKIP.AND.NOP(PROG).EQ.I.AND.PROG.NE.1I GO TO 195
 
0147 15 00 30 J=1,20
 
0148 TOTAL(J) = 0.
 
0149 30 WIJ) = 0.
 
0150 IF (SKIP) GO TO 55
 
0151 40 XT = 0.
 
0152 ST = 0.
 
0153 DO 50 I=IN
 
C FLAGR = * INDICATES A CHANGE IN DEVELOPMENT DURATION 
0154 FLAGR(I) = BLANK
 
C FLAGS = * INDICATES A CHANGE IN START DATE OF DEVELOPMENT
 
0155 FLAGS(I) = BLANK
 
0156 IF (RII).NE.RF(I)) FLAGRII) = ASTR
 
0157 IF (S(Il)NE.SFfI)) FLAGSII) = ASTR
 
0158 X - NYRSST{II
 
0159 ST = ST + SUSII)*X
 
0160 50 XT = XT + C(I)
 




0163 DO 53 I11,N
 
0164 IF(I.GT.NMIS+NSPR) 0 TO 52
 
0165 K * NYRSRC(I) 
0166 IFIK.EO.O.OR.I.GT.NMIS) RECURIL,I) 0.0
 




0168 G0 TO 51
 






0171 51 K = NYRSFX(II
 
0172 IF (K.EO.0) GO TO 53
 




0175 WRITE 46,95) XTST
 






0179 CALL PLOT2 (IMAGEY(16),Y(1),PMAX,PMIN)
 
0180 00 54 1=1,1000
 
0181 54 XLVSUM(I.13 = 0.0 
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C 
0182 55 CALL TCOSTS (8LANKASTRI
 
C 
0183 IF(LS.GT.20.OR.LS.LE.0) GO TO 78
 
0184 XL = O.
 
C IF LEVELCI) AND (2) ARE INPUT AS INTEGER YEARS# THEN THE PROGRAM
 
C TAKES THE AVERAGE SPENDING OVER THE PERIOD ENCOMPASSED BY THESE-

C YEARS AS THE DESIRED BUDGET LEVEL
 
0185 DO 76 I=LS,LF
 
0186 76 XL = XL+TOTAL(I)
 
0187 XL = XL/FLOAT(LF-LS+1)
 
0188 00 77 1=1,20
 
0189 77 LEVEL(I) = XL
 
0190 78 IF (SKIP) GO TO 80
 
0191 WRITE (6,99) (W(I),I=1,JS)
 
0192 WRITE (6,990) (FIXED(1),I=I,JS)
 
0193 WRITE (6,991) (TOTAL(I),I=lJS)
 
0194 WRITE (6,993) CNTRVL
 
0195 WRITE (6,992) (LEVEL(I),I=IJS)
 
0196 IF(KSTAT.GT.O) WRITE(6,994) IXMODEII),I = 1,JS) 
0197 IF(KSTAT.GT.0) WRITE(6,995) (IUB(I, I * IJS) 
0198 CALL PLOT3(FLET,Y,FIXEDJS)
 
0199 IF(KSTAT.GT.O) CALL PLOT3(ULETYUBJS)
 
0200 IFIKSTAT.GT.0) CALL PLOT3IMLET,Y,XMODE,JS)
 
0201 CALL PLOT3 (ZERD,Y,LEVELIFIN)
 
0202 CALL PLOT3 (ASTR,Y,TOTALJS)
 
0203 80 SOD = 0
 
0204 DO 100 I=ISTRT,IFIN
 




0207 RMS = SORT (SOD/FLOAT(IFIN-ISTRT+I)),
 
C SAVEX = RMS VALUE AT BEGINNING OF ITERATION
 
0208 IF (PROG.EQ.1.AND.IODO.EQ.0) SAVEX = RMS
 
0209 IF (SKIP) GO TO 110
 
C RMS1 = VALUE OF RMS USING INPUT DATA
 
0210 IF(ITER.EO.1) RMS1 = RMS
 
0211 WRITE (6,199) RMSYEARISTRT),YEAR(IFIN)
 










0217 110 IF (OUT) GO TO 400
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0218 IF (ITER.EO.MAXITRI GO TO 300
 
C SAVER = RMS VALUE AT BEGINNING OF PROGRAM CHANGE CONSIDERATIONS
 
0219 IF(IODO.EO.O) SAVER = RMS
 







0222 IFIMYFLAG.EQI) GO TO 14
 
0223 190 lOUD = 0
 
C SAVER = VALUE OF RMS AT END OF ITERATION
 
0224 IF(RMS.LT.SAVER.AND.PROG.EQ.N) SAVER t RMS
 
0225 195 IF(PROG.LT.N) GO TO 200
 
0226 IF (SAVEX.NE.SAVER) GO TO 300
 




0229 OUT = .TRUE.
 








0234 GO TO 403
 
0235 400 WRITE 16,299)





0238 00 402 I=INLV
 
0239 XLVTOT = 0.0
 
0240 DO 401 11=iJS
 
0241 401 XLVTOT = XLVTOT 4 XLVSUMIIII)
 
C XLVSUM(II,I) = NUMBER OF LAUNCHES IN YEAR I FOR VEN. KVEHIII)
 
0242 402 WRITE (6,908) KVEHIII),XLVTOTIXLVSUM(III),II=1,JS)
 




0245 909 FORMAT (46HOINPUT ASSIGNMENT IS OPTIMUM SMOOTHED SOLUTION)
 
0246 GO TO 7
 
0247 404 NNMI = NMIS + NSPR
 
0248 DO 9 1 = 1,NNMI
 
0249 IFIABSIS(I) + R(i) - SFIT) - RFIII).GE..Ol) GO TO 13
 
0250 IFINYRSST(I).NE.NDSF(I)) GD TO 13
 
0251 IFINLVP(Il.EQ.O) GO TO 9 .
 
0252 IF(LNDATEIII.NE.LNDF(I)) GO TO 13
 
0253 IJ = NLVP(II
 
0254 H = LVARYII)
 
6255 00 I1 II.= 1aJ
 




3257 IFIABS(S(I)+X-SF(II-FLOATILVSFIH))).GE..O) GO TO 13
 




0260 IF(N.EO.NNMI) GO-TO 7
 
0261 NNMI = NNMI + 1
 
0262 DO 10 1 = NNMI,N
 
0263 IFIABS(SII) - RII) - SF1I) - RF(I).GE.O1) GO TO 13
 
0264 IFINYRSSTII).NE.NDSFII)) GO TO 13
 
0265 IFIABS(CFII)-C{II).GE..OOI1 -GO TO 13
 




0268 7 FINISH = MITR + I
 
0269 GO TO 12
 
0270 13 FINISH FINISH + 1
 




0273 90 FORMAT'(lH1,15X;14HREFERENCE YEARF7.O,5X,lOA4)
 
0274 92 FORMAT (78HOPN NAME, START DEVL YRS GUST SS' SO RS RD R
 
XECURRING OR FIXED ITEMS' "11H I
 
0275 93 FURMAT (13,IX,4HDEV ,12,F6.0,IX,A1,F7.OF4.0,LX,A1,F5.0,4I4)
 
0276 94 FORMATII3,1X,A6,F6.01X,A1,F7.0,F4-. ,lXtAIFS.0,414,12F6.0)
 
0277 95 FORMAT (20X,4H----,8X,4H---/2X,5HTOTAL,12XF6.OFlI.0)
 








0281 99 FORMAT I6HOSUM ,4X,20F6.0)

0282 107 FORMAT (44X,214,12F6.1I
 
0283 199 FORMAT I6HORMS =,FS.0,5X,18HSMOOTHING INTERVALF6.0,5H THRUF6.0)
 
0284 298 FORMAT (IOHOITERATION, 131
 
0285 .299 FORMAT (IIX4HFINAL CASEI
 
0286 390 FORMAT (11X,16H MAXITR EXCEEDED 1
 
0287 399 FORMAT (lH)
 
0288 499 FORMAT I1HO,50X,4HYEAR
 
0289 902 FORMAT (IHO,40X,34H* INDICATES CHANGE FROM INPUT DATA)
 
0290 903 FURMAT (1II130X,19HRECURRING COST DATA /IHO,8X,3HKEY,1OX,
 
" 4HNAME,24X,9HUNIT COST /1H I
 
0291 905 FORMAT (IOX,12,1OX,4A4,1OXFIO.2)
 




0293 907 FORMAT IL1HOLV TOTAL)
 
0294 908 FORMAT (IX,12,F8.2,2OF6.1)
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991 FORMAT (6 TOTAL,4X,2OF6.0
 
0297 
 992 FORMAT (6H LEVEL,4X,2OF6.0)
 
0298 993 FORMAT (SX,2O(5X,AI)),
 
0299 
 994 FORMATI6HO HODE,4X,2OF6.O
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0011 IF IIFLAG.GE.1) GO TO 621
 
C FIND MAX NUM OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION POSSIBLE
 
0012 DO 661 1 = INSTG
 
0013 NUSCI) = 0
 
- 0014 00 661 J=lMYRS
 
0015 STGYTR(IJ,1 = 0.0
 
0016 -661 STGYTR(IJ,2) = 00
 
0017 IFINCI.EO.O) GO TO 665
 
0018 00 662 1 = INCI
 
0019 DO 662 J = IpMYRS
 
0020 662 RINTYRII.J) = 0.0
 
0021 665 DO 6500 I = INM
 
Dl-73 
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0022 IFtYRLIII).LT..001) GO TO 6500
 
0023 J = LYR(I)
 
0024 JX = LETT(I)
 
0025 K = LTR(JXI
 
C MSAVE & ISAVE INDICATE IF THAT STAGE OR INTEGRATION HAS ALREADY BEEN
 
C COUNTFD FOR MISSION NM
 
0026 DO 9003 IZ = 1,40
 
0027 MSAVE(IZ) = 0
 
0028 9003 ISAVE(IZ) = 0
 
0029 DO 650 11 = I,NV
 
0030 IF(ITEM(VNMII,1,1).EQ.O) GO TO 650
 
0031 X = N$HLT(I1,JX)
 
0032 O0 649 MS = 1,4
 
0033 IA = VFH(MS.I1I
 
0034 IF(IA.EO.O) GO TO 650
 
0035 IFIISAVEIIA).EO.1) GO TO 644
 
0036 STGYTR(IA,J,K) = YRLM(I)*X + STGYTRIIA,J,K)
 
0037 MSAVE(IA) = 1
 
0038 644 IFINCI.EO.O) GO TO 649
 
0039 IF(MS.EO.4) GO TO 650
 
0040 IF(VEHIMS+1,II).EQ.OI GO TO 650
 
0041 LI = VEH(N+S1,I1)
 
0042 DO 645 MI = I,NCI
 
0043 IF(ISAVE(NI).EQ.1) GO TO 645
 
0044 00 646 KY = 1,4
 
0045 IF(NFML(MI).NE.NFS(IAKY)) GO TO 646
 
0046 00 647 KZ = 1,4 '
 






0050 GO TO 645
 
0051 648 RINTYR(MIJ) = RINTYRtMI,J) + YRLM(I)*X
 










0057 00 668 J = 1,IYRS
 
0058 DO 668 1 = 1,NSTG
 
0059 668 STGYHW(I,J) = STGYTR(IJ,)"+ STGYTR(IJ,2)
 
0060 GO TO 673
 
S DETERMINE NUMBER OF EACH STAGE AND INTEGRATION USED IN LAST ITERATION BY YEAR
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C FOR FUTURE PRINT OUT
 
0061 621 DO 623 K=1,2
 
0062 DO 623 J=tI,HYRS
 
0063 00 623 I=INSTG
 
0064 STGMAX(IJK) = NTGYTR(IJK)
 
0065 STGMAX{IJK) = STGMAX(IJK)/IO.0
 
0066 623 STGYTR(I,J,KI = 0.0
 
0067 - IF(NCI';EO.O) GO TO 9000
 
0068 00 624 J=I,MYRS
 
0069 DO 624 I=],NCI
 
0070 RINTMX(IJ) = NINTYRIIJI
 
0071 RINTMX(IJ) = RINTMXIIJ)/10.0
 
0072 624 RINTYR(IJ) = 0.0
 
0073 9000 DO 622 J=INN
 
0074 IF(YRLMIJI.LT..O01) GO TO 622
 
0075 I = MIN(J)
 
0076 *K = LYRIJ]
 
0077 JX = LETT(JI
 
0078 ITR = LTR(JX)
 
0079 X = NMULT(I,JX)
 




0082 IF (L.EO.0P GO TO 622
 
0083 STGYTR(L,K,ITR) = STGYTR(L,KITRI + YRLMIJ)X
 
0084 IF (NCI.EO.O) GO TO 625
 
0085. IF (MS.EO.4) GO TO 622
 
0086 IF (VEH(MS+1,I).EO.O) GO TO 622
 
0087 LI = VEHIMS+-1,)
 
0088 DO 626 MI=INCI
 
0089 DO 627 KY=I,4
 
0090 IFINFMLIMI).NE.NFS(L,KYI) GO TO 627
 
0091 00 628 KZ = 1,4
 






0095 GO TO 626
 








0100 IFINCI.EO.O) GO TO 9001
 
-0101 DO 691 1=1,NCI
 
0102 DO 691 J=,MYRS
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0103 691 IF(RINTYR(I,J).LT..O01) RINTYR(I,J) = RINTMXIIiJ)
 




0104 9001 IFILCK.FO.O.OR.MOS.EO.I.OR.MOS.EO.3) GO TO 4100
 
0105 DO 676 K = 1,2
 
0106 00 676 J = I1MYRS
 
0107 DO 676 I = 1,NSTG
 
0108 IF(ABS(STGYTR(ItJK) - STGMAXIIvJtK)),GT.OO1.AND.STGYTRItJKho
 
IGT.0.O01.OR.(IFLAG.LE.I.AND.NU(II.LT.0) 






0111 4101 FORMAT (1HO.4X, 4OHTHE OPTIMUM SOLUTION HAS BEEN DETERMINED)
 
C 
0112 678 CALL VEHRC
 
C 




0115 DO 112 I = 1,NUMD
 
0116 IF(KUUT(I).EQ.O) GO TO 112
 
0117 LT = KOUT(I)
 











0123 8005 FORMAT(49HOMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ASSIGNMENT ITERATIONS EXCEEDED)
 
0124 GO TO 678
 
C DETERMINE HARDWARE COSTS BY YEAR BASED ON LAST ITERATION
 
0125 679 00 8013 I = 1,NSTG
 
0126 KLUE(I) - 0
 
0127 DO 8014 J = ItMYRS "
 
6128 IF(STGYTR(IhJ,1I.GT.O.01.DR.STGYTRIIJ,2).GT..OI KLUE(I1 = I
 
0129 8014 STGYHWIJI.= STGYTR(IJl + STOYTRIIJ,2)
 
0130 IF(KLUE(I).EO.1) GO TO 8013
 
0131 DO 8016 J = IMYRS
 
0132 STGYTRIIJlI = STGMAXIIJ,1J
 
0133 STGYTR(IJ,2) = STGMAXII,J,2)
 






C ADD INITIAL REUSABLE PURCHASE PRICE TO OEV. COST OS
 
0136 672 IF(IFLAG.GT.1.OR.FINISH.GT.1 GO TO 673
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0137 NX = NSTG + 1 
0138 DO 674 11 = 1,NX
 
0139 READ(5,5000) JNX2, X3,X4.X5
 




0142. 00 675 1 = INSTG
 






0146 IFLAG = 100
 
0147 GO TO 674
 
0148 6755 NOBCI) = NX2
 
0149 XLT(I) = X3
 
0150 TATII) = X4
 
0151 IF(XS.GT..001) PLCT(I) = ALOG(X51/ALOG12.)
 
0152 IF(X5.LE..001)- PLCT(I) = 0.0
 




0155 6735 IF(IFLAG.EO.100) RETURN
 
0156 673 K w 0
 
0157 DO 710 1 = INSTG
 
0158 IF({NU(I).EQ.0I.OR.(IFLAG.GE.1.AND.NU(I).GE.0)I GO TO 710
 
0159 IFIIFLAG.EO.0) GO TO 709
 
0160 NUSII) = NU(l)
 
- 0161 I= I
 







0163 709 NI = MAS(1,1)
 
0164 IF(NU(I).LT.0I LCK = 1
 
0165 X = NUII)P
 
0166 IFIX.LT.0) X = -X
 
0167 Y = NUSII)
 
0168 OSINI) = OSINI) + IX+YI * UPPII)
 
0169 IF(K.EQ.0) WRITE (6,211)
 








C MAKE ADJUSTMENT FOR BATCHING OVER YEARS
 
0174 D0 663 1 = hNSTG
 
0175 IF INBY(I)EO.1) GO TO 663
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0176 IA = 2
 
-0177 18 = NBY(I)
 
0178 IC = 1
 
0179 666 00 664 J= IAtIB
 
0180 IF (J.GT.MYRS) 00 TO 700
 
0181 664 STGYHW(I,IC) STGYHWII,IC) + STGYHWII,J)
 
0182 700 DO 667 J = IAtIB
 
0183 IF (J.GT.MYRS) GO TO 663
 
0184 667 STGYHW(IJ) = 5TGYHWI(,IC)
 
0185 IA = IA + NBYII)
 
0186 18 = 18 - NBY(I)
 
0187 IC = IC + NBY(I)
 




0190 IF(IFLAG.EO.O) G0 TO 9006
 
0191 00 9005 1 = INSTG
 
0192 IF(KLUE(I).EO.O) GO TO 9005
 
0193 DO 9002 J = 1,NYRS
 
6194 IF(STGYTR(IJ,1I).LT..O) STGYTR(I,Jl) = STGMAXII,JI)
 
0195 IF (STGYTR(IJ,2).LT..01) STGYTRIIJ,2) = STGMAX(IJ,2)
 






0199 9006 DO 9007 K = 1,2
 
0200 00 9007 J = 1,MYRS
 
0201 00 9007 1 = INSTG
 
0202 9007 NTGYTR(I,JK) = STGYTR(IJK)*10.0
 
0203 IFINCI.EO.OI GO TO 9009
 
0204 00 9008 J = I,MYRS
 
0205 DO 9008 I = I,NCI
 




C DETERMINE VEHICLE RECURRING COSTS BY YEAR AND LAUNCH SITE
 
0207 9009 DO 632 1=1,NV
 
0208 00 635 J=1,HYRS
 
0209 RECUR(IJI) = 0.0
 
0210 635 RECUR(IJ,2) = 0.0
 
0211 00 633 MS = 1,4
 
0212 K = VEHINMS,I)
 
0213 IF (K.EO.O) GO TO 632
 
0214 9004 00 634 J= IMYRS
 
0215 IF(STGYHWIKJI.LT.0.001) GO TO 634
 
0216 IFIMODE(K,1).NE.0) GO TO 8015
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0217 HDWR = SR(K,1I*STGYHW(KJ3*4PLC(K,1I
 
0218 GO TO 8010
 
0219 8915 LX = MODE(KIt)
 
0220 IF(STGYHW(KJ).LE.POJILX)) HDWR = SRJ(LXI)/STGYHW(KJ
 
0221 IF(STGYHWIK,J).GT.POJ(LX)I HOWR = SRJ(LX,2)+SRJ(LX,3)/STGYHW(KJ)
 
0222 8310 D0"692 I = 1,2
 
0223 IF(STGYTR(K,JtL).LT..001) GO TO 692
 
0224 M = L + I
 




0227 GO TO 692
 
0228 8011 LX = NODE(IK,M)
 
0229 IF(STGYTRIK,J L).LE.POJ(LX)) RECURIIJ ,L) = RECURIIJ L)
 
1 + SRJ(LX,1)/STGYTR(K,J ,L) + HDWR
 
0230 IF ISTGYTR(K,J ,L).GT.POJCLXJ) RECUR(IJ L) = RECUR[IJ ,L) +
 






0233 IF(NCI.EO.O) GO TO 633
 
0234 IF (MS.EO.41 GO TO 632
 
0235 IF(VEH(MS+1,I).EQ.0) GO TO 632
 
0236 K1 = VEH(MS+1,I)
 
0237 DO 636 L=1,NCI
 
0238 DO 637 KYfl,4
 
0239 IF INFNL(LI.NE.NFS(KKYY)' GO TO 637
 
0240 DO 638 KZ = 1,4
 






0244 GO TO 636
 
6245 639 00 640 J = ItMYRS
 
0246 IFIRINTYR(L,J).LT..0001) GO TO 640
 
0247 HOWR = RINT(L3*RINTYRILJ)**PLCINT(LI
 
0248 RECUR(IJ,1) = RECUR(I,J,I) + HDWR
 












0255 208 FORMAT (14,6X,2F12.2,5X,A4,lX,I4HSTAGE HAROWARE,29X,13,9X,13)
 
0256 209 FORMAT (6X, 27HNUMBER OF UNITS PURCHASED -, F5.1)
 
0257 211 FORMAT (33HICHANGED QUANTITIES BRANCHED UPON/1HO,6HNUMBER, 5X,
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0258 5000 FORMAT (12,2XI2,ZF6.1,F6.3)
 
0259 5001 FORMAT (45HOKODE NUMBER INCORRECT ON REUSABLE STAGE CARD, 16)
 
0260 5002 FORMAT (14,16, 18, FLO.1, 16, F1.O, FOO, F8.2)
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F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LIST,NCAL,MAP 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=(126976,24576) 







DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
MODULE MAP 
CONTROL SECTION ENTRY 





























****MDXO2SM NOW REPLACED IN DATA SEl 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE DIRECTORY 
1EW0461 WARNING - SYMBOL PRINTED IS AN UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCE, NCAL WAS SPECIFIED. 














SUBROUTINE TCOSTS (BLANKASTR) 
CALCULATE TOTAL COSTS 









































8 6),NLVP(86) 5, NSTRRC(86),NYRSRC(86),LNOF(86),NSTRST(86),LNDATEI86),NPRO(90), 




00 55 I = 1.20 




DO 70 L=I,N 
FLAG = 0. 
T = 1.0 
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0021 AYRS = RL) + 1.0
 
0022 IFIL.LE.NMIS + NSPR) GO TO 30
 




0025 JX - MATILX)
 
0026 IF(JX.GT.1000) JX = JX - 2000
 




0029 IT = T - S(L) + TREF
 
0030 X = (T - SIL) + TREF) I AYRS
 
C X.LE.O PROGRAM DEV. NASN-T STARTED YET - X.GE.1 PROGRAM 0EV. IS OVER
 
0031 IF (X.LE.O.) GO TO 59
 
0032 IF (X.GE.1.) GO TO 56 -

C BETA DISTRIBUTION FOR C(L)
 
0033 F = i(X*(1.-X))**2) * 30. * C(Ll I AYRS
 
0034 IFIKSTAT.EO.O.OR.SKIP.OR.F.LT..0001 GO TO 56
 
0035 IF(L.LE.NMIS + NSPR) GO TO 31
 
0036 IF(JX.LT.-200) GO TO 56
 
0037 IF(JX.LT.-0OO) GO T0 41
 
0038 IFIJX.LT.0) GO TO 42
 
0039 IFISVAR4,JX).GT..001) VTC(KI = VTC(K) + F*F*IEXP(SVARI4,JX) ­
1 1.0)
 
0040 GO TO 56
 
0041 41 KX = -JX - 100
 
0042 IF(FIVARI2,KX).GT..01) - VTC(K) = VTCIK) +
 
I F*F*EXPIFIVAR(2,KX }) - 1.01
 
0043 GO TO 56
 
0044 42 KX = - JX
 
0045 . IF(FMVAR(1, KX).GT..0O1) VTCrK) - VTCIK) + F*F*
 
I (EXP(FMVAR(I, KX)) - 1.0)
 
0046 GO TO 56
 
0047 31 IFIPLVAR(ZL).LT..0001) . GO TO 56
 
0048 TTSR = F*F*(EXPIPLVAR(2,L)) - 1.0)
 
0049 VTCIK) = VTC(K) + TTSR
 
0050 56 IF (NYRSST(L).EO.0) GO'TO 57
 
0051 1 = IT - NSTRST(r)
 
0052 IF(I.LT.O.oR.I.GE.NYRSST(L) GO TO 57
 
0053 F = F '+ SOS(L)
 
0054 IF(KSTAT.EQO.G.R.SK]P.OR.SUSIL).LT..0001 GO TO 57
 
0055 IFIL.LE.NMIS + NSPRI GO TO 32
 
0056 IFIJX.LT. 200) GO TO 57
 
0057 IF(JX.LT.-1001 GO 70 43
 
0058 IFIJX.LT.O) GO TO 44
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0059 IF(SVAR(5,JX).GT,,O01) VTC(K) = VTCIK) + SUS(L)*SUSIL)*
 




0061 43 KX = -JX -100
 
0062 IF(FIVAR43, KX ).GT..O0DI VTC(K) = VTCIK) +
 
.1 SUS(L)*SUSIL)*(EXPSFIVAR(3, KX .) - 1.0)
 
0063 GO TO 57
 
0064 44 KX = -JX
 
0065 IF(FMVAR(2, KX).GT..001) 'VTC(K) = VTC(K) +
 
1 SUS(L)*SUS(L)*(EXPIFMVAR(2, XX)) - 1.0)
 
0066 GO TO 57
 
0067 32 IF(PLVAR(3,L).LT..0001) GO TO 57
 
0068 TTSR = SUSIL)*SUS(L)*(EXPIPLVARI3L)V- 1.0)
 
0069 VTC(K) = VTC(K) + TTSR
 
0070 57 IF (NYRSRC(L).EQ.0 GO TO 58
 
0071 I = IT - NSTRRC(L)

0072 IF(I.LT.0.0R.I.GE.NYRSRC(L)) GO TO 58
 
0073 F = F + RECUR(I+IL)
 
0074 IFIKSTAT.EO.O.OR.SKIP.OR.RECUR(II+,L).LT..o1) GO TO 58
 




0076 58 IF INYRSFX(L).EQ.0) GO TO 59
 
0077 1 = IT - NSTRFXIL)
 
0078 IFII.LT.O.OR.1.GE.NYRSFX(L)) GO TO 59
 
0079 F = F + RFIXD(I+I,L)
 
0080 IFIKSTAT.EO.O.OR.SKIP.CRRFIXOI+,).LT..O001) G0 TO 59
 
0081 IF(L.LE.NMI-S + NSPR) GO TO 39
 
0082 IFIJX.LT.-200) GO TO 59
 
0083 IF(JX.LT.-100) GO TO 37
 
0084 IF(JX.LT.0) GO TO 35
 
0085 LXX = LARSIJX)
 
0086 IF(VARF(LXX).GT..001) VTC(K) * VTC(K) + RFIXOII+IL)*
 




0008 35 LXX = LABF(-JX)
 
0089 IFIVARFILXX).GT..001) VTCIK) = VTCIK) + RFIXD(I+1,L)t 
I AFIXDII+IL)*(EXP(VARF(LXX)) - 1.0)
 
0090 GO T0 59
 
0091 37 LXX = LABI(-JX - 100)
 
0092 IFIVARFILXX).GT..OO1) VTC(K) = VTC(K) + RFIXD(+1,L)*
 
1 RFIXDII+I,L)*IEXP(VARF(LXX)) - 1.0)
 
0093 G0 TO 59
 
0094 39 IF(VARMIL).GT..O01) VTC(K) = VTCIK) + RFIXOCI IL)*RFIXOII+IL)*
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1 (EXP(VARM(L)) - 1.0)
 
0095 59 D(K) = F
 
C WIK) IS TOTAL COST IN YEAR K
 
0096 WIK) = W(K) + D(K)*(GRO +1.)**(K-1)
 
0097 IF (OfK).EO.O..AND.FLAG.EQ.I.) GO TO 65
 
0098 IF (D(K).NE.O.) FLAG = 1.
 
0099 60 T = T + 1.0
 
0100 K = 21
 
0101 65 K = K-1
 
0102 JS = MAXO (JSK)
 






0105 IF(L.GT.NMIS+NSPR) WRITE(6,89) LLABEL(NDUM),(D(I),I=IjK)
 
0106 IF (NLVP(LI.ED.O) GO TO 70
 
0107 IJ = NLVP(L)
 
0108 H = LVARY(L)
 
0109 DO 69 11=,IJ
 
0110 00 67 1=1,20
 
0111 XOUT(I) = BLANK
 
0112 67 VOUT(I) = BLANK
 
0113 XSUB = LVS(HI
 
0114 IA = S(L) - TREF + XSUB
 
0115 IB = IA+LVD(H)-1
 
0116 DO 68 I=AIB
 
0117 IF (I.LT.I) GO TO 68
 
0118 IF (I.GT.20) GO TO 68
 
0119 IC = I-IA+1
 




0122 KK = IVEHIH) 
0123 ILV = KVEH(KK)
 
0124 XLVSUMIIILV) = XLVSUM(IILV) + XSCH(ICH)
 
0125 68 CONTINUE ­
0126 WRITE (6,901) (VOUT(),XOUTIl),I=IK)
 




0129 00 75 1l1,JS
 
0130 VTCI) = VTC(I)*(IO + GRO)*(2*1I-1))
 




0133 O 80 I = ,JS
 
0134 IF(W().LT..0001) GO TO 79
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0135 IF(VTC(I).LT..0I)' GO TO 78 
0136 SIG = ALOG(W(1)*W(1) + VTCHI)) - ALOGIW(II*W(I)) 
0137 TP = SORT(SIG) 
0138 XMODE(I) = WtI)*(EXP(-1.5*SIGI) 
0139 XMU = ALOG(WI)l) - .5*SIG 
0140 XMD = (ALOG(XMODEf1)) - XMU)/TP 
0141 CALL NOTR(XMO,PZDD) 
0142 P2 = P2 + .5 
0143 CALL NDTRI(P2,Y2,DD,IE) 
0144 U8(1) = EXPITP*Y2 + XMU) 
0145 XMODE(I) = XMOOE(I) + FIXED(I) 
0146 UB(1) = UBII) + FIXED(1) 
0147 00 TO 80 
0148 73 XMODEIl) = TOTAL(1) 
0149 UB(1) = TOTALII) 
0150 GO TO 80 
0151 79 XMODE(I) = 0.0 
0152 UBII) = 0.0 
0153 80 CONTINUE 
0154 RETURN 
0155 89 FORMAT(13,IX,4HDEV 12,20F6.0) 
0156 98 FORMAT (13,IX,A6,2OF6.0) 
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TOTAL MEMORY REQUIREMENTS 0016E6 BYTES
 
F88-LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS SPECIFIED LISTNCALMAP
 
VARIABLE OPTIONS USED - SIZE=(126976,245761 DEFAULT OPTION(S) USED 
















































(17) 0S/360 FORTRAN H DATE 71.084/16.53.36
 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAHE= MAINOPT=02,LINECNT=44,SOURCEBCDNOLIST,NOOECKLOAONOAP,NOEOITIDNO 
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE VEHRC
 




ISN 0003 REAL NPERPD
 


















ISN 0008 COMON/SCRACH/ VYTRI20,120),DUNM(1O2),RCOST60),DU(4246I
 
C COUNT NUMBER OF EACH VEHICLE USED BY YEAR AND TEST RANGE
 
ISN 0009 NV2 = 24NV
 
ISN 0010 DO 8032 I = INV2
 
ISN 0011 DO 8032 J = ItMYRS
 
ISN 0012 8032 VYTR(JI) = 0.0 
ISN 0013 00 8033 L = 1,NM
 
ISN 0014 IF(YRLM(L).LT..0001) GO TO 8033
 
ISN 0016 [1= MIN(L)
 
ISN 0017 M = LETTIL)
 
ISN 0018 1 = 11
 
ISN 0019 IF(LTRINI.EQ.2) I = I1 & NV
 
ISN 0021 X = NMULTII8,M)
 
ISN 0022 J = LYRIL)
 
ISN 0023 VYTR(J,II = VYTR(JI) & YRLAIL)*X
 
ISN 0024 8033 CONTINUE
 
C DETERMINE 'AVERAGE' RECURRING COST OF EACH VEHICLE 
ISN 0025 00 8034 I = 1,NV 
ISN 0026 RCOST(I) 0.0
 
[SN 0027 TVEH = 0.0 
ISN 0028 II = I & NV
 
ISN 0029 00 8035 J = 1,MYRS 




ISN 0031 TVEH = TVEH & VYTR(J,I) £ VYTR(JI1)
 
ISN 0032 8035 CONTINUE
 
ISN 0033 IF(TVEH.LT..0001) GO TO 8034'
 
ISN 0035 RCOST(T) = RCOST(I)/TVEH
 
ISN 0036 8034 CONTINUE
 




*•***. END OF COMPILATION t** 
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LCCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION LOCATION REFERS TO SYMBOL IN CONTROL SECTION
 
EO SAV3 SAV3 E4 SAVALL SAVALL 
ES SAVALL SAVALL EC TEMP TEMP 





****MOX02VC NOW REPLACED IN DATA SET
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